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1964 Civil Rights Act.

Besides providingin-district services on request
4 and without charge to public schools in Michigan, the
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Several conferences were held during the Winter
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impoitance to schoo1 board members, administrators,
teachera,'student and commtplity. Papers from these

- conferences are incorporated into several sets of-
proceedings, this .° e, among thiem.
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:'Nexpreases its appreciation for their sharing of
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. INTRODUCTION

'Charle,? D. Moody, Sr.*

1 Tho willingness of some -04Cators, politicans,
and lay citizens to, question theimelting pot theory
and recognize its many myths has led to a numb'er of
curriculum and instructional reforms in bilingual-
bicultural education.

It is not my intention in th.s brief introduction
to give the impression-that bilingual-bicultural
education was brought about-overnight or without a
great and still continuing struggle. Bilingual-
bicultural education'is not new to the American
education scene; in fact, a search of the aiterdture
reveals seme'of the new theories and concepts of
bilingual education were being 'proposed in the late
1920's and 30's. What has brought about this latest
resurgence of bilingual-bicultural education?

Ito is our hope that the articles included in
these proceedings from PEO's Bilingual-Bicultural
Conference,will give come insight into this new wave
of 4ilinguakism sweeping the country.

The artiicle by Casteneda, Herold, and.Ramirez
I

of Education" e ging that embodies the concept of

advances the that there is a "New Illilosophy

cultural democ4tcy and removes:or at least.minimtzes
the pressures of acculturation,.the melting pot,
cultural exclusioncand the pressure of Socialization
Th9, three conclude that:

.... creating culturally 6Ocratic learning
.0-

environments, while ch lenging, is
certain11) within the asp of all educa-
tors. A beginning c net be' made, .

however, without abundant information
.

concerning the language and heritage,
values and learning _styles of cultutallp sy

. diverse children.
. .

Another possible contribqting factor 'to this ,

resurgence may be foAd within the legal aspects of
bilingualrbicultAel education as presented in'' \
Steinman's article, "Lau v Nichols: Impaj.cations,for
Bilingual- Bicultural EUTicattaii7"In this article, ,-
he discusses tHe nature of andreason gar the lawsuit,

-.-'Charles D. Moody, Sr. is 'the Director for the "4
'Program for Educational Opportunity in AnnArbor,
Michigan._



the trial court decision, the appellate court decl.-
earl, and the fegal foundations for bilingual oucat
Aa enereads tipiis article, it becomes readily apgle.ca t
what Stelnmag means when he states:

.

The Lau decision -stands as-;both-i-a-mand4141
anerEhall,enge. It reoognizes, that
school. districts have affirmative-tbliga-
tions .toward children who are different,
who tring to the education arena barriers
which, must overcom&-befbre the. purpcaea-
of our educational system can be achieved.

".

'Other possible factors- to answering the
resurgent qUestion may be foUnd in the Articles of
Troikp, Dorina Thomas, and Kiddle in the sdction,
Language and Linguistics in Bilingual and Bicultural

' Edl.lation. 1 1 ,e.

Cultpre and bilihgual education ,are treated in
articles by Betences and Sesi. Betafices in his
article advances the folloWing five reasons for
bilingual education:,

`1*.. vehicle for transfer of information;'
2. ability for self expresstbn;

relationship between school and home;
4. encoucagimg language diversity in the U.S.;
5. support diverse cultural vaaues.

;

Sesi's article .givee.:ue some insights intd -the
cultural, social, and educational backgrounds of the
Chaldean and Arab students. in Michigan schools%

The articles by Martinez, Xuan, KatrA and ,Cline,
and Jesse Thomas deal with practibal techniques and
strategies of bilingual education. 4

; We hope that these proceedings will 'help
educators to view the language 'and cultural dive,rsitr
of Americas children,as an asset -- an asseti.Eh`at we
in Michigan can encourage,6y impleMenting.

We waft to be able to accept, respect Ald
nurture' the -language anc4Rulture.of all otir-a,tudentt
as we strive to make equanbiducationaloppottuniyA
reality in Michigan schools.

. .

The University of Michigan
Spring, 1977 '

4.-
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A NEW PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

Alfredo Castaneda*
P. Leslie Herold*
Manuel Ramirez III*

This akticte kepkinted pcom New Appkoaches
to Bifinguat Bicuttutat Education, no. I

published by Dissemination Cents' don
Bitinguaf Bicuttukat Education, XU.stin,,Texas.

Cultural Democracy

In this manual, we explore many issues concerning
the responsibilities of public education to the
Mexican American child. One of our first concerns
will be determinin.e the nature and extent. of these
responsibilities. Should these responsiblities be
thought of in terms of helping Mexican American
children master the traditional schdol curriculum?
Would it be enough to present the traditional curricu-
lum in Spanish as well as English? Or does the
responsibility of public educatiQn extend beyond these
concerns? Should public schools transform themselves
into institutions that promote and encourage respect
for cultural diversity?

The answers given to these questions depend in
arge part on one's philosophy of education. The
importance of these philosophies should not be under-
estimated. They determine how educators think of
their responsiblities and, perhaps more importantly,.
dictate that some things should be included in the
classroom and that other things be excluded. Educa-
tional philosophies are not simply the subject of
books and scholarly papers. They are vividly reflected
in the day-to-dayactivities taking place in every
educational setting.

A critical examination of educational philosophy
is in orderlf what'ocCurs in an educational setting
is judged to be detrimental. This manual deals
largely 'with just this issue.. It is our conviction
that what typically happens to Mexican American rJ
children in the public school is detrimental and, for
many reasons, in need of fundamental change. We

.

Alfredo Castaneda, P. Leslie Herold, and Manuel
Ramirez, are professors at Stanford University,
California State College, and UniVersity pf.Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz, respectively.

3
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attribute this state of affairs largely to. the
commitment of American education to philosophies
which are unsuited to requirements of the present.
Following a critical evaluation of traditional educa-
tional philosophies, the manual dicusses a new
philosophy, cultural demperacy. ,

In sharp contrastto older ideagi cultural demo-
' cracy emphasizes the right of every American child
to preserve ties'withhiphome and community.
Specifically,, cultural democracy recognizes' that,.
prior to entering schock, children a e subject to
many years of culturally distinct s
influences. Much of a child's iden ity and his
orientation to the world is based o these experiences.
Undermining a child's ties with per onally meaningful
aspeCts of these experiences is culturally undemocra-
tic.

The philosophy of cultural democracy stresses
that the home and community socialization experiences
of all cildren, regardless of cultural background,
are valuable in their;own,right. Rather than. being
overlooked or forcibly excluded, these experiences
should serve-assa starting point for children's
exploring previously unfamiliar language, heritage,
and values. In the case of Mexican American children,
the language, heritipe, and values emphasized at home
can serve as a framework for becoming familiar with
the Anglo American culturel

Defining the responsibilities of public educa-
tion in these terms is not without precedent. The
trac4tiepns Of American democracy in principle ensure
the right of each individual to pursue happiness'
within certain broad limits on his own terms. In
-practice, however, this fundamental righthas been
seriously compromised by repressive Policies.of
powerfUi social institutions. The following section
traces the history of this conflict, particularly in

,

the context of American public education's role as a
spokesman for the values and life styles of the
dominant culture.

Acculturation Pressures in HistOricaf,Perspective:
The ,Melting

America has been populated by extraordinarily
diverse groups of widely different racial, ethnic,
and religious composition. Early social philosophers
often argued that the unique American ch.aracter had
developed from a pooling Or combining of these many
separate groups. The expression "melting pot" had
been used by many observers to describe the process
by which a new (and unique) unifOrmity emerged from
the initial diversity. One version of this doctrine
stressed that the result of the,meltinq process was

4
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superior to any of the individual ingredients before

melting. Some remarks made in.1916 by the noted

American educator-philosopher, John Dewey, illustrate

this idea:

'I wish our teaching of American history in the
Schools would take more account of, the

great waves of migration by which. our land
forover three ce4t4ries has been continuously
-built up, and make very pupil consciopa of
the.(rich breadth-6f our national make up. j

When every pupil recognizes all the. factors

which have gone into our being, he will
continue to prize and reverence that coming
from his own past, but he will think of.it
as honored in being simply one factor in
forming a whole, nobler and finer than

itself.(1)

Dewey's vision of-the superiority of the melted

product over the individual ingredients seems to

follow from his statement, "nobler and finer than

itselkf." Dewey clearly seems to say that one's own

cultural heritage is acceptable, but when it has

melted with others the res4lt is even bett&r. TO

preserve cultural distinctiveness is to settle for

second best. Despite the liberal overtones of Ptewey'S

statement, the permissive lnonexclusivist) interpre- -

Station of the melting pot has carried a hidden

message of cultural superiority; that the uniquely
Atherican cultural.product, if not best, is'at least
..better than products of the preexisting culture's.

The message to the child who has'not yet "melted" is
clearly' negative--that which fie is, in and of itself,
is not enough; there is something "nobler and finer."

The Uncontaminated Melting Pot

Another interpretation of the melting pot is

less-pesmissive or tolerant. According to this inter-
pretation, some groups (whether racial, ethnic, or
'religious) are thought to embody traits which are
unworthy of being injected or infused into the new
character. This view emphasizes, in other' words,
that certain groups should divest themselves of
objectionable 'qualities and, i conforming to an
essentially Anglo-Saxon ideal, become indistinguish-
able from those who embody the ideal,

The exclusive Anglo-conformity view interpreted
America as a cruible into which all non-Anglo-Saxon
ethnic groups-would melt. This doctrine received its
fullest expression during the so-called,"Americani-
zation" movement which swept the United States during
World War'I and carried on into the 1920's and 1930's.
While the Americanization movement had more than one
emphasis, essentially it was an attempt at "pressure

5
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. j ..
. . t 1

..cooking assimilation." the immigrant was stripped Ofhis-native culture and made over into an Americanalong lines of the Anglo-SaXon image.' The exclusivistand flavor of the Americanization movement canbe vividly appreciated in the writings of one.of thp,more noted edaCators.of the day,E.P. Cubberly, Thiseducator. (for whom, incidentally, a building at
i .

,Stanford University is named) characterized the newSouthern and Eastern European immigrants :as "illit-erate," . "docile," racking in "self-reliance" and"initiative," and presenting problems of "properhousing and living, moral and sanitary conditions,honest and.decent government and prqper education."American life was thcought by, Cubberry to have beenmade difficult by the presence of these new groups../ .

,.

. . .

1

Everywhere these people settleip
groups:or settlements, and to set up their
national manners, customs and observances.
Our task is,to break up these groups or
settlementa, to assimilate and amalgamate
these people as part" f our American race,
and. to implant gin their children, so far
as can be-done, the Anglo-Saxon conception
of righteousness, law and order, nd our

r
popular,government, and to awaken in them
a reverence for our democratic institutions
and for those things-4n our national life,
which.We as .a people hold to be of.abiding
worth. (2)

These remarks byCubberly have been someWh&t
lengthily recorded because they identify the assump-tions underlying many of today's efforts to rationalizethe-relatively low academic achievement of many
.Mexican American children, These same assumptions

Ire' molded the character of current efforts to "help"culturally diverse children through compensatoryeducatioh. For example, Cubberly's remarks imply thatthe "manners," "lustoms," and "observances" existingin the child's home and community, i.e., his culture,are inferior and need to.be replaced and implanted"in so far as can be done" (to use. Cubberly'ls ownphrase) with the Anglo-Saxon cultural ideal. To."break up" these groups is justified by their failureto meet the requirements of modern civilized life.
Both versions of the "melting pot" philspOy

(permissive and restrictive) sdriously comprOEited.the right of minority children to remain identified
with their culturally or ethnically unique socializa-
tion experiences. Children were daily confrontedwith teachers who fully expected the child to identifyexclusively with mainstream American ideals. Thepossibility of bicultural identity (if mentioned atall) was considered to be incompatible with schoolachievement.

6



- :There were, of course, objections to these
pressures. Some argued that children were being
forcbd tochdose between two identities (presented by

./the 6chool as.conflicting) 'at a time in their lives.
when they were incapable of fully understanding the

, consequences of such-a choice. Most of these objec-
.' tions, however, were'not seriously Considered. The

social climate was mdre Conducive to reaffirming the
wdrOrof'traditional practices,' Thus persons advoca-
ting that the school should help preserVe premelting
pct' cultures have long encountered a suspicious and,.

some cases, an'openly antagonistic social climate.
More than just, a social philosophy is required-

. t91 undermine civil rights. Rights are endangered .

when persons'come into ,close, sustained contact with
institutions which have translated essentially undemo-
cratic philosophical viewpoints into everyday practice .

L------and policy. Probably no single American institution
__has done so with more impact than public education.

Three Facets of Cultural-Exclusionist Educational
Policy

At the most obvious level, Ame;ican public
Schools have developed; and (marketed) a very one-sided
history of the American people. Recognition has been
afforded largely or entirely to historical figures
who embody traits and qualities prized by the domin-
ant group. Either overlooked or seriously distorted
were the contributions of Native Americans, Blacks,
Mexican Americans, Asian Americans, women, and the
poor. In a slightly less, obvious tv direct way, the
public school curriculum has attacffed importance or
value to only those cultural, social, and political ,

institutions which the dominant culture considered
to be, in Cubberly's words, "of abiding worth."

Yet, in our view, neither of these two considera-
tions hasApeen as potent in undermining the integrity
of the American minorities as the policy of excluding,
or openly condeming,'certain hOme and community
,socialization experiences of culturally diverse
children. In question here are'Culturally distinct
patterns of communication (languages and dialects
as well as subtle styles of communicating nonverbally),
patterns or modes of interpersonal relationships,
approaches to thinking and classifying experience,
and value systems. Thus the culturally different
child historically has encountered not only an
exclusionist, alien curriculum, but has come face
to face as well with teachers representing over-
whelmingly unfamiliar language, ways of relating Lo
children, thinking styles, and values.

To further compound the adjustment problems
these differences pose for culturally diverse child-



ren, American public school teachers have character-,
istically considered it their professional responsi-
bility'to bring minority children into Conformity'
with mainstream American ideals. In.other words,
the school has been' interpreted as a place for
c4ildren"to rehearse a restricted set of linguistic,

.. ..

motivational and cognitive styles in preparation

1
for being la nche intoino the currents 'of the main- .

stream cultu e. : As a-result, some educators have
,punished and humiliated children for doing things in
the classroom that were expected or. required in these,
children's homes. Wishing to help their students andj
to Pre/Jere them for adult society (as they understo00
it'), teachers have done whatever they considered
necessary to rid their pupils of'undesirable differ-
ences." Eliminating a child's cultural preferences
mad not interpreted as undemocratic, but rather as
a compelling necessity. Teachers:typically have been
so confident of their own values and goals (or.taken
them ,so much for granted) that they have prevented
children from choosing which part of their upbringing
they would preserVe and which part they would abandon

. or modify.

Socialization Pressure in American Education

The preceding section should not be interpreted .

as an attempt to vilify public school teachers.
After all, teachers don't arrive at.an understandihg
of their professional responsibilities without being
influenced by other people. As is, true of everyone,
teachers' values and interpretations of the world.
are greatly influenced by the spirit of the time in
which they live. Different traditions and assumptions
become popular during a person's lifetime and
become woven into the person's perspectives.

As students enter teaching credential programs,
they encounter current ,social,philosophies and are
gently presdured to Make these. philosophies or out-
lookstheir own. Unfortunately, the assump'tions
forming the basis of these philosophies or perspec-
tives are rarely brought to light or criticized.
Instead, candidates for teaching credentials are
asked to accept a certain brand of teaching and
curriculum not as the expression of certain values
and traditions,'but rather as inherently good and
valid.

In spite of claims to the contrary, all teaching'
practices and curricula follow certain assump-
tions (usually unstated) about (a) what children ought
to learn or experience, (b) how they ought to leprn,
and (c) how the teacher should participate in the
learning process.. By far the longest-standing
philosophy and tradition addressed to these issues
is the "ConserVative-Essentialist" philosophy of

19'



education.(3)
The COnservative philosophy of edtmation is

built on the assumption that theonly'legitiMate
function of the school is to .familiarize. children
with "tried and true" skilfS; In the view of many
historians, this approach has permeated AmCrican
education from its beginnings and haS led to a
'general consensus that the proper function2ng Of(the
publiC school involves the following:

1. The Mission of the school with respect'tb
socidty is to transmit the-essential elements
of the social heritage and to preserve the '
character of t1e social order.
2. The missionpf the school with re-4Oct to
the indivOual is to develop disciplined and
rational thought processes as well as loyalty
to essential social values.
3. The curriculum is made up of an ordered
sequence of knowledge which represents the.
historic truths of the'society. The curri-
culum,'s usuarly structured into academic'
subject of English, mathematics, history,
sCience, nd foreign languages.
4. Teachin is the art of transmitting ..know-
ledge effec 'vely and efficiently..(4)
This vision o education became firmly.entrenched

with the coming of e industrial age and the flood
of persons from rural areas (and frOm abroad)..to meet
the needs of business d industry.' Cnefamoui
educator of the day, Cub eily. (cited earlier), stated
the argument clearly:

Our schoo1s.are, in a s nse, factories in
which the raw products (4ildren) are to be
shaped.and fashioned into,prodlicts to meet
theyariousdemands of life The slpecifi-

'cations for manufacturing from the
demands -of 20th. century ci li ation, and
it is the business of the s hoo to build
its pupils according to the speci ications
laid down.. This demands good
specialized machinery, continuous measure-,.
ment of production to see if it is according
tb,the specifications, the elimination of
waste in manufacturing, and a lal.ge variety
in the output. (5) .

We should not be misled by the commitment to "A
large variety in the output" and reach the conclusion
that diversity was encouraged by the schools..
Actually, diversity was fine as long as.pupilS
differed from one another with respect. to a narrow
rangof skills and abilities. Diversity in the
form of'culturally unique values, language, and life

styles was neither accepted nor cultivated. Thus
-the conformity pressures of public schooling not only

9
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paralleled:the' !'inelting Pot" .06 gbures, but were
strengthenedloY;thSpopular:sehtiment.that to re*igt.

. these. pressures was'self7defeating and evell,,uhpatii
otiq. In thisatmosphersorbonfotmity inthetke7 d-

)

enthuslasm.fors new age, .the Areridanvtfalicgave:
the public schools greatA.atitude.tof.asgume.itighy of
the resPqnsibilitiesqor socializing. children:that,.
prior. to the industrial, age, had always been
con red the Sole tet0Onsibillty of thefamily,

impleMentingthismew 'socializing function,-
p icsducaticin appears, to have addressed itself
jefgely tOdblectives in 'three areas: ',(1) language
and heritage, (2) CulturaT values, and'.(3) learning
and teaching styles..- In the .case of languageand
heritage,the goal has been to cultivate .respeot. for

society's heritage and to create a healthy self-
concept .based on he child's.patterhing hiMself after .

various features of.that heritage,. ,In the case of
:cultural values, the goal has been to:teach under-
standing of society's standards so. that children
will behave in-accordance witha-constience based qh
a clearly identifiedset of values add morals. In

of learning styldi and teaching styles,
thefloal 'a-been to familiarize children with wayi'
of thinking,remeinberiti perceiving, and problem
p1ving that fit within thSI. oclety's traditions.

. Close examination of ppblic education reveals,
however, that what exist's in the typical tiaSsi.Oom___.
is almost exclusively the language, heritage, values,
and teaching .styles of Anglo American middle'class
'society. Historically, then,-the public school has
been Monocultural in conception, or culturally

:exclusiVe. :Traditionally it has made no systematic
provisionfortlanguage, .heritage, Values,ancllearh7
ing styles charadteristitofother cultural,' racial,
bx social groupg,. .Perhapi this' would not poseA,
problem or injustice if everysthnit or, ,ratial'grOup'.

.

had abandoned-its unique socialization practices.:..
Later .manuals in this series will showthat.this

J clearly is not the case, that neither the, traditiOns
of these'groups nor -their.unique child-rearing prat-I
ticeswere erased in the melting pet era. As a:

..result, the home and community socialization experi-,
61ces of many children are baseclonJanguage,
heritage, values, and' teaching styles not represented
in the classroom.

F r the.culturally different child (and for all
childr r everywhere), learning the complexities of
at cul ure and the codes of behavior appropriate to it

'has. en the chief order of business for five years
prior to entering the public school. To the extent
thaOhe child's home eXperiences are different,froM
those typical of the middle class Anglo-AmeriO4n.
child, the'school represents a foreign'and ungettling

10
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world. The langiiigeommunication styles, andVhei".
teaching steles of the teacher are unfamiliar. Tq*.
illakeplatter"Wworse, the child' cannot help but sense
a reyelptiCil of nearly everything he has learned at

' 4 ...1Wfundamental message' 'to the child whose ham'
andaimmunity.sOcializatione4eriences.have been
diffetent has ,been, '1,4earn.Our ways and forget about

.,..yoUr-aWn." To do so, however, implies betrayal of-
'home and community as well its forsaking everything
that is familiar and comfprtable. Nat to switch
'loyalties is to risk nearly unmanageable conflicts at
school..

AmeriCan'publigeducationhae"thus failed bp-
provide sufficient-diversity in terms of language
and heritage, values, and teachingsgyles to. enable'
culturally 4iverse'children to deb pp healthy self-
identities., tominimize cultural-or.valuesconflicts,
or to7learn in ways appropriate fo the teaching
styles of their parents and siblings. Subsequent
manuals in. this series will be devoted to clarifying
the educational needs of culturally different
children and planning learning eqvirOnments based on
knowledge'of these heeds.

The Advent of the Compensatory Education Movement

Events in one sphere of society often have un-
predictable effects on the lives of persons who are
far removed from the sources of those events% An
example is readily provided by considering the'origins
of the famous "compensatory education" movement of
the 960's and its impact on the lives of Am4rican
social and economic minorities.

Prior to the 1960's, government-supported inter-
vention strategies for combating educational deficits
of minority 'children were relatively infrequent.
Many social scientists either openly or 'privately
attributed the misfottwkes,..of!perica's_minarity ,

children to forces (economics, genetics, inappropriate'
child-rearing practices) which were only dimly'under7
stood and almost unmanageably 'difficult-to alter.'

In thelate_1950's and early 1960's, this
picture changeratiMatical,ly. Laboratory psycholo-
gists publishdd the results from:a very. large number
of studies in which afiimals and people hadlpeen,
deprived of sensory stimulation. Dogs,reard in
darkness or in social isolation were discovered to
suffer from profound learning deficiendies.
reacted slowly to painfulstimulP (such as aflame)
and required much longer than normal puppies to learn
how ta avoid painful encounters with moving toys that
deliVered electric. shock on contact. .

Impaired learning and performance were also
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common among rats, cats, chicks, and monkeys who ha ck
been deprived,of "enriched".experiences in infancy.
(6) 'Deficiencies of a short-liVed nature were
reported for humans who were suspended in warm we-ter
and prevented frog receiving an external 'stimulation.
Logical reasoning suffered Ifolkoying these experiences,
as cqd ability to solve writhmetic.problems;

Paralleling these reports was the publication
of Widely readeports by the late Harold Skeels,(7) '
regarding the subnormal intellectual functioning of
young adults who had grown up in a publicly supported
orphanage. As children, these persons had been
identified as normal with respect'to This yas
not the case for another. group of children studied

'by Skeels. The second group was sufficiently "slow"
that they were moved as young children to a home for
the feebleMinded. Unlike the normal children left
in the nursery, the "feebleminded" children grew
into normaladults. The'difference between the two
groups was attributed to the lack of social stiMula:
tion in the orphanage as opposed to the Atmosphere
,in'the.home for the feebleminded where teenage
residents lavished attention on the young infants.

The popularity of "sensory, deprivation" as an
explanation for retarded development became infecti-
ous. College and universitgcourses sprung up with
titles such as "Education of the Deprived Child" and
"Psychology .of the CulturalleDisadvantaged." Books
and scholarly jdurnale in psychology and education
contained even more information about the damaging
effects of "restricted" learning environments.
Armed with these findings, and stimulated by '

President Johnson's freeing of funds for improving
'the educational opportunitie6 of impoverished
children, psychologists-and educators launched the,
.great compensatory education movement.

Little timerwas lost in formulating the guiding
rationale for.the programs that developed as part of
this movement. .Reasoning.by analogy, psychologists
and educators equated the socialization experiences
of "target" children with the stimulus deprivation

.'procedures employed in animal laboratories.. If
minority childrenan'aduAts, deprived of sensory .

stimulation in the laboratory, performed poorly on
intellectual tasks,. then both must have in common a
recent history of ±nadequate stimulation. It should
be noted that the impetus to action was based on
coAclusibns stemming from analogy ("it isas if ...")
rather than research ("it has-,been demonstrated that
..."). The widely used term that arose from this
analogy.was "cultural deprivation:"

It was commonly assumed, in other words, that
certain socialization practices.Were deficient in
Providing the kinds of experiencesrequired for
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intellectual development, Since intellectual
achievement (equated with scores onttests of question-
able relevance) of minosity. childrenwere "known" to
be deficient, it followed that these children had
suffered deprivation at home. Something had to be
done to make these children capable of profiting
from educational opportunities. The solUtion Vas
equally obviods: counteract the damaging socializa-
tion practides with enriched learning experiences at
the preschool and grade school level. One fagious
child psycho2ogist went so ,far as to propose that

-'culturally deprived children be taken from their
homes, and allowed to recover from theOock of
cultural deprivation in special residential schoois.
Compensatory education was, then, in the words of.
one indisppted authority "an antidote for cultural.
.deprivation.'"

Strategies were developed for counteracting the
harmful socialization practices of culturally
divers parents The right of the child to reMlain
identified with his home and community socialization
experiences was considered too costly in its con-.
sequences to the "deprived" child. Thus well-meaning
educators decided for the child that their world,was
better, that his welfare would be served best by
assisting Or expediting his acculturation. Accultura-
tion in this sense meant versing children only in
thOse particular linguistic, motivational, and
cognitive styles whiCh were judged to be "correct"
for the. classroom.

. .

Although the language and terminology differed
soMewhat, the "compensatory" programs of the social

i
scientist \were indistinguishable from those of the
old conse litive educators. Once again the home and
real life eXperiences of the child had been found
irrelevant to the business of education, that of.
fitting children to a predetermined mold. The value
of'Conservative education for everyone was thus
affirmed: all children should, and would, with the
help of "acculturation assistance," learn to think,
feels, and act in accordance with the language,
heritage, values,,and.preferred learning styles of
the dominant-culture: Or, .more precisely, all
children would attune themSelves to that culture as
interpreted by the "front line" representatives of
.the sChoof, the teachers.

Rarely did the "acculturation assistance"
experts ask if their approach was built merely upon
preference for one set of values over others. It wa
considered a matter of indisptfted fact, rather than
a value judgment, that membership in some cultural
groups (notably the Black and Mexican Ameican) tfs
a damagaing or "depriving" experience.Alternatives
to this way of thinking are at pres Irt4 grOwing
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increasingly common. as the.educational community re-
orients itself to the deMands of culturally. relevant
education. It istOtheee alternatives that we now
turn.

. .
1 .

.
. ..-

'`The Challenge-of Culturally Democratic Education

In view oOhe earlier remarks concerning the
. . . .

failure Of American public education to provide
culturally democratic educational environments,ia

'' different social philosophy (other than either the
melting pot or "cultural pathology" as represented

-.by CoMpensatory education) appears needed if the
,schOols are to meet the educational needs of children
who are products of socialization experiences
different frOM that of the Anglo AMerican middle
.lass. The basis for such a reformulation is pro-
vided by the concept of cult al democraCy which \
stresses the right of e ry erican child o remain
identified with his own ho and community sqc liza-'
tion experiences. As stated earlier, this imPlies
that the schools should actively contribute to the.

positive development and strengthening of these
unique socialization experiences as valuable in their
own right. Furflaermore, these culturally unique
lbme and community experiences should serve as the
basis for exploring Anglo American, middle class
language, heritage, va,1ues, patterns of thirikn.ng,""and
m6tivation. A.culturally demoCratic eduCational
environment would, in other words, incorporate the
Language, heritage, values, and learning styles
familiar to al], children in the educational process
with equavalue and importance.

In their usual meaning, the terms multicultural
or multiethnic education are not suff±cientlycbm-
prehensive to fulfill the requirements we envision for
culturallydembaratic learning environments. Advo7-
gates of multicultural and multiethnic education
-typically emphasize only the most obvious aspects of
'racial, social, and.cUltural groups which the child

l , must 'master in order to .function competently and
effectively'th those groups. Innovative programs
thus often stop at introducing language, holidays,
historical, figures, and traditions. which previous,ly
were excluded from the school curtioulum.

A truly eomprehensive multicultural p ogram would

cr,

share these curricular objectives, but w uld be
addressed as well to :those features' of a childl'e,
sociajflzationexperiences'which have 'shaped ftis 'pre-.
ferred or do%inant,learninge,tyle. In other words,
the basis 'for a child.'s learning about hits-own and
othe'i'cultures must encompass the language, heritage,
VaIUbs,thinkinq and motivational frameworks with
which'the child is initially familiar. Within the
lbOundaries of the familiar, then, the'child first can

.. .
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be hrought,tO 'label and understarid important featute's
of his cultUral origins and loyalties. His Ianquhge,
.heritage, values, and modes of cogratiOn hnd motive-
tiorCcanisubsequently serve as a basis for exploring
and developing.seledtive.loyalties to alternative

:exPressioneof.thought, values.,and life styles.
. This conception of democratic cultural pluralism in
education'implieg..that the educational goal of all
children in American society wouIcI,130 that of learn-
ing to' function competentlyand effectively in, as
.well as'to-contribute to .development of, more than
one cultural world.

A model tortilla philosophy, of education is
readily provided by'bilingaul education programs

'which.stress .retention of a child's, primary language
and user of that language as a vehicle or medium for,,
exploring and.acquir,ing a second language. For
example, Spanish-speaking children can learn the
'hedge of Allegiance to the flag:in Spanish and
recite it in Spanish. In this' way, the c4O1dren will:
share with the English-speaking students an Under
standing of the concepts of loyelty,to one's country.
With.= understanding of these-concepts, the Spanish-.
speaking child can learn, the nemes,of the.concepts
in English. This appioath is'.far preferable to
having the Spanish-speaking child initially learn
the pledge of allegiance in English, which results
in the fortunate consequence of the child's both
miseisgthe concepta end feeling shame that his
native language is an, inadequate means of learning
the concepts.

Such' a multicultural or multilingual approach
to education could easily be extended to incorporate
heritage. in this curricular area, as in language,
the child would. use his own heritage as a basis fox
exploting,and developing loyalties to, a second
heritage.

Regardless of the particular strategy employed
to implement such a curriculum, the school would
overcome the cultural-exclusionist policy of attach- 444'

ing lesser value status and importance to the
heritage with which the MeiXican American child is,
most familiar. The educational environment would R.

cease, in other words, to structure. these different.
heritages as conflicting or mutually exclusiVe, as
-requiring a choice to identify with one and reject
the other. This policy thus advances the basic
right of every child in the.:clessroom to remain
identified with his heme and community Socialization

--experiencee'while-uelng these experiences as a
basis for exploring new, traditions. - .

While there is some precedent for making 'an-
guage and.heritige .integral features of the schciol
setting,.practiqallYno precedent exists, tor incor-

a
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porating values into the educational environment..
Acquiring knowledge about cultural values is rarely
considered to be either on fhportant or legitimate
aspect of a teacher's prOfesnional training. This
is a partibularly unfortunate ominsion, for it is
our opinion that thd values that an individual or
group of people hold (what they think in good) t)111
be reflected in how they socialize their children.
What they believe to be gooa,ar of unquestionable
worth with regard to communication (the bent way to
speak), human relationships ( culturally appropriate
ways of relating to adultswpers, ,end children),
how to think about things (the bent way to organize,
classify, andNassimilate the environment), and
important reasons for doing anything in life--all of
these form the underlying motivation for particular
forms of behavior. Any educational policy is bound
to be hopelessly narrow if it ignores the values
that determine human relational styles, communication
styles, cognitive (thinking) styles, and motivational
styles.

The teacher, then, faces the necessity of knowing
what these values are, knowing how students differ
with respect to these values, and knowing their
source.

Conclusion

The requirementa.of cultural demOcracy occasion
A reexamination of what.a teacher needn to know in
order to be effective. At the very least., the
definition of professional competency must be
extended'to include more than knowledge of specijit.
subject matters. The teacher.must first become
sensitized to teaching stylgs and interpersonal
behaviors that characterize the socialization prac-
tices of different cultural groups. Equally
important is the teacher's.making a conscientious,
concerted effort to understand the. life styles, .

values and interpersonal behaviors honored by these
cultures. Finally, the teacher must develop a
framework in which to meaningfully Label important
,differences betweenthe various cultures represented
in the classroom or the school in'general. Only on
the basis of these understandings can the teacher
enable chifclren to understand their own cultures and
appreciate cultures represented Sy thei,r classmates.

Creating culturally democratic learning environ-
ments, while challenging, is certainly within the
grasp of all educators. A beginning cannot be made,
however, without abundant information concerning the
language and heritage, values, and learning styles
of culturally diversb.children.
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LAU V NICHOLS: IMPLICATIONS FOR BILINGUAL-
BICULTURAL EDUCATION*.

_Edward H. Steinman*

Introduction

On Uanuary'21, 1974, the United States Supreme
Court, unanimously-ruled-that the San Francisco Unified
School District illegally discriminated against nearly
2,000 ngt-English-speaking Chinese students by failing
to help them surmount the language, barrier. By requiting,
these children to Sit' and languishin regular English-
language clasSes, the Supreme Court found theeschool
district had denied them "a meaningful, to

participate in the public'educational program."'
- While the 'Lau case involved thoushnds of non-

.English-speakini7Thinese children in San Francisco,
the'Supreme Court decision carves out new educational
rights for the approximately 5,000,000 non-English-
speaking.childrem throughout the country, including the .

estimated 500,000 such youngsters who reside Cali-
fornia. To more fully undetstand why the United States

.,Supreme Court. reached such a dramatic land.significant
decisiOn, I would like to discuss briefly the origins
,o4 this lawsuit and the events that occurred as the
case travelled up the "legal ladder" tp the Supreme
Court.

The Nature of the Lawsuit

On March 25, 1970,13 non-English-speaking Chinese-
- American students filed a lawsuit in the United States

District Court:in San ..Francisco on alf of nearly,
3,000'Chinese-speaking students a inst the plan Francisco
Unified School District. The c plaint alleged that
these Chinese-speaking childre were being denied their
right's to an education because they were unable to com- r
prehend or speak the English 1 nguage in which -their
Classes wbretaukht.:-By-denyi -th-eseChildren special
instruction in English, the sch of district was not only-

.

violating their rights.. to an education and to equal
educational opportunities as. guaranteedby the Consti-
tutions ofthe United States and StateHf California

II

.*Edward Steinman is a professor of 1'0 at the University
of Santa Clara School of Law. He is. the attorney for
the nor- English- speaking Chinese-American children whose,
rights were vindicated i the Suprede !Court decision r
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and by federal and state legislation, but the school
district, according to the coMplAint, was also "dooming
these children to become dropouts and to join the rolls
of the unemployed."

In'their complaint, the non-English-speaking
Chinese-American Students raised two basic issues: /
first, whether the San Francisco Unified. School District``
.was required to provide them with special instruction
in English; and secondly, whether such special instruc-
tion in English must be/taught by bilingual, Chinese-
speaking teachers. *i15.,f.101" relief, the students requested
that the federal court order the school district to
provide specia-' English-language classes with bilingual
teachers for all non -En- h-speaking student§.6 Without
bilingual teachers, the laws contended, any "special"
instruction in English would be a itless gesture,
since students would be\meely parrotting rather
than learning English.'

The Reasons for the Lawsuit

lfike so many:lawsuits, the Lau case was brought
because of a deep sense of frustration; it was the com-,
munity's last resort after allother avenues had been
exhausted in hopes of overcoming the serious. educational
harms suffered by non-English-speaking childfen. Were
the problem not so serious, one. could easily, engage in
satire to describe the dilemma faced by these children
and. their parents. The law 'of the State of California
required that_these children' attend school; thus, they
went. while they were unable/to speak of under-
stand the English language, alel the instruction they
received,-for 6 hours a day, days a week, 36 weeks a
year--was in English, 'as were all the books and all
the visual materials that were sed. Even though we
are English-speaking individuals, it should not be hard
for us to realize that for these children. education was-
and unfortunately, for hundreds of thousands of children
in California, still is - -mere physical presence, as
audience to a strange play which they do mot. understand.
Ironically, these children were foreclosed from the very
essence of what educatioA is about: communication.
Children can prOfit from education only when they are
able to understand the instruction, ask'and answer
'questions, and speak with their classmates and teachers.
For children who do not understand English; there can
be'no educational opportunity.

Tor'years the Chinese community in,San Francisco
employed meetings, negotiations, studies, demonstrations,
and community alternative programs to try .to rectify the
educational deprivations suffered by non-English-speaking
children. All these efforts invariably resulted in
token gestures, in the, form of4ban1laids here and there
on the part of a school administration which had neither
the interest, the willingness, the. competence, nor the
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commitment to cope.with the thousands of non-English-
speaking children, lronicdlly such inaction by the
school district was accompaniedan explicitrecog-

the seriousness of,theproblem. The school
tlistrict.411-1969 adm.itted '

fighen these tChinese-speaking youngsters]
:are:placed in grade levels according to their.
age and are.txReCtO.to.compete with their
English- speaking peers, they are frustrated by
their-innbiltty to understand the regular
work..-:. For [these] children, the lack .of
EngliSh means poor performance in school.
The secondary student is almost inevttably
doomed to be a dropout,and another unemploy-
able in the the-I-6.

Moreover, during the trial of.the Lau case, the
school district,sqpulated that in 1970aere. were
2,856 Chinese,speakiag-aiients in,the district who
needed special. instruction in English, but that 1,790
of theSe children received no special help or 'instruction
at,all. The school districtlurther stipulated that
of the 1,066-Chinese-speaking students who dicl receive
some special help, nearly 2/3 received such help on a
part-time, 50-minutes-a-,day basis. Finally, only 260-.
of those 1,066 Chinese- speaking students receiving
special instruction in Engr1.h were taught by .bilingUal,
Chinese-speaking teachers..

Significantly,-this. stipulated data stemmed from
a survey conducted by the school district in DeceMber,
1969, which was :collected without the development of any
objective standard criteria. Instead, the subjective
judgment Of the individual classroom teachers served
as the basis for the survey. Moreeveri placement of
these student's into the few special English classes was.
generally arbitrary, based on neither specially designed
testing procedures nor ascertainable standards. Except.
f6r those.few-students placed in these few special
classes, most of the Chinese-speaking students needing
help in English were placed in regular classeS, taught
only in English; where they could not adequately compete
with their peers. The result - -as the School.DiStrict
itself admitted--was eventual frustration, discourage-.

resentment,-truancydelinquency, and dropout.
Similarly, teachers and counselors who worked with
.Chinese-speaking students were equally frustrated and
helpless, as their preparation and proved
useless when working with non-English-speaking young-
sters.

The. Trial Court. Decision

Following months of legal discovery and investiga-
tion, a hearing_uids held in the Lau case before. United
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States District Court Judge Lloyd Burke. At the'hearing,
the non-English-speaking Chinese plaintiffs presented,
testimony and documentation portrayifig their rights and
needs to receive special English classesstaught by
bilingual teachers. The evidence demonstrated that
these children couldmot learn English unless it was
taught to them by persons mho have a facility in the
only language they 'Understand: Chinese, In rebuttal,
the school district admitted the grave needs of theSe
chtldren-to receive special instructions, but contended
that such needs did not constitute legalrights.. The
school district argued that its obligations to these
children were satisfied by providing them the same
educational setting offered to other children in the
district. ,Though the school district acknowledged
its desire*to provide more,special classes for,mOn-
English-speaking ,children,Fit said such classesvould
be offered "gratuitously," as money and personnel per-
mitted, rather than as a matter of right and duty.

In jts decision, the Undle-d State's District Court
agreed with t)ie school'diatict and denied the non-
English-speaking children any relief. The court
expressed sympathy for the plight of the students but.
Concluded that theirrights to an.educafion and to equal
educational opportunities had, beensatisfied as "they.
received the same eduFation made available on the same
terms and conditions.to the other tens of- thousands of
students in the San Francsco.Unified SchoOl District."
Though the plaintiffs contended that the "Surface"
equality of -identical textbooks, teachers; and class-
rooms afforded no education to non - English speaking
children, the federal court ruled the school district
hadkno.legal duty to rectify this situation. Access to
the same educational system provided othersregardless
f whether any educational benefits could be received-

was the-extent of a child's right-to an edutation,
according to the trial court._

. .

During the trial, both the school.district and the
federal court repeatedly observed thatthe language
problem was the result of a recent escalation in the
number of new immigrants entering the school system.
Since the school district had no contr.ol.over this -
country's immigration policies, the federal court indi-
.c...aedthis. further absolved the district from any
responsibility._ Yet, while. it may be easy to blame
the language problem in San Francisco, solely recent
Chinese immigrants, this would'be both inaccu ate and
unjustifiable. Research studies indicate. that the
language problem has long been ptevalent among Chinese
students, both native-born and foreign-bornin.:San
Francisco. Historically,'diScriminatory legislation
and exterisive vilification and abuse forced the -Chinese
into a state of gh,etto existence continuing to this day.'
Many Chinese children - -both foreign -born and native-
born--enter school with insufficient Or nolEnglish. It
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is further significant that native-born Chinese students

with this language,problem are found at every level in
society. including as students in our state college and

university systems.
Thus, it is not surprising'that 7 of the 13 named

plaintiffs in the,Lau case are American-born Chinese
.citizens. The school district's own studies and reports
Over the past thxee decades showed that the language
problem in the schools exited long before tha."major
inflO of Chinese immigrants between 196571976. While
clearly the recent influx of Chineseimmigrants has
aggrAvated the situation, it is surely 'not the cause of

the probleM existing in San Francisco schools.. Simi-.
larly, it woulebe foolish and unjustifiable to attri-

bute 'the problems of non-English-speaking students
throughout the state to recent immigration from Spanish-
speaking, Chindser.speaking, or other non-English-
speaking countries. The long history in both this state
and -t-his country of the educational deprivations suffered
by4non-English-speaking childien belies any such argu-
ment.

The Appellate Court Decision
1

The non-Efigish-speaking children appealed the

deciSion of the federal district court to the United

States .Court otiAppealv for the Ninth Circuit. Their
contention thatAhe trial court decision should be:
reVe sed was supported by the United States government,
whici filed an Amicus curiae brief with.the Ninth.dir- e

cult Court of Appeals. In its brief, the federal gov-
ernment argued that the United States Constitution and
Civil. Rights At of 1964 required thatnon-Engl4sh-
speakihg children be .given educational opportunities
which are tailored to their particular needs.

'On JanuarY,8,' 1973, a three-judge panel of the
Circuit Court of Appeals:affirmed the'lower court

.deci ion (483 F.2d 791 [9th Cir.'1973]). The appellate
court accepted the school diptrict's argument that its

,, resp nsibility to non-English-speaking children-"extends
no f rther than'o provide them with the same facilities,
text ooks, teachers, and curriculum as is provided to
other children in the district." Beyond this legal

cont usion; the court offered some comments which demon-
,

stra-ed-a-temarkably-mAprow-view-of-the4ole,.of-education
, in tis country. First, the court callously observed
that the problems suffered by the children. were "not

the esult of laws enacted by the State...but the result

-of d ficiencies created by the;jchildren] themselves in
fAilingto learn the-Englih language." Such a state--

Auent--aScribing fault to a young child because of "his

failure to learn English"--not only SOggests that the

"sins" of the fathers be vipited upoh the children (if

one wishes to arguably place "blame" on the parents
''themselves for failing to teach their children English).
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It further labels the child. "sinful".for not.absorbing,
on his own, the .language of the society into which he
has been cast'. Incredibly, had the Supreme Court not
accepted'the'Lau case and reversed this appellate
court opinion, such a statement would now be'...the law in
the federalcourts of the State of California.

The apPeIlate,coUrt then went on to paint a
. ture of the American educational process which would
relegate children who are "different" (and,because of
that. difference, denied. an education) only to non-
)udicial remedies:

Every student brings to the starting line
of educational career different advantages
and disadvantages caused in part by social, -

2/economic and cultural background, created and
contributed completely apart from any cent ibu-
tion by the school system. That some of ese
may be impediments which can be overcome. oes. .
not amount to a 'denial' by the [school district]
of. edudational oppOrtunities...shoudd
trict] fail to give them special attention.

The United States Supreme Court Decision

Faced with the devaStating appellate court decision,
the mon-English-speaking children petitioned the United
States Supteme. Cburt to take their case. and reverse the
appellate court. On June 12, 1973, the United States
Supreme Courtgranted the petiton:to hear the case,
and oral argument was heard on December 10, 1973. The
United States government continued to support the chil-
dren at the Supreme Court level by filing an amicus
curiae brief recommending the reversal of theT(WFI:
court opinion. In addition, amicus curiae'briefs
support of the non-English-speaking Chinese-AmericOn
students were also filed by numerous organizatiOns
throughout the. country,.including the National Education
Association, the Harvard University Center for Law and
Education, the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights under,
Law, the Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educatibn
Fund, and the Puerto R,,ican Legal Defense and Education
Fund.

On January 21., 1974, .the. United .States Supreme
Court issued--ts-UnaniMous decisiOn reversing the
appellate court opinion (414 U.S, 563 [1974]). Relying ,

on the Civil Rights,Act of 1964(which both the federal
trial and appellate courts found tobe of no signifi-
cance) , the Supreme,Coutt ruled that the failpre of any'
schobl system to provide' English- language instruction to
its non-English-speaking students constitute a denial
of "a meaningful opportun,ity to participate in the edu-
cation program."- Since everyschool district in the 1.,

United States receives some federal education funds, the
'Cont decision simply means that-the 5,000,000 school -
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children in the United States who now attend school with
English-language deficiencies are legally entitled to
a meaningful opportunity to participate in public edu-

, cation.
The Supreme Court ,decision can be viewed from many

perspectives. As to the.particular language of the
deCision, the Court quickly diffused the narrow defini-
tion of "equality" propounded by the lower courts.
Recognizing that there is no greaten inequality than
the equal treatment of unequals, the Supreme Court said

[T]here is no equality of treatment merely
by providing students wilK the same facilities,
text books, teachers, and,curricUlum; for stu-
dents who do nOt understand.English are effec-
tively foreclosed from any meaningful education.

The Supreme Court was openly astonished that aschool
district would even su'gest that requiring-non-English
speaking children to sit and lang4sh.in FeTilar Rn0.ish-
language classrooms amounts to an ";education." Viewing
the evidence as_a whole, the Court said.: .

Basic English skills are at the very core
of what these public schools teach. Imposition
of a requirement that before a child can effec-
tively participate in the educational; program
he must have already acquired those basic skills
is to make a mockery of public eduCation. [Empha-
sis added.]

Casting itself directly intajhe plight confronting
non-English-speaking children, the Court concluded that
"[w]e know that those who do not understand English are
certain to find their classroom experience wholly incom-
prehensible and in no way meaningful."

Naturally, the importance of the Supreme Court
decision goes beyond the mere words en a printed 'Age.
Given the current composition of the United States

...Supreme Court, one should not underestimate the signif-
icance of a unanimous decision in a case involving the

1 civil rights of millions 6f children. The Court, in Lau,
abandoned the relative judicial conservatism it has
displayed the past few years in the areas.of.education
and civil rights. Its strongidecision. in Lau speaks
.rodUly ancLclearly of the.....importance whichTEe.Court,
II:aces...oh the rights of non-Englih-speaking children;
MOreover, unlike its decisions of the.past few .years,
the Court in Lau was not concerned--with the intentions

or motivhtions'of a school district. Regardless of
how much good faith a school district might be exer-
cising ih trying to meet the problem, the only relevant
-factor i,swhether the child receives a "meaningful"
education or suffers harm from its absence.' Coupled
again with the Court's unanimous stance, this .indicates
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that nb excuses will be tolerated in effectuating: he
rights of these children. The test is whether a child
can "effectively participate" and receive'a "meaning:
ful" education, nowhetker a school district is
attempting to do the best it can. Anything short of a
"meaningful" education perpetuates the "mockery"'which,
the Supreme Court found sd cruel, anomalous and illegal.

V

..The Legal Foundation for Bilingual Education

Since the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that the
, rights of the non-English-speaking Chinese children to

an education were being denied, th Court deliberately
did not explore the nature of thelequired remedy.
Instead., the SupremeCourt remanded the case back to
.the United States District Court in San Francisco to
fashion "appropriate relief" in the case. In May of
1975, the District Court approved the creation of
a .CityWide Bilingual EduCationTasX Force, which is

24
working with the pl ntiffs, the school. district,

.

and the. federal gov rnmentrto formulate a master. plan
for. San Francisco. The bilingual plan was expected to
be completed' early in-1975. Nevertheless, the very.
words of the SupreMe Court decision demonstrate that
the rightsof non-Engli.. '.. ceaking children can be ,

achieved only -IPy throUgh '*t S

r
tehOnsive bilingual instruc-

tlion given by bilingua 'teachers. This obvious requite-.
ment is bolstered -hy-t unanimous interpretations during.
the'past 11 mOnths by courts, legislators, and educa-
tional leadets:of the Lau decision as mandating bilingual
education.

.

r-?-,,,,,,-
-

--- The reasons for such uniform interpretation of, the
-decision are, not surprising: The Supreme Court in Lau
expressed concern with providing non-English-peakingg,
children a "meaningful education" and"effective,par-
ticipation in the educational program." For .a s'eAol :
district-to utilize non-bilingual instructionin which
children are traditionally given supplemental instruc-

-tion session's in English for 30 to 50 minutes a day in
a regular classroom- -not only guarantees the continued
absence of a "meaningful" education, but produces the
very "mockery" to'which Lau is'addretsed., In essence,
the non-bilingual instruETTO offers. the child except
for a few.minutes each day, the same facilities; books,
and teacher's as those who understand Englishthe very
situation found legally intolerable by the Supreme .

Court._ InstrUCtion for noh-English-speaking, children
which is non-bilingual belies the wealth of research
that shows the best way to learn another language is to
utilize the one already known. It ignores what the child
already knows and can comprehend in his native language
(01.. worse, as if he were stupid). To employ anything
short of bilingual education is not only educationally
,unsound and pSychologically repressive, but is now in
direct violation of.a'non-EngliSh-speaking child's right

_ \
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to a basic education.
The court decisions which have applied and inter-

preted Lau have all concluded that Lau requires bilin-
gual edTation.toovercome the. depri7itiqns suffered
by non-English-speaking children. In Serna v'Portales
New Mexico School District, 499 F.2d 114/ (10h Cir.
Julr-19, 1974), the United States Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit and large a conservative
court) .1-tiled thatbirthgual education is the.orix,appro-
priate.reme4y under the Lau decision. The Sei6 "
court even imposed a duty on school dis- tricts 71-th hon-
English-s(peaking children to apply for bilingual edu-
cation monies under available state or federal programs.
In AsPiia v Board of Education of the City of New York,

F. Supp. (S.D.M:Ye.August 2b,,1974), the federal
Urgtrict court relied on the Lau decision in sanctioning
the immediate implementation. Taa complete-bilingual-
bicultural education program for nearly 200,000 Spanish-
speaking Puerto Rican children in New York'City. Simi-
larly, the other court decision'which has interpreted
Lau, Keyes.v Denver Unified School District, F. Supp.

.. (Q. Colo., April 9, .1974) ; also held that Torlingual-
UTEultural educationin which the teacher uses the
child's, native language as well as English--is required
by Lau. The federal court in Keyes held the Lau decision
demonstrates that''it is "ineffective to require non-
English-speaking. Children to learn a language with
-which 00y are unfamiliar, and at the same time acquire'
normal.---basic learning skills which are taught through
the?'Inedium of that unfamiliar language."
,9 In addition to judicial interpretationsi of-Lau,
federal and state governments have reached the iTeTtical
conclusion that the Supreme. Court decision requires
'bilingual education. Even before the Lau decision,
the Office for Civil Rights of the Unites States Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare issued regulations,
pursuant to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, to eliminate
discrimination against national-origin minority stu-
dents. Specifically, these regulations required school
districts to take "affirmative steps" to rectify, the,
language defiCiencids of non English- speaking.children
who are excluded from "effective participation" in edu-
cational programs. In its efforts to enforce these
regulations), the Office for Ci Rights developed a
number of bilingual-bicultural ogram models for
implementation by school distri is to equalize the
ducationaliapportunity for non English- speaking chil-.
en. Accofding t6 J. .Stanley Pottinger, then director

o the Offtceof Civil Rights, the regulations

reflected the operatiOnal, philosophy that
school districts should Create a culturally
relevant educational approach to assure equal
access of all children to its flan. benefits.

1

The burden, according to this philosophy,
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should be on the school to adapt its edu-
cational approach so. that the culture;
language and learning style, of all child-
ren inkthe.sthool (not just those of Anglo,
middle114sabackground) are accepted and-

,eldren should not be.penalized :

.,.and linguistic deficiencies,.
fiileybear.a burden to conform

6.+:sanctioned culture:by aban-
ecT own.

.

Since the I.4.1 decision was issued in 1974: the Depart,
ment of,Health, 'Education and Welfare bas reaffirMed
this position by issuing regulations pursuant to the
Lau dedision; which.requirt bilingual education.' More -

:Cover, the Department of,Health, Education and Welfare.
sfrongly.suppdrtedthe 1974 amendments to the. federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which autho-
rizes a massive.federal.financial commitmenfO
bilingual-bicultural education as the means of prp-:
qviding equal education opportunities to.non-English,7.
spealiintchildreri.

OtOthe state level, the Lau decision has-alSo been
interpreted as requiringbilingual education. fLeis'than

-- two months after the decision was issued, State Super-
. intendent of Publit'InstrUction Wilson Riles-testified
before the General Eddtatiofi SubtOmMittee of the United.
States House of Representatives on the subject Cf. bilin--

edUcation.. Superintendent Riles told the aubcoM-
mittee that.Lau was'4 "wise" decisiOn.which requires:
that non-Engligh-speaking children a-re-entitled %o:
bilingUal programs '"as a legal right."'.'EVehbeforethe
Lau decision, the State of Caaifornid:recognized the
need--and.success--0-t-bilingual education for non -
English - speaking. children'. 'California was one of the
first States in the Union to pass legislation autho-
riling' funds.for the deVeIopment of'bilingual education
Oa 116 anal AB 2284);today, 15 other'statas 'also .

have legislation proVidingbilingual programs. In T.
fact, the CalifornAta State legislatilre has explicitly
recognized Oat bilingual education is the.only remedy
which can'evercome the language problems of nom-English-
'speaking children. In.passing the, Bilingual Education
Act of 1972 fdalif..Educ.'Code sections 5761-5764'.5),
.the legislature declared:.

[I]nability to speak, read and-ComPrehend
English presents a. formidable obstacle to
classroom learning and participation whiCh"
can be'remoVed'onlyby instruction and a;
training_ifn the pupils' dominant'language.
The legislature further recognizes. that high
quality bilingual programs in the public
schools would allow.the acquisitiOn by stu-
dents.of educational' concepts and skills. '

vac
fo

. no 4,`.
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.needed to improve th development of human
fesources,l primary,goals
Of such [bilingua,1.1 prograqs shall be to
develop competendt,intwo'languhges forall
participating pupil$,, to provide positive
reinforcement of the self -image of partici-
pating children, and to de101op intergroup
and intercultural awareness among..pupils,
parents and the staff in participating school
districts. (Emphasis added.)

//--
The ACt also outlines. in great detail what constitutes
a bilingual'education4 the required use of bilingual
teachers, planning and evaluation' .0ocedures, etc. In
addition, the Commis'sion for Teacher. Preparation and
Licensing, under parlierlegislation, was mandated
by the State Legislature-ra set up standards for the .

certification of teaching pprsonnolfor bilingual
classes. ',On May 9, 1'273, the CommiSion issued the
"Bilingual/Cross-Cultural Specialist Guidelines"Ao
assist educational institutions in developing approved
program for preparation'of the Bilinfual/CrosSCultural
Specialist,

'Clearly, as concerned individUalwwell recognize,
the road to providing iien-English-sOaking children

.

with bilingual education will not beJotarly a,smooth
one. Neither.a United'States Supreme Court decision
requiring bilingual edUcation.nor legislatiNe_actions
mandating a similar requirement areselflexecuting.
Yet, conference parficipant,1' should be aware that. many.
of the obstacles whith-will'be throWn-in thee path of
hchieving bilingual education have no legal significance
in view of the SupreMe'Court decision,in' the Lau case.!
Naturally, barrier be..erected,to
thwart the Lai-decision will bp. the alleged;absence of

-money. Scheib are Suggesting that they need
not satiSfy. the Lau requirement oftilingual education .

.

until and unless suf 4c1ent State and federal fUnds Are..
provided. While I 'ost hopeful that legislatures ,-

both federal and st pas large appropriations
for bilingual educat40, I think it As important to
recognizelhat anyargilahly potential shortage of

- funds will not serve as an xcuse to avoid the Lau
_requiKements. . ,

Court of the United: States was well aware of.the "money
...Argument," since the San Francisco Unified School Dis-.

".;Irict continually and fotcefully contended there, would
be. insufficient 'funds to implement .a mandated bilingual.
education order. Since the Supreme .Court'detision doeS'.
not even mention this, alleged problem of money, its.
.silence must stand. 'as an implicit rejectionof the
'school. distrrct's contention. And, given'the evidence
before.theSupreme Court, such'rejection was surely
expected. Though one contends that bilingua.1
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education may not cost extra funds, the Supreme Court
obviously recognized the anomalous position in,which
the San Francisco School District--and other seNool
districts throughout the country place. themselves. At
the time of the oral argument in the Lau case, the San
Francisco Unified School' District admiTTed there were
5,000 children (including the thousands of Chinese
speaking students ,represented in the Lau action) in its
schools who were non-English-speaking and who were
Languishing in regular classrooms, unable to fathom
the instruction offered to tkem. Similarly, at thc.,
time of oral argument, San Francisco wa spendimr.
approximately $1,900 per student for educatiog'al ser-
vices. While this $1,900 figure is clearly :fin average
(that varies up or down depending upon the nati\re of
education received by a child, the type of educational'
plant, the salaries of teachers, etc.), it nevertheles
represented the average amount of money spent on each
of 5,000 children who were admittedly repeiving zero
education. -Thus, at the same time San lirancisco was
arguing-that it ,would have insufficient funds to
implement bilingual educaton,.it was admitting to the
United States Supreme Court thatit was wasting
approximately $9.5 million a year on the'se 5,000 non-
English-speaking children:

Secondly, Lau does not. tolerate "money" as an
excuse, since tETdecision is premised on the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. While .every school district in thy'
UnitedStates receives some federal funding (and lience
falLs under the Lau decision), the federal financial
assistance is peT;issive, not mandatory. Crearly, no
thinking person would wish,to see these federal funds
4,tit'off shdald Lau not be followed; such would be dkin
".O. cutting off one's nose to spite one's face. Yet,
the point must'be.emphasized that Lair'-requires school
districts which receive any federaTaocation
provide bilingual education, regardless of their own
arguably'potential budgetary constralritc. (It has
even been suggested that all fcder:i filn.4s received inn
the State of California miiifit be -(t je'dpa.rdy should the.''

,Lau decision be violated. Since the State Department
(-7Fdu-cati6n serves as thq conduit..ap4 recipient
many of these federal funds. the State Or California
itself may' have an affirmativt.;gation to enforce, the
Lau decision in 'each of the state's ;c:ilool districts--
TUU ,mffer the consequeftces of non-enfo cement.).

Besides the argument W./ insuffrcient funds, school
vtems have al:.o sought to avoid the Lau mandate of
bilingual education by stating that(thedecision applies
only to the totally non-Lnglrsh-speaking child. Since
many children are classified as limitedEngli h-speaking,
the argument runs that Lau does not provide them any
educational rights. Yef, the Supreme Court purposely
drewno lines between various types of proficiencies
of deficiencies in Lnglish. 'The deciinu.explicitly

12
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covers "students in the school who spoke little o
;7
r no

English" and whose inability to "und,trstand.English
effectively foreclosed them fre= any meaningful edu-.
cation."

Finally, because of the publicity given the con-
curring opinion of MT. Justice Blackmun in Lau, some
school districts have contended that the deMion only.
applies Olen there are "many" chjlaren'-who.do not under-
stand Enzlish. In his concurrence, joined by Mr. Chief
'Justice turlgtr; Mr. Justice Blackdin stated:.

whenin 4another case, ult are concerned with .

a very fe.w youngsters, or with just a single
child Who speaks only German or Poldsh or
Spanish, or any language, other than Lngli.sh,
I would not regard today's decision...as
conclusive upon the issue.

Realistically, of course, most of the non-linglish
speakina chiJdren in this state and nation do not live
in underpopulated, isolated areas, but live with,.and
among, scores of other win-English-speaking children.
Similarly, while some childrgn may only be proficient
in a relatively uncommon language like Polish or
Greek, the vast majoty ("approximately 90 percent)
of the non-Lnglish-speaking children in this country
come from Sranish-speaking environments. Finally,
even if the ?..iluation hypothesized by Mr. Justice
Blackmun shoilid arise, it is important to recognize
that of the 9 Supreme Court' judgesby notjoining
.his concurring opinionimplicitly eejet the importance
of numbers. AgAin",' the silence of this.T-'person
majority of the SupTewe Coqrt on this issue--especially
in thek.face of Mr. Justice Blackmun's specially grounded
concurence--demonstrates that Lau .applies to all non
Fnglish-speaking'children, regaiqfess of that Dirld
being the only one igna school district and/or coming
from a back.ground where a relatively uncommon Languag
is voken.

ConclusitA

Lcf deci-Adn stands as both a mandate and a
challenge. It rcogni!es that c'hool districts have
affirmat- 4bligation: toward children who are dif-
ferent,ho 'bring t9 the education arena harriers which
must be.Overco-me beT6r the purposes of our educationalytv .be achieved. A am naturally moot pleased

tthat. O cil.; onferenc is concerned with howo implement
..,the Lau and hoer to achieve .the molt effective

education prograwi which develop the language
competencies and improve the performance, of children
in pur public- schools. I urge yoo,to recommend ;:ind
support t!rfort%.'1,10ch will make tile Lau dci-;ion a
reality today, And not merely all_unharilled hope for'

. he tit ute.
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LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS IN
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION

Rudolph C. Troike*

Bilillgual education, by whatever namevernacular,.
education, mother- ,tongue education, educaci6
is undoubtedly the greatest single educational movement
in the world today. Experience in many countries has
shown--and it is my own profound conviction--that lin-
guistics has an important, indeed crucpal, contribution
to make to the successful achievement of the goals of
bilingual-bicultural education in this country. It is

also my deep concern, and the motivation for my per-
sonal invelKement in bilingual education during the
past decade, that unless educators make'use of'the
contributions which linguistics has to offer, this great
movement may fail and be reYected as another-promising
educational innovationthat was regrettably unable to
achieve its goals.

Since we pride ourselves in this country an how
advanced we arse, it is ironic, that countries of the
so-called 2-developing" or third world--Mexico; Peru,
India, the Philippihes, Nigeria--are far ahead of_ns in
recognizing the need for.input from linguistics and in
making use of linguists in all oft.heir key policy -
making, materials development, and teacher-training
efforts. The United States is almost alone in not doing
so, and it is urgent that educators in this country
awake to the need ancrect on it before it is too late.

A conference to be held jater this month in San
Francisco under the sponsorship of the Center for
Applied Linguistics, with support from the National-
Institute of Education, will explore in depth tile ways
in which linguistics and language research is releVant
OD bilingual education. In the present discussion I.

can only summarize'some of the central aspdct5, of the
matter.

First, it is essential to point out that linguis-
tics, like all sciences, has many facets, and some of
these are of more Immedi4te relevance to educators than
others. Secondly, there are deErces or levels of rele-
vance, and while a knowledge of.Einstein7s theory of
relativity was necessary for rAhose who planned the
voyages.to the moon, for example, the ,men who built the

*Rudolph C. Troike is the Director of the Center for
Applied Linguistics, .Washington, D.C.
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rockets did not have to be theoretical-physicists.
However, they did have to have knowledge pertinent to
their. particulartasks inhe chain of responsibility,
or the. space missions could. never have succeeded. Thus
teathers should not be expected to'be linguistic theore
ticians, but those who are responsible for curriculum
planning, materials preParatiOn, test development, or
program supervision had better know the results of
linguistic research in detaillif their programs are to
succeed. .

Why is linguistics, or th1(.,.understanding.that a
knowledge of linguistics.proVides, basic to bilingual
education? To begin %11th the obvious, bilingual edu-
cation by it-s very definition involves the planned use
of languages--two or more langu'ages, to be precise--to
attain certain educational goals. Since linguistics
is preeminently the science that deals with language,
it is therefore evident on the face of it that linguis-
tic knowledge must be of fundamental relevanCe to
bilingual education.

Although socialand cultural factors may be of
overridingg, importance in many aspectS of bilingual
education, even'these factors are significantly reflec-
ted in language, and language exerts a very'powerful
effect in both cognitive and affective aspects of
learning. This fatt is often Overlooked by educators,
however, because language is so very much the hidden
dimension of instruction, unrecognized because, like
the air we breathe, it appears to-be simply a trans-
parent medium throughwhich we communicate. Yet it is
not, and, it is in that fact 'that so much of the rele-
vance of linguistics lies.

For one thing, people often havc strong social
attitudes teward language, both their own and that of
others, whiCh need to be recognized in'the instructional
process. These attitudes in turn have ;an important
influence on behavior, including that of teachers,
parents, and administrators, as well as students. Some
of these attitudes, which may have a very negative
effect on students' learning, arise from a lack of
knowledge. about language that linguistics can supply.

To illustrate, let me present a few examples. We
all know that languages vary in various ways,. but
because people do not understand how and why these. vari-
ations occur, they often attribute unwarranted charac-.
tcristics to them. They then guide their actions on
the basis of these attributions, often with unfortunate
results. One very.common belief is that languages
have, or should have, a pure or "correct" form, and
that deviations from this supposed standard are inher-
ently wrong or corrupt. So long as people believe this;
they w11l act accordingly. But language is a human
institution, and lingbists have known for over a, %en-
tury'that this variation is 4 natural and normal things
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4It is not something to be either decried or rejected,
but simply a fact to be understood and recognized.
Once this is done, more intelligent and,effective pro-

decisions mid instructional strategies can be
adovted.,

It is important, therefore, to understand how and
why variation occurs in language, and what its signifi-
cance is. We need to recognize, first of all, that
every language is a historical product--the accumulated
result of the experiences of its users over many cen-
turies. Thus, in English, for example, words like
fish and father go back thousands of years, R4s. shown
EY-Their TTIaTionship to Spanish p'esca and pacle,vhile
words like chocolate and tomato have been in the lan-

guage only afew hundred Fears, having been borrowed
from Spanish, which in turn borrowed them from Aztec.
On the other hand, the word for "man," wer or vit,which
both-languages once shared, ha's been '1o7F-by bFFEeUk-
cept in such derived formes as were-wolf or virilidld).

Similarly, grammatical features come and go ],''the
history of a language. :The, use of the s to mark the
possessive in English i§7--kUite ancient, While the use"
of to to mark the infinitive is less thail a thousand
years old, and even sbmething as basic as the distinc-
tion between present tense and present progressive
(e.g., he works vs. he.is working) is only a few. cen-
turies old. Similar evolution has marked Spanish,
and continues to do so today. The different case forins
of early Spanish, which distinguished subject, object,
indirect, and possessive cases, have disappeared except
in the pronouns (e.g., tu, ti, [con]tigo), and even now
s (which marks the plural) ,in tie process of changing
To h after vowels 'and will probably ultimately disappear,
as it did some centuries ago in Frenc 7`.cf. isla, ile;
sg. pl. amis pronounced' alike). n.,g. lesson tiTbe
drawn is that languages are constantly changing, and
will always continue to change,: as tong. as they are in

This is one of the single most important things
to rememberabout language. ;

One consequence of change is that when people
who speak a particular language separate from one
another, changes will go on differently In different
places, producing different regional varieties of the
language, and in time, different languages. Thus
Mexican and PuertoRican and Peruvian and'Castilian
Spanish are sister varieties, all 'descended from six-
teenth century Spanish, while present-day British and
American and Australian English are similarly descended
'from sixteenth century English. English and German
and Swedish are all descended from an earlier common
Germanic language, as French, Italian, and Spanish are
from Roman (Latin) speech, and Germanic and Latin in
turn mere originally varieties of a still...earlier lan-
guage (which scholars call Indo-European). Thus 5,000
years ago, what ultimately have become English and
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Spanish were actually the same language!
This p?ocess of differentiatlon'continues to go on

today, so that the English of Texas and Michigan, or
the Spanish of New Mexico and Callfornia (or Veracruz ".
and Sonora), are distinct regional varieties.. Thus it
is important to-recognize that each of these varieties
has a pedigree as ancient and honorable as any other,
no matter who s.geaks it. Linguists express this by
saying that no one variety of,a language is inherently

'"than

or more logical or more beautiful or whatever
rthan any other. (However, if'a teacher thinks that it
is, he op she may'react to a student's uTiFira partic-
ular variety in a negative way, by criticizing the stu-
dent or otherwise making him'ashamed of his speech.)

Not all change proceeds just along regional lines.
When a society becomes complex enough to have.cties,
with different social classes, change will occur dif-
ferentially along social linos and between city and -

country. The usage of the upper classes; in the cities,
becomes prestigious because of their social position and
power. Social identity becomes bound up with linguis-
tic form, which becomes a marker of status and a poten-
tial tool of social discrimination.

It is an interesting fact that change tends to go
on most rapidly in cities and among the educated upper
classes, while rural dwellers and lower -class groups
are often linguistically more conservative. Thus such
forms as multiple negatives in English (e.g., I don't
have nothing) were in regular use in upper-class speech
until the seventeenth century, while a verb from such
as vide in Spanish (instead of vi, "I saw") was used by
none less than Julius Caesar in this famous line Vini,
Vidi vici--"I came, I saw; I conquered."

'ATTTif these facts become important to us in very
'vital ways in planning and conducting bilingual. programs,
for language is not mor,elk a social phenomenon, but a
psychological one as well, which is intimately bound up
with self-concept, learning, and social interaction.
Indeed, language is at the vary interface of social
interaction, for it is the principal means for manipu-
lating social relationships-, and in one form or another;
the principal medium for carrying out instruction.

The understanding of how languages change, and how
varieties come to exist, then, is one area of linguistic
knowledge of relevance to bilingual education. This
gives us a scientific basis for, on the one hand,
emphatically rejecting the notion that a child is lin-
guistically handicapped or disadvantaged because he does.
notUptow English, and on the other, equally rejecting
the notion that he is unintelligent or retarded because
he does not speak an educated middle-class variety of
Spanish or English. While schools have the obligation
to teach children an educated variety (there is no sin-
gle suCh44ariety) of the national language, they also
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have an obligation to recognize and value the inguis-
tic skills a child brings to school, and to Use and
build upon those skills to maximize the learning prq-
cess, both cognitively and affectiveIy. The teacher
also needs to realize the"extent to which the language
a'child uses is both a part of him and a badge of his
group identity, and show respect and acceptance for his
language while helping him develop his lingulstiC'skill!
and acquire command of a more educated-variety of the
language. This. is crucial to helping Strengthen the
child's self-concept and achieving:one of the major
goals of education.

These facts are also relevant to such matters as
test deVeropment, the teaching of reading, and special
education, for it is important in all ofdthese to Tecqg-
nize the significance of:regional and Social variety,
and interpret.it appropriately in 'the context of stu-
dent performance. The evaluationof student achieve-
ment is heavily affected by reactions to language,' and
understanding of linguistic variety. We know, for
example, that many tests are'linguistically biased,
whether they are in English or Spanish, and a better
knowledge of,language is needed both in the construc-
tion and_interpretation of tests.

The area of sociolinguistic research in recent
years has highlighted. the need.to recognize the signir-
icance of the functional dimension of languageouse in
bilingualism aid language development. Linguists
speak of language being learned and used for particular
social plirposes and in different domains. It is also
used in differerit types of ocial settings. Learning a.
language, both one's native language or a second
language, involves 40.1 of these. In fact, linguists
today strongly emp1 size that:language is not something
which is to be taught And studied in isolafT6n,,as.an
end in itself, but.Aehat. language is deeply interwoven
with culture, and'thcrat. 'What one should aim-to teach is
not merely language,. d linguistic competence, but
communicative' competencel-the total ability to use.a
language in the wide range of communicative contexts,

lkincluding all ,of the /ditional skills of as'spoken a
well as writtenr:langU e. i.

.

This isw,Iii:.i% tlfe master plan for the San Fran -
'disco school %hich t .Center for Applied Linguistics
deVelopepin respons the Supreme Court decision in
the Lau4p%Nichol,6 C ..we.recommended that an ESL
prograM Ellhe'was' adequate for teaching children
'from aqtffeig agef?ackgrourid at the elementary
level. ThWr mepdation has been' adopted in. the
recent bf.4iC .p tiVil..Rights guidelines for compliance
with the'4iii;-,decifSion.-.,Welnrther. recommended that ESL
instructic4vasitradlionallyConducted be rejected as
inadequate;,..sinci:i.t`t4Sches..the language as. an object
rather than:as d,.tooi.oToliearning aad communication.

.

.
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Traditional ESL was fundamentally assimilationist and
4thno.senttic, giving little _or no recognition to other
languages and cultures. _.-- addition, it was primarily
designed for use with adults and based on outmoded
behaviorist models of learning. While inadequate for
adults in the first place, it was highly inappropriate
for children and frequently psychologically destruCtive
There is an urgent need for a complete overhaul of
methods and approaches in teaching English to speakers
from other language backgrounds, and linguistic theory
provides an important basis for.such'an overhaul.

I can only mention in gassing the other.areas: in
which linguiStics'can make a significant contribution
toward the achievement of quality in bilingual programs.
Briefly, these are teacher training, curricum. develop-
ment, evaluation, and language learning.

a. Teacher training: In addition to an unl r-
standing of the nature of language and a knowled e of
the facts and causes of linguistic change and,variation,
teachers must have fluent competence in using th non-
English language of instruction in ways appropri to to
classroom settings. Linguists can help define he
necessary content of such competence and aid in develop-
ing training to achieve it:

b. Cuuiculum development: Most materials prep-
aration and7eyllahus construction has gone on with no
research input regarding the linguistic competencies of
children of different age levels and language hack7
grounds. Millions of .dollars have been spent n.materi-
als development compared with only a few thousand on
research. Even on the basis of this limited research,
however, and a knowledge of regional and social.varia-,
tion, linguists can make,a signifiCant contribution to
the process of curriculum 'design and materials develop-
ment. In fact, no' materials developmentshould be per-
mitted without the participation of linguists, in the
process. I hope we may reach the time before long
when this will be the case.

c. Evaluation: One of the greatest needs right
now in bilingual education is for better program evalu-
ation andimproved techniques and instruments for stu=
dent assessment. (The Center for Applied Linguistics
currently has-a project underway in Illinois, to develop
a model evaluation and produce guidelines for the evalu-
ation of bilingual programs.) The tendency in most
bilingual programs, as in other educational programs,
to uncritically utilize educational psychologists or
test sand measurement specialists:as evaluators and test'.
developers on the assumption that t.hey are technically

-.1<nowledgeable enough in an.:, ,elevant areas bf the pro-
gram, has resulted in largaumbers of often superfici-
ally sophisticated evaluattOli reports which are worthless
either as contributions to the research data on bilingual
education or as sources of guidance for the improvement
Of the programs concerned. So-called internal
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pvafudtions are of little more value, and not infre-
quently even less. Most existing language tests are
e,i,therbiased or inappropriate, and very few have had
any input from linguists. Unfortunately, in matters
where their experiise could count the most, linguists
are usually the last to be consulted, with often Waste-
ful.if not tragic consequences.

d. Language learning: A tremendous change,is
taking place today both in linguistics and in the lan-
guage teaching field which is of great significance for

,--hilingualeducation. We are coming to knowa great
deal more about the language learning proceSs, both
fors &st and second languages, and how to facilitate
tWraillisition of communication skills-by the learner.
It is interesting that, beginning from different bases,
the two fields have been independently converging in
,their understandings. While there, is still much more;
to be leayned before a final synthesis can be reached,
enough is known and agreed on now that it can and should
form part of the training program for every teacher,
supervisor, and curriculum developer.. These changes
have seriously obsoleted most existing materials, meth-
Ods.courses, and the training possessed by personnel
now in service, and urgentay require their revision if
they are to be appropriate for bilingual programs. Here
again, input from linguists is important. One thing
these changes have done is to provide sound justifica-
tion for bilingual-bicultural education as the right
-way to go in creating opportunities for individuals to
'fully realize their linguistic pbtential.

My point here has been that whatever role we
assign labguage in bilingual=b..4culLural education:, if
we,are at all intevestedin quality in our programs, it
is essential that the input of linguistics and linguists
be sought in all aspects of the-effort, from teacher
training to materials develbpment and evaluations.
Bilingual education is one of the greatest movements in
the history of American education, and has an important
contribution to make to.the realization of a pluralistic
society in the United State4 through the provision of
equal education opportunity for all linguistic and
cultural.groups. If it is to fulfill its promise, how-
ever, the, experience of other countrieso which has
demonstrated the'central relevance of linguistics,
should be taken into account, if%,we'ahe not to waste
millions of dollars and human lives attempting to rein-
vent the wheel.

. .

Many people around the nation have been watching
recent events in Michigan, with great interest, and it

. is my hope that the state will move toward the fulfill-
ment of the legislative mandate and the legal rights to
educationpl,opportunity, for which the children of this
state have waited too long.
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SPANISH USAGE IN 'THE UNITED STATES

IAwrence B. Kiddle*

There are within the boundaries of the contigu- '

ous or lower forty-eight -Unit-ed States four important
groups of our citizens that speak noteworthy dialectal
varieties of Spanish either as monolinguals or as
bilinguals with English as their second language..

. These Spanish dialects. are: Judaeo-Spanish of Medi-
terranean origin heard in metropolitan New York and'
in isolated communities in widespread ,urban centers in
our country; Isleito Spanish spoken in.:Louisiana and ',.:
.so named begause its original speakers came frocij the
Canary Islafills; Antillean Spanish used in urban
centers in New York and New Jersey and in Florida by-
Puerto Rican and Cuban speakeri; ancPMexican American .

Spanish spoken in;athe Southwest and in northern states'
like Michigan where Spanish-speaking migrant agricul-

-i, trual workers have settled more or less. permanently.
,.. These Spanish dialects are mutally intelligible
'today, with the sole exception of Judaeo-Spanish,
which for historical reasons is only understood with

.

difficulty:by contemporary speakers of Spanish. The
.dialects,are, of course, different in numerous'fea-
turethese differences are traceable to nqrmal
historiCafactOrs, principally to language7COljtact.
phenoMenal. Our intention in this note is to present
thumbnai, sketches of these dialects for purposes of
.compari and to cite selected dialectalpronuncia-
tions, rms; variant syntax and words. =4':

.' .'

P today's linguists a dialect is a regionAl
-. _or_a_s_OCal variety of .1a5guage that differs'more ,

or less rply from other varieties in prOnunciation ,,,.
'grammar-, d vocabulary., There is greet popular .,

..,P>

awareness of and inter6 t in speech variation all
over.the'mprld John einbeck in his famous novel,
The Grape-qf Wrath, r flects this interest in the .

followmg e*change,bptween two of his chATAters.:,

"I knowed you wasn't. Oklahomy folks.
You talk queer kind: That aint no blame,
you understan'."__ "Everybody says words
different," says Ivy. "AYkansas folks
says 'em different and Oklahomy folks says

. ,

Lawrence B. Kiddle is a, professor of romance
linguistics at the Uniiiersity of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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'em different, and w seen a 'lady
from Massachusetts a d she said 'em
differentest of all. Couldn' hard-
ly make out what she was.sayin'."

This passage brings.out several pertinent points
about dialects and dialect study. We do not all
talk in the same way and we all speak a .dialect. We
should be tolerant of dialectal differences in others.
The speech variations that we note in our near
neighbors become greatef in thoge who live far from
us. We can add to these concepts expressed by
Steinbeck the generalization that a dialect is. the
collective ,linguistic patterns of'a sub-group of -

speakers separated from other groups geographically
or socially: One dialect is not better nor worse
than any other dialect. There is no such thing as
a "deficient'' dialect and certainly no erson's
intelligence or ignofance is due to the dialect he
speaks.

The oldest dialect of the four under discuss-
ion is the Antillean, since both Puerto Rico and
Cuba were colonized in the first decade of the
sixteenth Century. In the Middle years of that
same century, Spanish military and colonizing expedi-
tions from.Mexico were made to distant New Mexico
and the lirst pernmanent Spanish settlement was made
there by Juan de Onate in 1598. In the mid-seven
teenth century the first Jewish immigrants eseablished
a Sephardic kSpahish-Portuguese) synagogue.in New
Asterdam, present-day New York CAXy. By'the end of
the same century the revolt of thy, Pueblo Indians of
northern NeW Mexico forced the Spanish colonists out
of New Mexico and the 'reconquest of t lostFterri-
torie's was not accomplished until 169 u der they
readership of Antonio de Vargas. In the ighteenth
'century Spanish( colonization of California, Arizona,
Texas and EaSternLobisiana took place. The nineteenth
century aw the Lotlisiana Purchase, the Texan
rebellio against Mexico and the Mexican War and the

,,;';territory acquired through these evgpts extended our
sourthern poundary to its present limits.. Me\
acquisition of former Spanish dominions'and popula-
tions from'France and Mexico brought the Spanish
and English languages into close contact and the
overpowering influence of English on the Spanish of
Louisiana and,the' Southwest began at .that time.
Cuba ,and Puerto Rico began to feel the pressure of
English in the late nineteenth century after the
Sppnish American War. Cuba was nominally free but
Puerto Rico became an American territory. Puerto
Rico 'suffered the greatest influence of American
English speech and culture in the period since World
War I, when large numbers of the island's inhabit- '
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ants emigrated :to New 1(c:irk City. Some Cubans had
migrated to Florida in the late nineteenth century
but the greatest influx of self-exiled Cubans to that
state came after Fidel Cas.tro's victory over the
dictator,'Fulgencio Batista, in 1959. The number of
Judaeo-Spanish and IsleWo Spanish speakers has steadi-
ly decreasegin our country, but the number-of Mexican
American and Antillean speakershas increased to the
point of their becoming an important political and
social force in our government and national life.

The four North American Spanish dialects we are
describing have many features in common. We shall
represent the dialectal pronunciation by modified
spellings followed in parentheses by the standard
spelling of contemporary Spanish._ All the" dialects
are characterized by the seseco, ..the pronunciation of
"c" before "i" and "e" anaTF5a's 4S": sinco (cinco),
enserrar (encerrar), laso (lazo). They are all
yeista dialects in whibh no distinction is made in the
pronunciation of "11" and "y": yamaAllama), caye,
(calle), cabayo (caba'llo), The "y" is omitted in
certain linguistic environments: ea(ella), botpa
(botella), biete (billete). These dia-
lects veldrize the initial "bu-" and "hu-": gUeso
(hueso), gUeno (bueno) and retain the archaic aspirate
pronuncidtion of initial "h",-derived from Latin
initial f-: jondo (honda), jediondo (hediondo). The
speakers of these dialects use to 'you' as the
singular intimate direct address form instead of vos,
which is commonly heard in South and Central America:
There hre areas in eastern Cuba where vos is used.
All the dialects employ,as third person singular object,
pronouns: lo 'him', la 'her', and le 'to him (her)'
contrary to customary Castilian Spanish usage.

If we except Judaeo-Spanish, the three remain-
ing dialects haVe additional features in common.
The confuSion of the liquids, "1" and "r", in syllable-
and word-final position: er negro (91 negro), cantal
(cantar),.barc9 (balcon) is heard among Mexican
Americans occasionally, frequently among-Islenas and
Cubans and very frequently among Puerto Ricans.:., The
aspiration and even the loss of syllable- and ward-
final "s" iS'similarly heard in the three dialects:.
todoj loj d(aj -(todas,los draS), ejte (este), dijte
(diste)., The threeAlialects occassionally have the .

"pirated "s" in;the,irqervocalic position: dijiendo
qdftiendO, nojcitroj (nosotros). Two of the dialects,
IslOno and Antillean (Cuban and Puerto Rican),
pronOunbe a'word-final "n" as a velar similar to our
."ng"'n "sing". With the exception of conservative
areain Cuba, where -ico is heard in a limited
lin0:1Stic environment, the common "diminutive spffi3(
in- alL four dialects is -ito; Mamentito, no't7
dta, yneresis: pior (poor), cUete (cohete), tuaya
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(toalla); apheresis: bia Clhabra), tar (es.tar), biera
(hubiera); and metathesis: estogaMoest6Mago)., mayu-

*gado (magUllado), pader (pared), polvadera-(polvareda)
are common in'all three dialects. InterVocalic -b-,
-a-4 -g- are lOst in 'colloqufal speech: caayero (caba-
llero), caa (cada), awa (agua). The velar jota of
Castilian is replaced i,r1 Isl?'o, Mexican Americans
and Antillean by a pharyngeal fricative sound. similar
to.our pfonuncation of "h".

Each of the four dialects has its own distinc-
,

tive features, some of which we now present. Judaeo-
Spangh immigrants in the United States became numerous
in the first decades of the twentieth century and
their speech retained sound, forms, syntax, and words
heard in the fifteenth century. When'the Jews were
exiled from their Spanish homeland in 1492 ther went
for the most part to Moslem territories in North
Africa and in the Near East. All communication with
Spain was abruptly cut off, and as a result, many
lexical borrowings were made from the languages
spoken in their adopted countries. Such loan words
ate:, udiArb'op'/. from Turkish, camareta 'room' from
Italian, papiyon 1bLitterfly' from French. The archaic
4,SoUnds heard in this dialect are: "sh" dishe (J. Sp. .

spelling dixe, Mod. Sp. spelling dij.e); "zh" muzher
:.(mujer), "v" saves (sabes), "z''kaza (cas-a). A
surprising metathesis of the -rd- sequence occurs
regularly: tadre (tarde), vedre (verde). By. analogy
with the forms of.II: and III conjugation preterites,
comi and Vivi, the forms of I conjugation verbs have
been remodeled: avli (haf)16, pensi (pense).

The Isleno immigrants, who arrived in Louisianna
in 1778, settled among French-speaking inhabitants of
Lowisianna. Their Spanish shows heavy lexical
borrowing from French: arpan (arpent a measure of
land'), 'suri (souris 'mouse'), ipto (gateau 'cake').
More recently many English words have entered their
speech: bate 1baseba1 bat', mape chera
'cherry',

Antillean Spanish as spoken by Cuban and Puerto
Rican immigrants is characterized by numerous words
borrowed from Tainoi the Amerindian tongue spoken in
the island when the Spaniards arrived: batata, maiz,
tabaco, hamaca, savana, batey, bola°, barbacoa, canoa..
The flood of English borrowings that began in the
twentieth contury.include such words as: tither,
blofear dons '.doughnut:. Frequently native 'S'panish
words ad\opt new meanings under the*influenceof
English irordS: planta 'factory', aplicaciOn. 'applica-
tion', rcporte 'report'.

New!, Mexican Spanish shares with highland
Spanish AMerican'dialects (Guatemala, Costa Rica,
Colombia,:Ecaudor, et al.) the assibilated,"te

\
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cluster pronourice'd as in Engli"sh. tree 'and the assi-
."rr" sounded as "r" in Cze-RTvorak. Also

New Mexicans frequently pronounce'"C57T--"sh" in
intervocalicpositipri-: noshe %noche),, mushash.
(.muchacho). All the southwestern Mexican American
.dialects retain archasisms: vide (vi), truje Ctraje),
asina° (asc), muncho (muchO), haiga (haya).

We began this brief nate by citing a passage.
of Oklahoma English dialect taken from. John Stein.
beck's Grapes of Wrath. rt is,fitting that we
Cldse 'with. a quotation from ChiCano Spanish' recorded
by -Rosaura ;Sanchez at the University of Texas:

Gente orita ya std deSpertando y
st( dijiendo que la Unica mode de .ganA.Tle
al 'gabacho en el juegoeste. ineternos
hacienda cosas, de nosotras como de la poli-.
tica y economia nietiendanoS;genre
cana, que tiene el coraton -mexicana, que
.quiere yudat la, gente mexicana. Como,.
orita van a tener gente correr en las
?_lecciones de 72 en. el. estadb de 'Texas.
ovia no han agarrdo la persona. Yo creo

que es una,movida mal porque no tenemosif feria y lase coneiciones y todo eso .

Tenemos que ,empezat en los pueblos chiqui-
to,S% Yo habablado con gente quer'sabe,

(rue you que. cree lo mismo.

A- comparison of the two passage's reveals- that
the number of "mistakes," that, is .deviatior from
Standard English and Standard SpaniSh; is greater in
the Oklahoma speech than in the Chicano ceuotation.
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APPENDIX

Spanish Usago In Tho Unita() :Mates

I Introductory Dialectology. Dialect. Regional
variation. Social variation. Reasons. for varia-
tion. Human interest in dialoce variation.
Attitudes toward dialectS. Purpose anO'preaenba-
tion of this paper.

Ii. Judaea Spanish XVII-XIXcc immigration. ,Urban
centers., Present status. Archaisms: sh,x dixa

mujer;yamaAliama), yaVe (liave);
sierto (ciorto), sinko (cinco); lo la 'her",
la'to him porY; savor (saber) , avlar.(hablar):
kaza (cass4.qucso (huoso), quarto (huorto); tadra
(tardey,,Vcdta (verd01 ViVites°(viviate), viniXes
(v4tiatp)d mozmo (mismo),,morcar (comprarl, dnde
(dondoavlf (hablo); ustad missing: oi, oa, 00u,
eas + "you' polite form; to sing, vos
mate and honorific form; NO a dezir(dir6),,

III. Isleno Spanish Louisiana. XVIIIc Charles
Sos o, tute., yorsmo, tuteo,...vosotras missing;
pidn Apeon), pior (poor), tualla.
(matz); ihla mohmo.(mosmo Mod. Sp.' misma),
nohotrach (nosotros), ahuhtar (asustar); or negro
(el negro), regartd (lagarto), ,poldao (soldado),
roondo (redondamoico (m6dico), sore (nogro)
estaan (estabad); ,velar pieseS (pies) ,
sofases (sdfa70, Cafeses (Cafos) ; rataratdn-suri7,
arpSn, sucupd, bate

C
4 i A y

IV. Antillean Spspish Cubi-Florida XIXc(Xc Puerto Rican
immigration XXc Metropolitan New York. yersmo,
seseo,loiSmo, tuteo (except for .Oriente Pfbv.)
Aspirate $ Climried) ctitoh (astoa), loh libro (los
libros), soldao (Soldado), cansao (cansado); velar
n muy bitin; baro6n (balcOn), cantatl.(canter), velar.;!:
'rr' pueltb hico (Puerto Rico) boto ('sin.ifilp,'),
dilatarsedemorarse'), batata, hamaca, tabaco;
cactrimba '1044): blofear, ticher, Ilona, planta, 1..

aplicacidn, rgportar %,
4.
.. .. .--

. k
.

V.'Mexican rican Spanish. Chicano. Pocho. Manito.
FTEETEa. Azli.. n. X Ic to date. tar (ester), yudar
(ayudar)4 de$*(aho a); pidn (pedal), pier (pear),
quero (quiero), pa encia (paciencia)v polecia .

(polic4.a)ptsepoltur (sepultura) ; nchotroh (noso-
taros), pliertah (pu rtas), ea (ella),sia (sills),.,
biete (biaiete), a loc(abuelo), toos (todos), a
(a0a),.:114$he (noche) , Musho (mucho)i pader (ped),.'''
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ent.(:.mAmo (entomaq0); vide °(vi), train (traje).
,abiljeta (aqujeta 'hairpin'), vinomon (vynimon),
qnalemon (naltmon): tuv(a (tonTa), quiniondo (quer-

. vidia (poditiO, andl, (anduve) , andara
(ansluviera), cabo. (Oop6), cahloron Acupieron),

iyo ha (yo 14), hamon (homon), abrido (abiorto),
hacido. (Mocho), ponido (puento) , volvkdo (vuelto);
entey yondo Svoy), voy a ir (irJ), pionon (pion),
tapanen.(papnn), ,apIteaciOn (noli-citud), qanga
(palom611a), haquiar (ir para atran), nhutial
(tr*r)

Mr

e
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,SPANISH-SPEAKERS' LINGUISTIC INTE'RFERENCE
ON THEIR ENGIIISH

Morin& A. 7h(Tas"

.
I would like to discuss the linguistic inter-.

feronce of the Spanish- speaker on his/hor second
language, English, but first °a brief review of "What,

is language interference on a language ?" is in order.
When a child first attends, school, he brings

with him a unique set of linguistic experiences and
therefore speaks a slightly different form oca langu-
age. Those with, whom he communicates also speak A
slightly different form of the language but its
composite, the form of language used is very similarly
structured and implemented. These similar language

.
features can be grouped and called a dialect. A
collection of similar dialects form.aI7aH4T139e." It
is important to note that everyone speaks tiolialect
and that there is no such thing as a' "pure" form of
a: language. In this respect, then, the language one
uses cannot be' classified'as being either "good"'d,E

"bad." At best it can be classified as "standard" or
"nonstandard."

The child acquires the basiC laniguage forms of
those around him.very early in his life sO that by the,
time he attends school he has mastered the basic
language system well enough to communicate hisphysi-
cal, emotional And social needs adequately w4hin his
language community. The communication system. he has°

'acquired may or may not be a standard dialect of the
language. Regardless of this, it serves him well and

In the process of first language learning, the
basic sound and grammatical structures of the home
language become engrainea in the learner.. As he uses
and practices his home;4toRivage, he learns to hear
And produce all soundelniterms of the linguistic
system he is acquiring anti all extraneous sounds,
such as the sounds of a other language, are classified
in terms of what the le rner already knpws and pro-
duces.duces. Spanish-speake,

I r example, commonly hear
affN.produce both cheaply as cheap. The
difficulty is not that/ are inherently unable to
hear or produCeAhe differences, but rather that they

*Dorina A. Thomas is a graduate student at the
UniverSity of Michigan.
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have been conditioned not to because of previous
experience in theirnative language.

Comparable problems occur in grammar.and vocabu-
lary, all,of which are the direct 'result of'the
tentiency to superimpose native language characteris-
tics or structures on the second language. All ofthese problems of perception and implementation which
arise from native language habits of the speaker
are called interference.

Befoie beginning.' with the sound and grammatical
systems, I''would like to point put that the' parentsof Spanish-speaking children comp to the UnitedStates from such various areas as Mexico, Puerto Rico,
and Cuba. These children do not all have the same
cultuval br even racial backgrounds. For example,among the Puerto Ridans one finds African, Indian.and
European ancestry and skin colors ranging ,from black
to copper, to fair. Spanish-speaking people. who havelived in cities before coming to theopnited Statesare more culturally attuned to the culture of thepeople in the United States., However, those of themore traditional families generally hold more tradi-
tiodal values.

Family ties are very strong. The family includesnot only parents and children, but uncles, aunts,cousins, grandparents and even godparents. The honorof the family'must be respected. The individual is
subordinate to the family. Problems are usually

. settled within'the family.
A Spanish-speaking person is often content to

.remain in whatever position or employment he has atthe present'time. This may be due to the stratifica-tion of his society in his homeland. Because of thisand because he values personal characteristics more ,than success he is consequently less competitive thanthenativo---ressiderit -o-f- -theUnited- States;
I must emphasize that these characteristics andothers I may mention do not apply to every Spanish-

.speaking person. Many Spanish-speaking'people havebecome acculturated_and many assimilated, so stereo-'
tying all Spanish-speaking people would result inia
great injustice toward the Spanish-speaking student.

The first language system which causes some
interference on learning English as a second language
is vocabulary, which includes the meaning or cultur-
al referents for a language. Because the' teacher
'will be using vocabulary as a vehicle for the learning
of sounds and grammatical interference, this language
systems holds first priority. The individual's
vocabulary reflects, in part, his/her experiences;
therefore as a teacher one must make sure that these
experiences are taken into account when teaching him/her a secondslanguage..'Furthermore,

becat,ise words '

have different ranges of meaning, apparent-meaning"

4:6
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equivalents of words between languages are often
misleading. For example, foot in English anepie in
Splanish are only partially synonythous since pie refers
to the foot of a human while pate refers to the foot
or leg of an animalor the leg of atable or chair.
Other similar problem's Occur, with back and neck which
can be lomo or espalda and pescuezo.vbr cuelIF-
respectively deT&j on whether the referent is
human or,not. These facts reflect the cultural di-
mepsion of words. By the way,. Chicanos do not use
the word lomo in reference to back. Care must be
taken, if your native language-ISpanish, that you
become acquainted with the vocabulary of other fellow
Spanish-speakers in order to conduct a more effective
ESL lesson.

When the Spanish-speaking child'learns Ehglish,
he/she is faced with a sound system that is far more
difficult that that of his first language. These
children have Many-new sounds to learn,, sole old. ones
that must not'intrude into their English,and a very
few familiar sounds that can be transfer-red fairly
successfully from Spanish to English.

The English sound system can be categorized into
three main categories from understandable transference
to misunderstanding. transference.. (I will refer to
the last three interferences later.)

Positive.Interference. In acquiring the English,
sound system, the child usually attempts to graft the
new system onto the old one: That is, he/she tends.
to hear as identical whatever sounds are similar in
the two languages, and therefore, continues to use the
Spanish rather than. ihelEnglish sound. Sometimes
this.is not too serious a problem, because even
though he/she is prpducing a Spanish word .instead of
its English counterpart, he/she an still be under-
stood. 'In this situation, we say that his/her
Spanish has positive interference on his/her English.
This is the base for sounds adjacent to Positive Inter-
ference.

Negative Interference. This is when a child's
substitution of Spanish sounds for English ones results
in hot being able to understand him. This negative
interference on his English includes sound such as .

b, v, h, r, z.
Zero Interference. Besides trying to match up

the two soundsystems in this way, children'will also
encounter some totally new sounds that they have never
heard in Spanish and have no idea how to produce.
Sounds in this category are said to have a zero inter-
terence from their first language.. They include
these English sounds: j, th (as in this), th (three),
sh, zh (measure), ng, i (sit), ae (cat) (but)

(ought) , u (pull).
The most difficult interference would be thole
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with zero interference because these are sounds that
have never been heard .by Spanish- speakers and there-
fore they have no idea how.to produce them. The
next most difficult would be the negative interfer-

.ence. Positive interference sounds are those that
can be readily transferable with only a slight
"accent" distinguishing them from the real. English
sounds.

When the teacher of English'as a Second Langu-
age is aware of which English sounds are particularly
difficult, special drills can be planned to teach -
these sounds. 'A frequently used teaching device is
the minimal pair drill. A minimal pair consists of
two words different., in only one phoneme°. The first
word in the pair should contain the phoneme similar
to its Spanish counterpart. The second word should
contain the English phoneme that is causing the

TO praptide the den-then
Hal4r&atide?v : ¶an -van
,T41,kA4idA : sip -zip
Tol)ttcbbice:Sh: sip-ghip; sue-shop

.

..VOwels

.

!egatt#ne the English and Spanish
sound'sysWAlk4Id bit t-lost/y it an Attempt to
determine the baAWforl.intogferencd.

Spanish vowels aiii-PUiewoweIg, that is, they do
not have the diphthongal off-glide characteristic of
the sod-called long vowel of English. Otherwise they
correspond .to the English vowels. There are five
distinct Spanish vowel sounds which appear in the
following words:

/a/ hasta, /e/ este, /o/ otro, /u/ uva, /i/ listo
Comparable to English Sounds:

/a/ hasta as in /a/ father
/e/ este as in /e/ sell
/i/ listo asin_scene
/o/ otro as in bone
/u/ uva represents soundd similar to

boot
These are similar tobut not precisely English,
-sounds.

Comparatively speaking the Englidh vowel system
is much more complex in tilat there is a minimum often

77 separate vowels sounds: /iyi'beet, /I/ bit, /ey/ bait
/e/ bet, /ae/ bat, /uw/ boot, /u/ bull, /ow/'boat, /o/
bought, / / but. Therefore /i/ as in bit, /u/ as in
book, /ae/ as in tat, / / as.in cut, /ow/ as in open
do not occur in 4nglish.

Those English soundskfor which there is not a
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suitable approximation.of,Spanish can be expected, to
present problems for-the Spanish speaker learning
English. 41

In a dloser analYSis ofthe.vowel sounds not
found in Spanish, we find that'Spanish-speakers have
trouble distinguishihg between Zii.as in list and .

/e/ as in scene because.they are-substituTETT the
tense pure vowel of_Spanish. As.a'result, a word
like ship is said witha:tense vowel and sounds like
sheep to English spdakera::a word like sheep is said
with a pure vowel not .a dipthong and sound,like ship
to English speakers.; The same difficulty occurs; with
/e/ as in sell and /d/ as 'insaleand with /u/ as in
bull and ic7i37as in boot..They:may not only substi-
tute /a/ as in sat for 7a/ in. father but for /o/ as
in mop. These are acceptable substitutions .because
they are considered positive interference where the
Spanish-speaker can'benderstood. By superimppsj4no
their tense,and Pure,-vowel:sySbem on the seron"''J
language the SpAnish-speakerdth speaking the6second
language with an'"acCent-fle

. ".'

Consonants ..,

Many SpaniSh'collsomanta are similar to. English
r

consonants, butbhpy arigUally not pronounced as. o.

forbibly. Pirst.,.,..consonant sounds can be'categoriza&
according. to their. liannercofSrtkculabion.

Stop. ,,Produced"hy completely.closingof'the
,airpassage,throughthe mouth such as'in the init401

104bund in pit, /edr:.comP, bit, dea& and gum and the
jinal sound of .moti,,top,. sock, mod,.putt;_and*.mug..:

II. Fricative.' Produced by narrowingAhe'air -r
' passage: causing friction,iel_the mouth huts:* compl.--

etely deterring passa4e'ofiair such .as in.
Sounds in fairy, very, thigh, this, sip, zipj-sure,

has rouje, loathe, vice.
III. Affricate. Produced by completely closing

.. the Air passage, as in stop and releasing with afrie-
tion sound:as'in.s.fribative. The initial and final
sounds of church and lud2e illustrate such goilinds.

TV. Resonants: Produced without friction 44 in
with, read, ieaVd,, andyes.

V.:Nasal.- A special class .ofresonanta; the
.

air is:allowed tt,pass.throUgh the nasal cavity' s in.
mean, sin,,,siri a.

VI. Voiced.Sounds: Characteiized by vibration of
the vocal chords during the production of the sound.,

' VII. Point of Articulation. Involve the lips, the .°7
teeth, the, alvelar ridge,. the palate,-the soft palate,
the tongue, and the, vocal cords. As you can see the'
tongue is divided into four main areas: the tip, the,
bladd, the middle, and the back. The placement of .
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these areas within the mouth cavity is v y important
in the production of sound. The tongue an be
placed just behind the teeth.(alveolat idge); it can
be placed on the upper top part of the alate (hard.,
palate), or on the lower back part (th soft palate)":

Even though sounds belong to the ame classifi-
cation; they diffei in pronounciation by the point
and, in part, by the manner of articulation. Even
though the point and manner of articulation of /p/
and /131 are the same in both languages the Spanish=.
speaker will most likely interchange them because
of overconcentration in teaching these sounds.

The /v/, however, in Spanish belongs in the stop
tategoryas well and has the same point and manner of
articulation as the English and Spanish/b/. The
°position of the phoneme determines its sound. When
occurring at the beginning of a sentence or phrase
orjollowing the letter /m/ or /n/ then /b/ and /v/ in
Sp'anish represent a sound similar to /b/ as in, bat.
Otherwise they represent a sound that is made like
/v /,as in vine except that the lips dte held lightly
together durir9 articulation.. Therefore, when speak-
ing Engliphs,Spen:ijhisPeakers tend to substitute /b/
for /v/ ar.4../V'f6X.:/bV. This is a perfect example
of negative language:interference,

They letter /g/ represents several sounds in ,,

Spanish, therefore belonging to different categories.
It may represent a.sound like /g/ a's in good (gota'
in Spanidh) or it may reOresenta sound like /h/ as
in hope (gente in Spanish). An allophone of /g/ is a
gargling. sound made by raising the back part of the
tongue Coward. the, Soft.palate while vibrating the
vocaloords;', When speaking English, Spanish-speaking
children '4111ptimeSsUbstitute /c/ as in tar,for 7g/-,
ad in good-. t:';11;ickuse. in English the /g/ gi7lh'good is
the voiced "tWilb?' of ,the. initial sound heard in car:,

The letter /d/ kn- 'Spanish represents a sound
similar to /d/ as in dime, but it maYa166:repiedent-7--
a sound comparable to /th/ as in then when it.occurs
in certain positions; this may trijoger. changes.in
meaning. For example in;Spanish /dis in tfien occurs'
only between vowels or in final position as-in dedo
a d tsted while the sound /d/ as indime occurs in
j. ish initially and after /m/ or 71-.7/ as in dedo or

sonde.'' In English these two sounds occur in any
position and furthermdre signal,9 htifekence in mean.
Ong such as. /d/ in dime. and /d/ in then. Consequently;
Spanish- speaking pupils may substitute /d/ for voices
/th/. They may also pronounce /d/ like /t/ because
in English /t/ is the,voiceless. "twie,Of /d/.

The,Spanish and English articulatiOn of '/s / is
actually the same even belonging to the same category.
The difficulty,.however, is the difference of position
of thd phoneme in words, which is another basis for

,
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language interference. In Spanish /s/ as in state
is always preceded by /e/ as in sell (escula). Thus,'
'Spanish-speakers tend to say estate lor state.

Also Spanish-speaking puT)IrsTend to substitute
voiceless /s/ as in seal for voiced /z/ as in zeal.
They may also substitute /z/ for /s/ which produces
negative interference. These sounds are formed in
the same way except that when producing the sound' of
/z/ as in both zeal and nose'; the vocal cords vibrate
during its arti-CUYgtion..,This is difficult for
non-English speaker to reproduce, so they superithpoe
their for the sounde.,Of./z/,

Spanish-speakers often have difficulty with the
sound represented by /sh/ as in show and /ch/ as in
choke. 'T/Sh/haa no eguivalenceTE Spanish, thus.
representilITA zero interference. Spanish-speakers
are used to producing the,./ch/ and .have an exact
equivalentin English, btu .probably;, through over-
concentration on the learning of the sound of /sh/,
the similarityin words such as shoe-chew as well as
a slight difference in.tongue position will cause
interchanging of /ch/ and /sh/ sounds. If the'
teacher would isolate /sh/ froM any other sound tha't
is similar, I believe that thiS'prOblem would be.in
part elimintted. That- means thatjbhkand /ch/
should not be taught together, such 'asdnMinimal
pair sh&re-chair. 'The isolation of /s$ /,would lessen

. the tendency to superimpose the /ch On the English
/sh/.

/J/ is a sound that must be taught. It has no
. counterpart in Spanish Other tilan the letter /g/ in

Argentina. This sound in English is the voiced
"tufin" of /ch/ as in.:chill. Except for the vibration
of the vocal cords dUPITTarticulationt it.is. Made dn.
the same manner as /ch/. . Therefore a Spanish-,sPeaker
may'substitute /chrfor this sound. The Spanish
speaker may also substitute /j/ for /y/. Thls:is,

.satt/d of /j/. The,/yfin'Spanish has t number of
spellings for the souid. lleno, hielo.
Yet studies have been Unable.to.dstermine why there
. is a tendency to pronounce the. English word's yes,
Tyellowo and' young as djes, djellow, djong.

While rounding the lipS to produce /w/ as in
wear, Spanish-speakers often tend to raise the back
part of the tongue to a position. like in that of the
Allophone /g/. This sound'in .English is character-
iZed by the gliding motion of. the lips and the
tongue from their original position dnto the position
of-the following vowel in the word. Consequently;
the English word wash when pronounced by Spanish-
speaker pupils may sound more like gwash.

The letter In in Spanish represents a sound
similar to In in rise except that the'tip of the
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tongue actually taps the alveolar'ridge as in caro.
Many. Americans prOduce /r/ by curling the'tips77F-
the tongue up andback (retroflex). The sound is
usually a glide; .that is, the lips and tongue move
with a gliding motion from the retroflex position in-
to the following vowel position. Nevertheless, the
difficulty may be that the production of this Sound
in English varies widely, causing confusion for a

.native Spanish-speaker.
The letter' /rr/ in carro like the /r/_in caro

both belong to a CategorT37-articulation that are
riot found inEnglish. The 7rr/,'represent a single
sound, a trill produced by vibrating the tip.of then.
tongue against the alveolar ridge. Spanish-speakets
tend to substitute either sound for the English fr/.

To summarize: In comparing the two sound
systems we find that the consonant sounds /j/ as in
judge, /s/ as in sure, /z/ as in zero, /0/ as in
think, /v/ as in very, /z / -as'in pleasure, An as in
red, the vowels /T/ as in bit, /u/ as in book, /ae/
as in rat, /a/ as in gut low/ as in.open do not.
exist iiT.Spanish. Other sounds that have not:been
diScusSed but are. also not found ins the Spanisti. sound
system are the fdllowing: /sk/ as in'skill4 ,/sdr/ as
in screen, /aqui:as,in.squash, /sl/ as im.0.0ett,lamY
as IF-smile, /sn/,iV6;.,,in snake, Asp/ as in Fade /spr/
spread7-/st/ as in Stew,. and Astr/ .as in .string:

Morphology and. Syriax .
is

. As in the'English sound system ti:wwe ef,4,',.§ts a,

hierachy Or difficulty in meeting EngliShlOrPhologr
and syntax,., Most difficult to learn are the items
which.h4ye:Ap correspondence with Spanish forms.

Words dorresponding't6 the English words, do,
does or)did are not used to form-questions in .Spanish.
Questions are indicated by rising inflectionat the
end of the 4us-ation or by inversion of the subject
and,predicate.

example:
Did the horse .run fast?

.

Run fast the horsel
There. are a few items in which a direct trans-

,: fer can be made from Spanish to English. The most
frequent of theSe is in to formation of interroga-
tive'sentences through.Yintonation alone. The result
is readily comprehefisible in Enslish andincorrect.
Because questions of this type are rarely corre9ted,'
children do not learn how tgform questions in any
other way.

Eng. Ex:
,

Spanish verison0:
Is this right? This is right?

you like my dress? You like my dress?
negative no is usually placed before the
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verb', 'so -Do not speak' would 11:0 No speak. in Spanisit.

Use of Pronoun "It" and Obligatory Use of Subjegr
Pronouns

Since person and number are indicated by inflec-
tional forma Of the fVe'rb, subject' prOnouns, ex
x2 (1). and usted, ustedes (you) , Are usually . tt00.
Yo is omit.tFdOccept.Where it is required for
emphasis r clarity. Such 'sentences as It is
and He c -run .thus 'become Is pretty and, C

Next n order of di f ficaty Are , thoq .0v
whose Span sh counterpartare quite diffeen't .0461T?'
English such as: .7:

%

'. I. Article usage: Like English artiCleS', Spa 0
. . .

% ii ..

articles precede .the nouns, ehey modify (a dog, the
boy),. '2.. - .

.

.

The Spanish 1.hdefinite..article 'correionding top
the English word a as omitted,when, it modi :i,esonours
.follo%ing forms dr. the vefb% be that shoy profession,

4.

occupation, position. d so' on. Thus, Ihe:man is a

':---The is used with .les except in direct
doctor is stated in:Sp nish,The man is 'doctor.

additT77- ' 31

Spanish:' The Ni. fpnes is here.: L. '

English: Mr. Sones is here., . , .

Definite article the is also used with the name
0,o' f a language: : .

Sparijksh: The' ,Spdrilsh is hard. e
, English: Spanish ;pis hard.
I. Definite artic19 rather than the posessive

,d4ect'lve is used toi.refer to Tarts of °the body or to
clothing: . .

.

The questim: MdTy what do you' have on your
'"v . . head? .. _.

-Spanish: Nary, what have )61ou: on the head ?'

2. Vrepo:sition usage: Spanish pupils may h-ave
trouble iiising the correct preposition in such 14hrase,s
as in thd. house and. on Gonzales Street, since only
one preposition,, the ,,word en (in, on) ics used in
similar phrases in Spanish. .

h

3. Verb forms and usage:. Spanish,. speakers may
sayThe girl sing rather than The air} sings. English
verbs are much less, fully inflected than Spanish
verbs. Spanish-speaking pupils sometimes beCome
confused and fail to use inflectiopal endings:, that 'do
occur in English.

.

\ 4: Noun Forms and usage: Spanish nouns have
masculine or feminihe gender (/o/ represents male
and pa/ represents female) and indicate singular or ..-.

plural numbers:
English: He is ugly:' Spanish': Estes fello.

She is ugly. ^1ff s t a. fella.
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Adjective. forms'and,usoge: ..Indicate gender
and 4mberffand thermuStagrec with nouns they
modify.

. , . . .
w .

Adjectives that-describefollowthe noun.
they .modify;;: thus SmnisiispeakefrsSay'te:
trees tall instead. of the.tall trees.
Comparatiye. and superlative Zegrees of adjec-'

are,. usually formqd-by.b,p.ing.the words
mas.(moro) and..el masl-Xthe Mbst).with the..
UTOttive. AS ITFFEITit,.,SpaniSh Americans
fetid. not to use er andest.tO
A

form.compara-
.iveand'SUperlatTve degrees in English.
They may say more.sMall and most small rather
than smalIer7antsmallesst. '

6. Pronoun .forms an usage: Previipusay-dis-,
cusSed,

..
.

,

7..Subordinntionirelatiiie clause:: Relative
pronouns are never omitted in Spanish as they are in
English. For'example, in'English ohe might say the
dog they are chasing'or the.dogthaf they are chTging.
In Spanish only the latter is - true.

J.

Intonation 1°.

r The intonation o Spanish differs .from that of
Olglish. English has four degrees of stress: priMary,
Secondary, tertiary, 'and Weak.. Spanish however, has .

only primary-And weak. The beundaries of English
words are usually'Marked(byah interruption in,the
flow-Of. speech., -Spaniih, however, iS.,:pronounced.
syllables, and word boundaries may naCbe.observed.'

.1n English there,arelour.levels 'of voice Pitch;
,low, nor al, high,.and.highest.- In Spanish. thexeare

ee--norMal:Jiith,and highest. 44eanOg
.expres ed'by'a4articular intonation-patternAn'
Engli may-be expressed by-a -different'pattern. in
Spani. For example., such polite requests as

walk to the door,. are terminated in English
wit ling intonation but.are-said'..in Spanish'.
wit y rasing intonation. Whenspeaking .English,
Sp naturally tend to' use patterns
t whip theyaresccustom&d.

SpaniehSpeakers usually ,find the rhythm of '-

English speech very difficult.tereproduce. Primari-
ly stressed syllables occur at:-app'roximately.equal
intervals Of'timi in English. -All other syllables,
no matterhoW. many, tend to be crowded into the.
.interval Of time occuTring.between the. stressed syl-
*labels. It takesalmost the same amount of time to
say The phrase book's on the table as it takes to sax

'books on the old browntable.' In Spanish, however,
each syllable .is,giVen approximately the same dura-'_
tion. When speaking English, Spanish 'Americans Also
tend to stress' the following Classes:of words not
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usually, stressed by 'English speakers: personal and
possessive pronouns, articles, prepositions, con-
junctions and all forms of the yerb be.

. .

COnclusion
0

le

Because of the light it-sheds on the nature-of
language, the language acquisition protess, and
bilingualism, linguistics can provide valuable insights
and suggestions for second language tdaching.. Only
a few Of these have been identified here but what has
been presented indiCates thattpacherb of bilingual
students need' to have some basic knowledge of lin-.
guistics and comparotive aspects of,Spanish and
English. .

".If 'we are ,successful in developing two effective
systems of communication in our:s.tudents,'we have in
effect doubled their Otential fOr*functigning success7
fully in two social contexts. 'If we are not success-
ful in this and the student's" native language is.'not
the dominant one in the community and its not thb
mediuM.Of, education and cemmerce, his economic and
social advancement may be severely hampered.

be emphasiied that the teacher Must.
. recognize0accept and!Use the. child's first language
in teaching ,so that the...prvicuS'learning.:of the
Child can be built upOn aparnOt lost. At the same
time, a second language aCitlisition prograw'built
upon linguistic infOrmationiabout the two languages
and how, they influence each other must be begun.
In :tbis,manne. .ac.achievementi., the .achievement ofsUccessful'bilin-
guali6m, in our .Stbdents can be fostered with full
knOwledge that is being done in a linguistically,
educationaily;.and.philasophically justifiable
.manner.

gy,

*Manuel T. Pacheco, "Lkngui 4c Understandings for
The TeaCher of Spanish-spea Children:! in Re din

'and the .Spanish- speaking Chi
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C.

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT
OF TILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION

Samuel Betances*

The purpose 'of this paper is to underline the
strong arguments that speak to the need for bilingual-
bicultural education in the United States. The
reawons which will be discusded here have been gleaned
.from the strong and forceful= voices which speak out 10
in favor of bilingual - bicultural eacation. While
the basic' points are not original' with the autpr,
the rationale and ways in which these reasons re
pirovided represent a perspective the author has
bund usefj in explainNg the needs for such pro=

_grams to many diverse audiences throughout the
United States and Guam. 4

It is hfped that these arguments will give
ammunition to those who see the.potential-for such
programs, and help those who do not. For this
purpose we will e amine five reasons why. the propon-
ents'ef icultural education suggest .that
sue01 programs are essenti al. for grwips enteringthe
economic life of he United States now, baut were not
essential (thou possibly tlesirdble)for pnevigus
non-Englishrs dking newcomers to the.'United States.

Vehicle for Transfer of Information

First, bilingual-biouPLial education is ,

importOt for people to have a Alicle for the trans-
fer of information in the 'language they know. ,The
business of the classroom is teaching and learning.

. .

Children who come ready to learn, put cannot trans -
fer information English ore not stupid. They will
learn if they are responded to, Whether by their'
teachers or their peers. School children must be
taught in the language they know. If the langdage
of the child is other than English, then the child
must be taught ,,,in that language t4at.he og she brings
into the classroom. Dr. Bruce Gaarder was an edrly
exponent of this view. .

Childrenewho enter school with
less competl..uice in English than monolin-

-41T.i7;taBCtTince's is a professor4pf sociolon at

/
Ncrtheastern Illinois University, Chicago.
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gual_English-spcatng children.will
1. prchably becOme,rctardedin their school

work t the extent of their deficiency
in 4pglish, if'English is the' sole--

t mediTim o instruction. On the other
hand, t ilingual child's conceputal .

10 development and acquisition of other ,

If experience and information could proceed
at a norAll rate i f the .mother tongue

410 were used a,.1,,, an alternate medium of
liestruction:1 .

.

s 4
4' a.

This not an argument against teiching.the
child.EnglIA,TWnyone who argues that a group,of
Ipeople can ger along Ln the;AJnited Statics 'without:
English istbeing shortsighted and unrealistic. What
we are arguin§ for, here, is not whether a child
shooed leirn Enilish;,but whether that child shotild
be taught in tnglish. We argue that while the child . 7

Is )e-arning English 4s a second language (second ,in.,
the sense that it comes,after the child's first

, language; nbt in the sense that at is second int,

importance), the child can be 1araing science and
math.' In other wOrdschildren will be Otting their
edpcitipn while they learn English.

tne,ci37at r put it well .when +' stated:% "Ai-r:

,14"ngua.keducation ermits milking a clear distintion
lbetwn cducUtio and language, i.e., between the
content of e4carion and the vehicle through which it
Is adquired,"4 Gaarders' exec lent example, whichfollows,, iftings precision to this iskile:

*
Iikse'the example ot,twO window

par, s, tide green-Oersted, Spanishone and
the bluc-thnted Englisk one, both looking
out on the4same world, the tame reality.

tell, the little child who has just
erAereer the firstsgrade, "You have two
wididows into 'the world, the 'Spanish one
and tie Eng4ish.one. 1pfortunptely, your

6, 'English itindow Hasn't Been built yet, but
* we're; going to'work on it ;us fst'as we

car6;,and in adiew years, maybe, it'll be
4,es cleat and Fright as your Spanish
witndow.0eantiMe, catitu3.)f you don't see
much, keep on crying to look out the_
iplc when ,theiblue,one will,be, And
%lay away'frmOtne green oncalt It's
againitftoqr educiltiortal policy3to lbok
through anything tinted green!'

In el:ienctie ige able, witg
prAictIce and goad pro ram Of language insfiliction,s
to-contin4c toprogress in his/her poi.her tontue until
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he or s% is able to transfer. knowledge in the
acquired English languagd. This is the first reason
that suppctrts bilingual-bicultural education.

Ability for Self Expression

The second reason for bilingual-bicultural
education is-.the iMportaKce for people to be able to
express themselves through language. School children
who speak d language other than Ehglish should not be

prohibited from self- expression by being told that
they can only speak in English,. Some in-the teaching
profession see it as Aheir patriotic'duty to help

non English speaking children "adjust" faster into
tJc "American way" of life bylorcing these childtren

to speak only in English. They thus deny the non-
English speaking c6hildreW.self-expression, especially
,if the child does not come from an English speaZing

culture. P'Crha'ps it is not jtist a patriotic instinc,
but a desire to be a good teacher that motivates
,educ.rators'CO'prohibit the non English speaking child
fromspeakitig in Spanish or another language.
Nevertheless the harm is done when children who are
denied the right to speak are basically being denied
the right of self-expression, the right to b.e!

As early as 1967, Dr. Bruce Caarder was raising
this important issue. He brought the issue of self-
expression through language into the early battle for

bilingual education. He stated:

Language it the'most important
elLeriorizatton qr manifestation of thr
se f, of.the,4human personality. If the
school, the a..WpoweYful school, reject`-
the mother toTigue of an entire group of
childrien, it can be expected to affect
seriously and adversely those children's
concept of their parents., their homes,

and themselvcs.4'

Dr. Donald H. ,,Smith, Profestor of Education

at. New York's Bernard Baruch College, has spoken out
on the right to be. Ur. Smith has argued and I

concur that the right to be is much more important
than the ri.ght to rea

The teTlaing p ofession cannot insist that. it

works on behalf of children while arguing that some
'school children ought not' to liave the inaifenab.le
precious right to be, simply because they might not
.expess themselves. in Tnglislp. To insist that some
children ought not to speak, ought not to express

AO; thethselves', borderstoncultural genocide.. ,Ur,

r

.01
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.Edutrdo Seda Wrote "about t his problem. He .ncite.d:

The constitutional principle of:.
equal opportunity can be-guaranteed for
these 'groups only in terms of cultural
pluralismwhich wodld strengthen and
safe-guard their identity as an affif*.a-
fi.,pn of the'principLeIo 't'hineciWnself

truell In education plurali'sMmeans
`OdfiCating-.the children in a'71angUage

"s.that does-not. ajlenafe'theAlrom their
eethnic' iceinmuhty

.

, "Ita

'"P cultural education helps to pretecf-in aN
con.c.Wte way.tHe right of chndrep to be; to

ekpiess themselves.

Relationship Between ,School and Home

The thirereason for bilingual-bidultural
.

education has to do'with the rentionship between..the
school and the home. The school must communicate in
the language of the parents who send (or are forced
to send). their'children to school. -In his aOicle
on "Social Justice and,Miporities," David Ballesteros
argues that bilingual education 'reinforces the rela-
tion of the school andthe home through a common
communication bond."6 Without this ability, this
bilingual talent; 'school people are at a loss to

) Iunderstand how to communicate with .the parents of the
non-English speaking child. ,:The re5jats are many,_ the
for the most part negativ: .!,Two students of the
Puerto Rican experience wrote on thistsubject:

A core set of bilingual counselors
should be hired to serve the needs of
students and to act as ombudsmenor liai-

\ son between the school district and the
/ community. At least one bilingual or

bicultural staff person should be avail-
able at all times to meet with parents:
In addition to hiring bicultUral and bi-
lingual teachers and other key people..
schools should requiretinservice train-
ing programs on Puerto Rican culture,
which would strengthen the total school
staff effectiveness. Administrators of
schools where half the studdnt population
is Puerto Rican should be bilingual educa-
tors, either native speakers of Spanish
who also have a good command of English
ori.,native speakers of English who have a 4
good command of Spanish plus a sympathetic

,

ungrst'anding of the culture of the 'e.,01-1:1

4
'
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sumer& of their institutions' precious
commodity. Else, they should be
required to take a course or attend an
institute dealing with the Puerto Rican
cultural heritag% and contemporary
social movement.'

A strong coalition between the school and the
homeis essential. It becomes the.,responsibility of
the school to communicate with the home. The insti-
tution must be 'regponsible in understanding wh

44 cultural forces, exist in the best interests of ,

children from non-English speaking homes. The school
and the home must have some semblance of cultural
relevande order to reinforce each other. If not,

"the results can only he negative.

The five or six years 'hey have so
far spent in acquiring competence in
their llome language seems waste when
they find their teachers, their dchool
books, or their fellp'W pupils lising a
different language. For them, there is
a language barrier, establishedby the
school itself, that blocks their learn-
ing, discourages their efforts, and
reduces their chances of success in the
educational system.8

encourage Language Diversity in the U.S.
- 1

The fourth reason for bilingUal-bilcultural
.education has to do with the fact that the world in
which we live requires that increasing numbers of
people develop more than one world view. The United
States is very diverse. Many people in this country
speak languages other than English. It makes good
sense 'Ito get people'to learn more than one language.
It makes .even more sense to help those who already
have a language other than to be able to continue to
develop' a useful skill. We certainly'ought to be
alarmed at any practice which attempts to destroy a
person's abilitysto,communicate in their mother
tongue. What is.needed is.a more enlightened langu-
age-educational policy in the'llnited States. Other
countri,ts'have bigger percentages of people within
their borders that do not spetk the language of the
host society. But they pave,,recognized th challenge
and have a tradition for.working. Lt out. The United
States does not(. Spol&ky brings locus to this
roblem: "It is only, quite recently that much atten-

t 11,a been paid to the fact that there are
languages other than English spekeniln the United'
States, and that many children come to school not

. 4
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speaking English."9 It is estimated that the'United'
States has from 18 to20 millio people whose native
language is not English.1Y'

.e The Spanisii-gpeaking.groups (Mexican Americans,
PueftoRidans and Cubans) mike,up the single largest
gioux 'affected by,biiingual-bicultural educatipn.
The American.Indiat nations represent the,second-

.

largestgroup in need of-an enlightened language
.

educational policy. -One critic of the present lang"0
uage-educational policy in the ,United States'is ,

suggesting today an alternative: at .

Whatever language vials a society
may set for its schools can.be achieved
only if they take into account the,lang-
uage coMpetencethat the pupils bring Ca-
school., There is no justification for
the myth thatcfiildren of lower socio-
economic classes speak no language, or
an inferior one, or a debased and
inaccurate form of the standard language.
Such Children.have learned the Variety

as..(Much semantic richness.struC-
tural complexity,"and potential for

eammunications as any other. If society,.
believes they must also acquire some
other language or variety, then the
school must develop sound and effecti've',
methods of language instruction

t. t

Support Diverse Cultural Values
--- , ,

.

4'T4 fifth reason Which supports bilingu
cultural education has,to do with culturq.. DS11'''"',e" 00" -
EduardpSeda Bonilla has said that "language is(
umbilical chord to .cultuiel." Language is the 4t. ,..;

.'ii.l.w,:,.

,Iyimportant part of culture an that language : veld
vehicle that transmitscuiture. .,t.,v

When a group of beople are oppressed 1:,:'-u dtlit 4.!.;.'
the oppressing group justifies keeping theo tic :'.'..14'4,
group down by blaming the victims. ,A negati 4. ot,(1/4';i;

,

is placed on the different slysterris of belie
biological diffeTrances which exist between t
groups. This war: the group with Oe infei4i
economic'and political status'is maVie to "see
through the "eyels" of the dominating group th
oppressed group. isatthe.bottim because it U sz_,Ves.
to be there. , _

"." *Por, I
. li .',"ReldgouS reasons given,. ifs

to' Wan important may,,of explainingWality. plus ..,

used:to be ohAvAgliiidf-juStifying the pos*iaW Of1
slaves,./7:PlanYktrop owners used retligitn to keep
slaVel:"in their p'lace'.'.. Today it is sciglite. We

I!'
i

o

4

'
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hear a lot about I.Q. tests and "gene," etc. Today0i :wk,
'the gods are not biblical hut,"scientific." .47":

Stssr,,,,^

The- results' are the same. The victims are,'47-,J--
told and processed through the institutions, liter
ture and art as well as through the humor and poph14
eXplanations, and through being regulated to inf,
political and economi1c positions -- to'accept 91e,
"place" in a society. , The values of the domina
group are transmitted to the group which is oi.

Bilingual-bicultural education allows th
groups to understand why one group is on top an ... °e
other on th.e bottom. Bilingual- bicultural educ
seeks to correct the negative view placed on a
culture by a dominating group. Multi-culturak.

..tion helps to strengthen the cultural identitkt'
. the non-English speaking, non-white group.. Ii1;

,to maintain, to exalt as well as enrich and pvi
the culture of the Latino children from the net4tiye,'
racist view which the lost society gives to4hele

. cultUre of the dominated group. ",,75

Oppressed groups,, whose first langua
English" need to view themselves through t
of their culture, rather that through,the
people who do not value them. Seda put it
"If we lose our culture, the alternative is
the 'Angioculture as the mold:Ip;,f our soul:

contains the poisOn of 'racism dire ed'a

v-

us."12'
i)

Schoolsoften'make the claim that one of its4.
roles is to,.fpltgre students for the "real worider

cLo bt that the real world of Puorto4,,,,24-q?
thhcanos, AO.ans,; andjvative Americillk,; the

UOitpd"Sta'test a -hostile' one. What do s00044kE.0-
..5qe to do alii0t preparing us to survive %:1:4 11't**;;:

14drld?
Bilingual-bicultural education';'c

'f?ch,ildren fl'om these communities frorit
.Values which blame them for their oppT
tioas, .Biiingual-bicultural.education
the'kasic prOblems .oppressed groups,'
States. Neither ethnic studDes nor cult ral'enTich-
ment,program, s cart. be eippected tocharige the political

.1van1 economic real4ies whic,J divide people along class
lines 4 the U.S.'fThF prq v ems wil..itliyave to be
(Dlved political means;-'if they,iilever to be

sOlv4d. But4ilinguul-bicultural ion can at
least change the way poor people vi dnd explain
their reality. Those of us,,, who must live on the

e4Atts,i.de"ofthe society, Al,"i4ho mustIseg ourselves
in tempetamelit, cultural '.VApes, and

anguage as different--we wi .realize
ifferent but not .Offrior, e will be
to.t ink about Ado matter in the

alternatives
fh,

ct
g.the

condi-
1 not solve
the, Uriited

see bu
e,: Oat weA'Te
`healthy enou
struggle
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THE CULTURAL, SOCIAL; AND EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUNDS OF THE CHALDEAN AND ARABIC

STUDENTS IN MICHIGAN SCHOOLS

Georgette H, Sesi*/

Although. it is a universally accepted fact that
humans, in their early stages of development, learn
rimarily by imitation, parents are ever speaking of

their Children's originality. And yet expressions
,,.;%uch as "don't forget" and "didn't I tell.you" or

M. their equivalents are repeated quite often in day-to-
.:' day conversation by parents to their children.

Essentially, the concept being taught is one of .

9

memory and the retention of such memory. But beyond
all else there is the element of authorship. Children'''
seldom forget their play objects, because they "belong"
to them. It is the things that are the possessions, of
others. that they neglect_mest. What theirs is
original_, what is not is the object of their least )

communion, possibly of their resentment. The memory,/
they are requested to'keep is either not within their
realm of'natural curiosity or it iS being forced on
them when they have no mental unity with it.

The first mental unity a child has is the first
triad he encdunters or creates. His attachment to
any one object or person is based onta triumvirate--
conSciously or Unaware--formed of himselfthe object
or person, and the association that binds them together.

A renowned example of this case is Linus'' security
blanket .in the comic strip "Peanuts." 'the triple link

, is formed by LinuS, the blanket, and the intangible
element of security that is attributed` to their insep-
arableness. And as long as the blanket is considered'
in this light; it will always speak Linus' language
and give him the comfort he seeks. Ultimately, the
endurance of such bonds stands largely on mutual trust,
the sameness of 1Figuage, and the oneness of purpose.

Later in life these fundamentals remain virtually
unchanged--only that "don'tforget" is altered to 'a

fond "remember when" and "didn't I tell you" is
expressed'in a tone of geniality, rather than admonish-
ment.

A newcomer between ages 9 and 16 is neither the
novice imitator nor the experienced compromiser; he

*Georgette Sesi is an English as a second language
, instrustor, Southfield. Public Schools, Southfield,
-Michigan.
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belongs to the maturing state in between. The

keep, and apply..,the entire, .

CUIty is since he is forced, by virtue of. the .

new, environme , to recall',
set f elemental principles, that he has used to come
to where he 'is now, to ,..a totally unfamiliar field. He
has come to another country where his old social struc
ture Must be shattered or altered to allow for'the rise
of a new sand different one. His culture, moral values,
scholastic endeavors, and many more aspects of his life'
must,now be channeled jnto different directions. Hs
problem is 4.ii-fold, for he has, to retain the past yhile
training for the future.

To Many Iraqi children, English is a thirdi, pos-
sibly a fourth language.. The disappointing factor is
that they' have yet to master as many as one of these
tongues.' Their parent's communicate in one language
(Chaldean, Assyrian, Armenian';..or soMe other oriental
language); their native schoolsq44,d "required another
.(Arabic); if they were attending "ep tivate,.foreign
school they might have had to tackle still athird (most.
probabfr.French);,znd English had been introduced to .

them.as an obligatory subject, beginning in the fourth
or fifth grade, .with,th.e school not truly expecting .'
them to mastepTI-r:' ,

Th. in their age group,°these children are
yrestlin .with triple or,quadrUple the language pproblems
that native-born ,Americans have to face. It wou d.be

...easy for thee children to learn t,o live as Americans
if they were allowed to be-in th6 same category of
native-born Americans. More than the American child
they are burdened with the:wihes of their parents.
.And'; quite often, this cannot be helped nor easily
reconciled.

,. One.annot neglect values that, lave been instilled
'since infancy and still maintain.t '""same status quo
with his parents. Nor is it o fsy OT the child tg,
accept his seclusion from the older membdrs of his fam-
ily which would result from insisting that they all
drop the,entire past and accustom themselves strictly
to the future. Add to this the American way of life in
itself, where the aWhreness,of. one's origin is conid-
ered as noble a value-as pdtriotieloyalty.

Only one. thing stands. out: -,English is a common
must, regardless of other indiviIual or parental
preference, and invariably in addition to these 'pref-
.erences.

. s. The conditions to be satisfied are basically three-.
fold, and they pertain to: the child, the parents, and

A the culture brought with them from another nation. Thg
key, to the problem is memory, its redistribution and re-
oeientation. The dismissal of old:knowledge as .non-

. existent or as something to be forgotten is out of the
question. Instead it/Ought to be used to bolster the
faculties of,a child an the learning,of fresh.material
thrOUgh association and comparison. The parents should

7874
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be encouraged to learn English along with' their, chil-
dren, thus making it easier to them to cope with their
youngsters as'well as enhancing their own knowledge of
American ,life.

I believe that the process of learnipg, for both
parent and child, shotild Be augmented by the study of
their culture of origin. This will give them the true
feeling of authorship rather than imposition by others.
It will be a graduated and natural'grocess in which they
will not feel they are 'being abruptly forced into some-
thing of- which they want to part. As a.,challenge it
will not be totally puzzling or requiri1g unusual
answers; they already, know the answers: all they have
tol,do is translate them. Above all this is their.
heritage. And, for any indiv'idual, Starting with :his
name, his pbssessions are indubitably the oneshe..has
to live with. The proper education will teach him
what t® retair\as his choicest and most universal.

.Aside from the obvious elements that differentiate
the children of one, country frdm those of another, there
are adctitional latent tendencies .whose natures arch not'
easily reconcilable to the adopted nation. The lan-
g.uag barrier, the choice of locale, the standards and
requirements of living conditions are common differences
to virtually any non- America

nature they are
comes to reside in

the States. Being such
surmounted mithout much effort. It is the historical
and cultural assets that are not easily reconcilable to
the rest of the material, concrete values.

There are precepts of child, parent, and teacher
in the Middle East that seldom resemble the American
definition of the same. Families in the Middle East
,strive to make the child synonymous, with obedience,
at times blind.! To the young the elders are sources
of wisdom,;-a caste of proven integrity and unquestion-
able heritage. The role of the educator is behavioral
as well as scholastic and disciplinary; more.oftenAhan
not it pierces/into the spiritual as well. And when
the parentS.Pre not themselves literate, the office of.
the teacher is 'elevated to near flawlessness, whose
word is final and must be kept and .practices without
debate. The clergy, in an institution of learning,

enjoy privileges that few people anywhere can.come
close to. The code of ethics and morals emanates largely

'"fiom the home; and ,home is a.place wheie judgment passed
ls next to none other,:,by the pure virtue bf its origin.

If there be a general guideline the Middle Eastern
mind follows,,it has to be a primitively simple belief

At'least'this is the'vintage from whence the
last generation of-parents originated, 'and it is these
parents mainly whose children are under this discussion.

These old values, inherited from, a long line of
practiAiloners, are quickly jeopardised when these Asian
families come to the States. Oat. were at one time .

clearly defined beliefs are now wide-open matters of
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contested discussion. .-One need nOt be in command' of,,
any particular language to understand the American
challenge against he traditional.wAyS of living.

As the ,families from plant a foothold on
.

American soil, their entire exce mustYbe revised.
The questiOn of sustenance ccimesVfIprst, and a "fast

. buck" becomes a serious necessitfinstead'Of a dream
far out in Oblivion! Overnight, it suddenly-comes to
pass thatall tAlle'heart-felt codes of ancient civili-
zation are drowned in the fast'whirling stream of,
materialism. . They must survive, these-newcomer;
foremost. . .

And the childrdn7 rely. the schools will fake
care of them. No-more,.fhan that; the School is respon-sible for-theirgoodimging: Is tlhat no what 'the
understanding was in country"? Why not here
in another land? .

Life continues -irlAhi5 fashion, with one fast
decision foilowing.another. The early yews are marked
with moves of little, if no depth atIll. The pace at
home mustkeep stride with financial obligations. At
school the child's proce'sses ofthougeht.are marred by
the lack,,of laAwitar attention at home, ,,though fre-
quently thiewannot be helped.

The simplicity of old-erodes and the mental fore-
sight that was once .a dominant element of life tvallows'
ip the exaggerated comOlLexity of nothing and everything.

There are a few exceptionally fortunate children
who do not experience the hard impact of moving from
one'country to another. But the ,vast remainder are
up against,an,abruptly changing ideology at, home and an
unfamiliar environment at school.. It had been, in
truth, a'much steeper struggle in their nativelands;:°
butthere they were bop to win, to. win culturally..
But here the down.-to-eatth primitive instinct is gone
And thepurityeof thought i5 choked in a fliffisk cloak
of apparent success. And for ihase.who remember bedng. 4.0
,taught by American teachers ovprseas; it becomes mani;
festly, evident that the teacher in his -13race of birth
is not the same as they had - witnessed across the waters.
No matterjlow one views this Attitudinal (i.scrO'ancy,
one can seldom reach more than once conclusionl a top.4t-

ight' American Christian educator is driven to success
only by,his ardent absolutism, and the Middle gas.terner'
accepfgAisuch thinking only because it does no hart..to
his retVgio. 4 4 n

To change one's tools of learnirig should not A
.

drastic as to cause a change.inane's inner core.
Whether it be by force or voluntary choosing, the newly,
emergini,"American," is confronted with substantial

'

changes. nd to those who are of good memory and who
keep it t e instinct to live is never lost. 'Thos9.1%
whose sen eof distinction has deteriorated are wePT
exeMplifi d by thd young Linus: , "I lo0 humanity, it'
people I can't stand." ThechildAt school has an
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indispensable need for suchohumawity0; and if it. comes
from anyone, it must come primarily from the parents
and the individualism they.p.Ar04pable 'of imparting..
But, $hen, they have moved.w."mUch can ontafford't4:,
giVe when one has just mooed? ,4

When the child is entolled 1.41 school, itmould be owrelatively easy if his (or her) prOblemere only
educational. Ideally they ought .tdbei: and in some
instances they are -- especially hen'fOrets,..regardless
of .the,ir literacyleveloare wise enough to instill in
their that nn.educational problem is just
'that -an educational problem,'. no more, no less.

In the classroom the. teacher is handed basicaliy
two groups of children, all other factorS.being somewhat'
similar (origin, culture,. religion; native tongue,
social standing, wealth, etc.). Thetwo. ate basically;
these: thoselho adhere to breaking down their diHi-.
culties, and those who insist on the 9.14iplicity of

...

their problems.
The'primitiveAhinker has no.use for so-called

"psychological factors," is not a -believer in,"tragedY"
does not accept hypothetical.notionsfot bettering him-

T1If only I hadAllen would be atto.'..")..
'A family .of such thinking does not considef itself un-
fortunate when it lacks some of the comforts it had in
the'past.. If one,Was.a.good member in the gamily in'
specific locale, then he is.gbod for n11 loCatlons:
Naturally ;here areadjustments to be made,:but the ,._

thowght process is always. the same. ' -

On the oth r hand we seethe teacher who receives
a child whose f mily has yet to stabilize itself: the:
child is underg ing some type,ot transition at all'
times; perhaps, b cause the family had to make a huiried .

move .initially . maybe because the family is,comstantly
making short-r nge decisioq. In brief,.the ,
in an atmosp re where very little is defined 'or has any
sembla o a reasona 4140ing. plan.

It is anawespmtA h.teacher,to differen7
tiatebetween,these. ,And to categorize them in
accordance with the Udes, The chiddren ate
therefor one and"this is the extent
to. which the teacherekert his (or her) etfotts.
The discipline, the willingness. to accept'what. is
Itrught, the mores and. customs of -American society are
now the responsibility of the.parents. ;Unless the
parents cope with these` additional dutit's,..pthe 'teacher;;s
work will always seem to be lacking fUlfillment.

The problem confrtinting the. Middle..Eastern's.tudent
in learning Engfish.is comparable to .presentAlay
ations in our universities, where language'reOirements
must be. met by attendants of these.institutions-.L-
except that in the latter case the problem,dOes not
exceed scholastic needs. In the former, however, the
adjustment to unfamiliar suiroundidgs .cannot belgre--
ciuded. And, of course, there iSalways the other/.

.;
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matters that will go on for a I,ifetime.
.

%le

The AMeriCan. student taking foreign. language.
is not expected, beyohd academic. necess it ies ,. to ma's''.
ter it -with any high degree_or fluency.

. The choices' ,

for the Chaldean student, however, are nil,. He cannot
withdraw or drop 'the -course in favor Of somdthing .toward
which' he may fee; more .affinity. He either learns or :"
is a- tailpre-2-ndt only in schbol, but in potential
future endeavors.. life is: now hinged on his lin-
gusistic skillS, not on his measure of intelligence
matters notilingual. And the -.older. he is at this time

P the harder it is for hint} et:accept and aster a foreign .
language.

.There are natural obstacles' that' he must fit ,

surmount_ before delvifig into the.core of his learning?
Things such as. idiomatic expressions, speech rhythms,,
tone inflections, .and other. such ,particularized usages,
Mai. not, ebtally,block, his, track, but they are of some
signifiCance one

, is `reasonably serious in adjusting
himself to his adbp,t.pg'.':enironment The more one;
adapts to slick',angtistic idiosYncracies , the. Rore coot-
fortable he :feeIG ;In' expressing his concepts.

For Children. u4,der .the age of s'exen there, is hardly
prObleM, To theit- the English language, is ,not dif-

ferent from any other item in school.. The .hardship is
really students of higher ages who not on-l.)4 have to

. learn, a new language, but learn, all elie with the sam5.
language- w .

,
. To the growing child and the, early teenagepthe

languafriiroblem becOmes more than a slight deficiency.
affects. their social relations and self-cionfiaenee

and go' erns their, participation. i chool
Their' grablems are extended beyond the boundarie

of thair .school's. 'At home the family sil--11 speaks the
native tongue, and for convenience rives in'a neighbor-
hood occupied' vastly by people 'from the "load' tobntry,:"'
This situation is more a hindrdnce than help to the
youngster attempting to conquer anew world. """

It takes discipline to teach these a-tudentt the
effecti;ve ,Usage of the English language. But moret'vhan
.anything :else it'=takes, the proper method 64 teaching
them; and, unfArtpnately, we' ack:it ,in.this' country,-
for anyone native or alien.

The ;Clialdean and'Arab students already, have a
o foundati All that- ,has to be done initially is to

haye! them tBansform it into 'English.' They cannot
:possibly Mis, surely not 'by much. A good.nuMber of
them speak more than one language. Admittedly,. they
have the capacity, although what they have leaNned
was done without much conscigushes detail.7. Now with
*/lish they have .to think, to know !Why,. to Oscover
the proper ,dekails. But even these intriCacies -are,not
altogether 'odd ta 'thefil; ane. simp10' utriew of what they
already know, in their ntiOe tomgbe will. suftice'tO.
show' them the logic coAtaihedrin Eriglish, 7e.

fivt '
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It all depends on the reseptoiri,of theil.-young mem- -

ories, and the truths theydart!Jo 'remeTber in more*thlin
one language. Ihe questioniVK how Wany t?tith, if any
at all, arc really worthwIale_Cor he youqg to remem- '

be r. And how fXr.can a teacherAg&withouf These? But
why? Why (should, anyone retain sucl a stLile memdoy
through generations of constantly hanging times? -Is
there. really anything wortW rememberingemembering f.or that
long?' Or is man's truth soonstantthat is transcends ''.

chango.:*? . " , reit
,

The answer lies in 'the simple fact th?it at we all
wisli to "have," Few of us worry abOut'the meaning; of
tdiat we "have," its value and its14uality.

To educate is one way of letting someone "have."
The newcomers, Chaldean aqvArabic-speaking children,
are prime examples of the ltOve nots." And they will
always fail until the time k:omes when they can "belong,'''
until the moment arrives when they can. ':have," and
until they are not afraid to "give" what they hai..e.
Then we would eally have something. '

Naturally, the greatest problem of the Chaldean
families and tieir children is one of communication.
By communication is not meant merely the facility of
speech but also the inner heart-to-heart-feeling that
inwardly binds a parent .to a teachers.

Perhaps the best Alscriptive word for, the case at
hand is "possessions" Its must be 'tinderst&6d, how.eorr,
that "to have" means precis'ely to give and never to 4

;lose.. The quality is not strange, as it is the basis
of all harmonious unions, whether the team be a base-
ball club or-a ma*riage or the inlqinct that attracts
the "bee to transfer pollen from one flower to another.

. The true question -in the scholastic problem is,
ultimately, what of the meffality of the teacher does'
a parent have, and whit of4tt6 thinking of the parent
does a teacher have,, and how much of both of these
processes is the child in between capable of under-
stariding7 .Simply put, how much of each does one have
of the'other7. The answer, regrettably, is virtually
nothing.

It is necessary that someone from the 'fiddle last
who speaks bath laroguage,-- and is at the same time
aware of both countries' traditions explain to the ..-,

parent; the fundamentals of'American education and.the
means used thereof. It is .also important that the.c.hild,
he informed, even if in -;imple'terms, what he' is to
expect from his school--befdre he is enrollv"d. But-the
proca-s-s of introduction tannot stop here. It will he
meaningless for the hew families alone ro Rave a piece

0



tudents are shown parts of American culture in
the like of which they may not. necessarily -;ev.ou the
outpl.de. The part that istvisdly^laoking Is the virCual
nonpat-ticipation of the parents, Wsuch activities.

.Mi% crucial in the upbringing proceNs as the more
the parents show thryliselves to be "h4ve not,;," themorcs
their children feel/and act as "have nuts." 4

A child, in Detroit'cannot rai!:e his hand to stop
.

all traffic, In order to cross the street safely, unle
he is absolutely positive that he owns. the street, lock,
stock, and harrtl. -lit how many of these children from
overseas can be convihced of the same factusing a

o
Universal. sign language that requires ndhing of any
kind of speaking skill17

You 'cannot learn to have, nor can vdil.teaL11 to

hhai you can da.is to teach repo - cession. The
parents must learn to repdssess their children under
the auspices ,of a new country, and the children must
be taught to a<rpt their parents under this transfer
of pationiige.

It is- myhelief that the best educational (as
'ell as others(' results can he achieved by ta.king*the.
firs,t t,te'p'at home, where in a new country a new unity
of thought.must evolve among the.iembers of a family

5e,;t' fits the pr3actices (within reason)'wa.vs o life.
raic. this is planted 'the rest of the development is

4.,

easy. 'Hwy may never own the country, but thet will
have one %mother,

the' children here have already had their "parents."
hhat.they need now arc guides" to see them throygh
:InfaN,.7.;lar hoods an-d help the v out. Their childhood
pr-isak?, may not have left theri, bdt they certainly ought
t be up for re-evaluation. T

After long,alesencesomany a per611 has said
another. "You 'haven't changed a bit;" or something to
that effect. I: means, basically, "I still frtiiin your
image of long ago; I :till have it To teach these
cr:.ildren% it will he well to let then have the American
langi;:r.ge through their own images and experiences. Once
trey' can link th6 language with a native experience,
their powers oforeteiktion become greater. and there will
emerge' immediately the realization that ./ language does
not belong -singularly to a jingle nation' but is rather
expressive oT all nations and all event;l. It would be a,
verf limited language that narrows itself to only one
set,of individuals.

,
Naturally not -all(nor the. best of) meaning is

evident in thi tranlation. but the relation of lan-



cultural items from the.; sttudents' nativj lunds:' films,
hooks, historical illustrations,. artifacts, And similar
objects of interest, It will help the teacherge
°&icquainted with the children's roots, as well as be
a familiar sight for the students to facilitate tlheir
linguistic pxpressioms in English. ',Simple songs, and
short poems are also a fast and easymeans pf making
thP students cOmmit to memory many of Ihe_fundamentals,
rules of the lapgqage, as well'as become aware.of the
lmerican tradillion'and way of life.

There areiuniversal aspects in eveiy'languagy that
nearly defy i:mcompetence in not loArning them...-All we

;:have tp. do i4',to gi,ve them to the student. And' with,
the need hecksfor them, everyone can restv,assutxd
that no!W.4'erhow much he is given, he will never he
burden 4440. the last straw that broke .the camel's
back. 41NP:

t.
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THE COMMUNITY: A NEGLECTED RESOURCE
FOR BILINGUAL PRO'GRpEFFECTIVENESS

./
'Rodolfo Martinez*

Ihtrodpetion
AP

Mhen:I was,given the task of talking about the,
role of the community in bilingual education programS,.
I examined .the literature in this area and 'found that
most of ii,.the small amount that ex'sts, relates
primarily to the academic funOtionso the,eommunity
in Undettaking to help' make bilingual Oams more
etfective: One'cannot'ofeny the vital- role of .the
community in this aroa; however, there 's another
area which is also necessary to examine is the
',area of .the political process N'the-.Co in.
effectuating a bilingual educdflon.prgr
liketo locus on this area as well as the iy`ric
role of the comAnIty in the instruCtional.

Fortoo lohg, educators, primarily auM
tors, have failq .to realize. the vital role'
community cart pay in the educational procesk
must accept thg.act that education can nol
remain isolatedand insulated from the commu"
from. the politi.01 processes that support
my judgment thaigthe publ&c.is involved in h
essential rolej3eCause it, has to sustaiU
ally; and whennOney is involved, one.A:s9laaetds.

.; e .Jinvolved ip politLcs.
I'tau&bt in three univergitiest'several,,-. .

years and J"Used to.tell my students °that there'
two basic and fundamental axiomsat,ohe nee4e04.
know not only to pass my course.12ut
life. It went something 1 e ."Nothing-
succeeds like success.. T othOr'ax0m Wtnt:soMe-.
thing like this:- ',You must .kno.VTth6.rpJeklir

4

the
gaMe.. the last year, I.have ritiOate
axiom which goes along mathemAtti. somethiltg4
like this ."Edudational program. .td,krect.
proportional to the 8egYee of .04.040ni
When I introduce the term dire-W propor ona.1_,A.-
rran:to implSr. that the; reeNaf,;x4m*ty
support the prOportmi y hi4t-40W-Ocq.g4.
the program willjoe.,. 00t5,e I heAlot-Villgarized.,
the mathematical .068 -earned in. my
youth to express 3.0 I have-learned ' ,A6

a ;
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,would tike to base my remarks on' the-experi-i-,!
, Orict.I have had in directing a bi.liot7gual,edUcation\

,> program, and to try to analyze the 'program from 110'
f - educational perspective of. what I see as'the vit
:A :role of the community in the academic process# !My'

''schooling was in political science and
tendency to see thing's in 'terms ogia,ipolirical
foundation. My experience is bas'edApn. My workmith
two distinct communities:- one dealtqa sPecifnally with
the Spanish-peaking community of GrUnd Rapids, and..
the other dealing with the Vietnamese.cemmiAliity": ,As
r look back and examine both comtunities, I can see,
similarities in theirdilivery syteMS, But, when:
I look at the term "community" I lopk atythem in two.
aspects. The first,-,is the_ educational po.44tical
action community. I would like to,1a0e1, tat commiln-
ity "EPAC" which stands for Educatipnal Po iticarl

''. ACtion Community. The othercomponenVofthet-
ther-"EAC" cOmmwiity p-

Action Compnity. This'is the community whilth plays
a vital ro,re in the establishment- tAl WeAacademitvs.
and educational processeS of the program. The,te
labels differentiate.the.distinct typeSolf community,
Let us-now consider their respective oharacteriOicq.

1r f

racteristics of The "EPAC" Commyn'i't
' .

.

When I use the tempoliticalb, t4o,11.6t it

,t,,

. i

.in terms as a political party such as'a. WeaUbli 1r i 4 :
Democratic, but rather from an activist'poitt sof vi I.
as the type of behavior which tends lo-si.nfluencethe

,'
.formulation. or the direction of educatiohal.portdey.'
Once we accept this conceptwe can better und4rstld

,,,,,

the term "community." I have worked wita.tw orga ale'
tions which are dissimilar in scope, ,yet c ly /

related. in their objectives in attempting, nql rte
educational policy., One of these is the Latin Ameri-.Ameri-
can Council' of Westen Michigan. This organization 4,,

was established to provide -a delivery sysfem44ofthe
.

purpose of achieving the .goals an
SpanishRspeaking community in'Gran
Michigan. It has become an effe
helps find employment ,for Latinos, as well a rovi s 4,
,them with social and educational ,,service. .cau.se
it is organized into a cohesive group which b*iies 'its,,.4,
power on, politics, it is effective inbringi,ng pr s.44.11§ 4
to bear on the city fathers and infldintialdec t..P4i,o,

10imakers that work for the City of Grand Rapi'ds,L,,,-,:. t an
inobilize several hundred votes that can easiiv he

,t4

objective of
Rapids 'rand 1$ e

ve mechanism wht
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The other community is the Freedom Flight Task
.For'ce, whose pupposepwas to-help re-settle Vietnamese_
refugees in CraIiti. Rapids. This organization is not as

,,..cohesive as tht Latin Ame'rican Council, but it is
\0!aae up of eai./y identifi.ab,le members MT the'commun-
/ity, who represent churcheS;'business aI social

i0:AserVice organiAations. Both of tl organizations are
headed by peal:IA-who are ,well -kn and set the tenor. 4

the two organizationA.
Although--themethods o the two organizations

iare 'different, their objectives are similar. They
'both seek', in addition' to helping .with social
...services and finding'/job employMent opportunities for
the 'constituents', a quality,' ducation for the
children. Both organization's are able to exert

pressure on 'school boards and top administrators be-
cause they have political clout. The Latin American
Council has clout because it has votes. The Freedom
Flight Task Force has clout because its membership
is made up of influentia/.people who have easy access
to top political decision aakers, not, only in the
community; but'in the nation as well. They both
work effectively as pressure groups. Therefore I see

a vital Reed, for the effective use of our community.
For an effective program, someone..is needed 'to-serve

as a catalyst in order to create a bridge between the
community and the educAtional system. It is not
necessarily bad to have such a bridge, because the

community, ankby this I mean the educational politi-
cal action community, does not only obtain 'responses
from the'educational power structure, but can also
provide it'with support. Thus the creation of alink,.
between the community and the educational system will
be a mutually'beneficial relationship. I see the'

need for someone to step into this.particular role in

order to more effectively obtain concessions for the

program. This link should be one which would be able
to carefully and cautioUsli blend the two entities
together into a mutally beneficial relationship. I

4-believe that the success we have achieVed for our
-bilingual program in Grand Rapids for the Vietnamese
and for the Spanish-s'peaking is due to4the fact that
the two communities and the Board of Education mutual-
ly support each other.

functions'of An Educational Action Community (EAC)

The other community of which I speak has
.A.rntinnal functions which are usally



.capacity of advisory'cbmmittees. In this rble as,
advisory committee, the educatiomal action commulrity.,--
discharges its functions in a more formal manner.

One must recognize that these functimbs also
play a vital role for programmatic succevlif BeCaUSe
df the vital fpictions of an advisory comaetee, one
can delineate their formal roles very easry. I _,
would like/` to sliscuss with you a few of th'ese whari4

are generally recognized and are,essential in th87
develOpment of any bilingual education program.,
The formal roles of this type of convilupity are,aS.
follows:

1. Feedback to Administrators

An Aqvisory Committee` gives the feedback to the
administrator in order to enable this person to .

correctly assess the prOgra* Because of this.feed
.

back he or she is able to d6tecMine whether or not *
the program meets the needs:of the client's..

2. Recommendations ,for Program Modification
-

The Advisory Committee can serve as the louge
which will enable the program leadership to modify ,
or change the program as required. An on-going feed-

,back mechanism can keep the program from becoming.
stagnant. Once the mechanism for feedback is formal-
ized, the program chapges'to accommodate the'changing
needs of the students.

3. Input into the Proposal

Current proposal guidelines require community 1".

input: into what should be included in a proposal.
That is a vital function because the theorylbehind
it is that a local community knows what is best for P
its local people,' An Advisory COmmittee can Lormali4,.
the input functiOn of the community into the proposalt:6,6
InHaddition, the Advisory Committqsvcanplay arcon-
gofng role in identifying and :corretlxyassessi;ng
the needs of the client. One knows,that in bilingual,
programs what may be true for Californianos 4kay4not
be for Michiganders nor may be true for the Apfhwest *;-/'
Mexican-American, ar the 131.1etoRicatl, or tHIPtubaa'--
Americans. Therefofe, constanr,inpuf into the

rl
proposal is needed. ,.

4, On-yoinp Mnnitnrina'



on. -going monitoring or evaluation to see thatthe
objectives of the program are being carried oUt One
has to be careful--in order noc to give t'he impr' sion
,that the lay community has all of the expertise, :nd
that educator_has.:_none.;_noneth9Zess it is importan
to realize that the community must exercise An
evaluator's role in ot4etto Seethat the program
objectives. are carried out, It is a way of keepin

.;the school administrators honest.

S. InpUt onTrogramatic Content;
'"

One of the presentZproblems that administrators
usually find in developing a bilingual education

.* program,is too determinethe eXact content which' should
be .included-in the program. The educator know' Which
technical areas should be included such as English
as ,,a Second' -Language or .Spanish as...a Second Language
or any other vernacular; nonetheless,-he mayjiot,te

01-, fully aware of the content in term of the cultural
background of th'd community. In Grand lapids4 for
example, one has to include in the cultural content
.those activities which, reflect the background of ..-

Puerto'llicanos, Cubans, Mexicanos, and Chicanos.
This may not be the-case in a bilingual program_that
has been established in Albuquerque, Mexico, or
San. Antonio, Texas.

Another important outcome Of this function of
an Advisory Committee canbe to help foster in the
students a sense of pride and a sense of self-esteem
teOuse the student knows that his communityhas had
arole to play in the develop Tent of the program
carried out in the schools. rt would help him, for
example, to know that his culture is alive. It would
also tell him that there are many. uthers who share
the values; which he shares. This function also keeps

the teacher from-underplaying or under-cutting the

minority culture. /

6. Determine Contact'fo Parents' In-Ser'vice,Trajning

One of the sure ways ensuring programmatic
success in any school tuildin is to have parental -
support. In this particular role, the Advisory
Committee can'help determine the most effective way
to provide in-service-training orithe parents of
children in the program. This is necessary because
one can, 'and must, let the-parents know what the
children are undertaking. ,I have heard, for example,

r



process. vA.The. exact reverse is true, as we 4all know.
. The'bilihgual program helps the student maintain
grade lebl and achieve the same, course objectives
as his peers, but An his own language. And there'is
nothing mKong with this. I maintain that.children
should learn the content matterin their dominant
language. They can transfer this into their second-
ary langlige later on. In-sertrice training is
important because parents can then become aware of
the valuelbf bilingval programs.

7. Volunteer Work and Training
ft

Advisory,Committees'can'be the vehicle which
.brings aboit, in a formal way, the establishment of
a parent volunteer program. These volunteer efforts
concentrate on tutoring, playground supervision, and
other funeeions,which are necessary in,a school
building. y doing volunteer work, the parents will
have an imp rtant stake in the, program.

8. Determine Cultural Content

We have already alluded to this significant
-role of advisory Committees. Their make -up should be
so, that they,accurately reflect the make-4. of the
linguistic Community. Once this membership. is,
determined, then the Advisory Committee can effect-
ively suggest;-and help identify the.c4.14tural content
that should be placed..in the progi,am. This not only
helps the administrator dealing with this vital area
of bilingual programs, but it also, helps the student
feel a part of his own.educational process. Because
the children hi these programs feel very much at f

ease, they areable to progress rapidly in the educa-
, tidhal system:. ..... ..... .............................. ......

I .have aitpmptAl to delineate the differences
and the'roles ofAthe two communities. It now becomes
necessary forus,to determine how they differ and how .

they function in their individual capacities.

Variance of Roles

It seems to pe that it is ofThtmost importance
that the'administrator, or the educator, or the
interested individua# r&cognizes the two separate
functions and roles of the communities. Once he
recbgnizes the differences between them and establishes



community (PAC)-. The community .has four
signifi_cant roles:0.-play: (1) It gives political
,s4pori to the program. This is essential in.assuring-
the.survival.of.thel.rogyam. For example, whathappens'to a, prograk,i,once federalbor state funds dry
up. A political-tqmmUity cawassure the continuation
of the 'program. (2) This community helps .to sensitize
hardened administrators tO4programmatic needs.' I
have often heard administrators say something like

"We. doillt need... a biqingual program here; our

'
children speakisery good. English." 'However, upon
Close examinatibn 'one finds that the. non-English
speaking child is having academic difficulty,in sub-
IeC areas that require an in-depth analys-is,of
content areas in English. This community 'can. .

sensitize.' that hard, line administrator to the real
need for a bilingual education program. (3) The
education political attiori communIty, enables the
program to expand. 'price the program begins to attain
progressive .suttess,,t.hen EPAC can enure that the

program will expand with ease. In other Words, it
can keep it from becoming a token program, to placate.
a particular linguisti.c4itinority community. .(4) This'.
community_can correctly assess the needs in the
community in general.. But not only can it.assess the
needs, but it_also_un....assure the resources that will
enable the educational institutiqn-IC meet those

nee'ds. It can facilitate'support because of the very.
nature of its political, -e-4t,

The second communitt14 educational action

community, also lays a vital role'., Let's delineate`

its functions. They are "as follow i

(1) It makes the program accountable. It makes
it accountable not'onljr to state and federal
officials, but also to the Tublic. This
1.44.tal becau?e we now ive in an era in which
accountability in e cation Has become the
password. It p the program_resp6nd.to
needs.. In of rds, it keepSthe program
honest. It e sures that the program'is meeting
the needs, of that spee2fic community.

.4.
(2) It provides flexibility to the prograffi,

because it makes' it adapt'to change. The on-
going feedback role of this community helps.

keep the program sensitive and responsive to
the ever-changing needs of the students.
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-.16 'That Can. I -Do?

There may be some of you asking-"gbat can Ido?"My task hAspeen to Show you the differences of thetwo communities. My4:1ntention.has 'been to help youunders4and the two commUnities'yhich.J:have labeled'"EPAC" and VEAC",' My responSe to thoSe of you who.
are asking_this qUestion is: If you want to,start-p.bilingua/ program, you need to work With EIAC first.Give your priority to political action. Once you get.
your politits straight, the programmatic aspects Of'the program will fall into place. : .

. And to begin this education political action
group, one must start with a cititens group. l'wOuldsay, keep the group small, but effective. Gel asmall core group of peopVethat will help you to

. 'maintain a cohesive organizAtion. lve all know that
our Latino people love to fight each other. This
is not"!-the time for'' infighting,'out rathpr, this isa time for unity. Start applying Tressuqre at the .top. The group should go to the very top. Focus® your sights on the superintendent;if he,stalls thengo- higher. School board members can very easily
..sensitise superintendents.

.

IT you are an administrator; I- hope this
presentation has given you,a better understanding of
the two .commlititie's so that you can serve as a vitallink between these communities and the school system.Yr!ou must always remember that once you obtain commun-ity support for your program, then your program is'
on tile road to maximizing. its effectiveness. 4

Once the bilingual education prograth is
initiated, then steps should be taken to form the
educational action community into a delivery system-'
that will help you to act on those formal functions'
which J previously outlined to you. The function of
the educational action community then, is to help' y.ouin the implemenatation of yonr program .

Conclusion 9
A

I hope
o
that I have been:Idike to effectively

share with you a few concept's %which. I have. acqui±ed
from.myptractic0 experience as an administrator in
a.biIinguaj education prograth. The -concepts which L'

cOt
'have Shared with You are ba d on my eperiences.with
the community. 1 happen t 'be a community-Orientated
person.' I.,halte loOrned the hard' way that no success,in thP. TIT"rt,nrnrr;,.:G a '



the bureaucratic battles which sometimes.reek with
bigotty and -racism, but also one has.to attempt to
.educ4te one's colleagues of the_pragrammatic and
educational coneept of bilingual education. Commun-
ity support gives you%more authority in this area-

let us not forget that communi-ty parti-
cipation'advances the democratice ideal -education,
and llelpstit maintain its representatiye character;
In this country, we do not subscribe to-an "elitist"
educational system.. Heaven,forbid tha4weshould
allow education to go in that direction.

I would urge. all of you to acquire knowledge _
'of the communities which I haUedes.orlbed and
utilize them effectively, notioniy t'.o initiate bi-
lingual education programs, but also to expand. those
that are already' in existence. I can assure rou that
once you have the support of..the two' communities'I
have outlined, that you can speak with.greater:
authority to those. S'tat.e andfeideralpigram,officers
in their respective offices of education.

iMuchas grades! :iQue .viva laRaza!
It , .

C.

\



APPROPRIATE MODrE,LS FOR BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL'
. INSTRUCTIMIN MICHIGAN,

. ,

- ArMajor task for hilVngual-bf&ltural odUc'atprs
.';-'iS.'to promote models of.b,iiffgua1-bi'cultur'al inserilc-

tAivyNat.Achieve two gimbs: ) the.,modelsmust be ,
educationally soundo-and 2Cthey must be feasible in--,,

the .real wdri'd. We mitst present.modelS .that not. only
satis.4..jhe desires and ne,eds od 'the. Latne'pt other
minority cdmAnitios; but also one that are liliely .,

' to be:; accepted by,cost-cotiscioUs school.ditrAICI:.
0WiffiCials ... The models ilresented" here. aftemp't ., to....
respond fOrTlie problems that must be confronted when .

\ implomentjng bilinguhl -bicultural -,in,'struction in the -
;.ti - Michigan'classrdom. . 1-

,_t" .., -0 L"'% .

'CliraCtriStiCS of the Models -s.

1 . ,.

bn these models.. the.:non-Englishdemlhant *e;h:i.lirlren

rk.p.r;esent, .-a----a miniminit brie-lh,ird, of the. tetar5rfium- _.

Aer V.,chrldren-In the early etementarY tlass"Tobilik
Thil's't6rrcspond's fesor3gbly. wells to the realiiieg,of-..
-s-tut*At.distributionAin.thv. current (programs in '

7,Grand.Rapids,.Pdntinci and Detroit's Webster School:
Sinalter

.

c2ncentratiOns of non- English- .dominant
Children 'mak2 quality, bilingual-bicultural instructiho. .
diffiCult tOrtMpIqment. It'would,be dffficult. to: .

- implement be.couse school distiictsould have a hard
time justifying the losW student/teacher ratio; I.

,, quality would be a pl-gblem because anything less
than the,models.prpgrited-,here simply is not biliv.. .--

plaf education. Indistricts;where this concentration .-7--7.

of nofft.-English-dominant students of a particular
language7, group does not p'teently exist jn any. one
school; When anoptional busing plan might be .

.,

....
''employed with success., .

.--Tbe moa4s speak to the presSing need. for offer=
. ing si'ginficant pottion 'of".e.arly'elemental-y,

insttwtion in the child's home language. In order- ..-
...

to insure this, a greht ambuYit o7. student grouping
acceAling to 'language- .dominance is necessary. . ,

.We.do not deal-speCtificaliy with the- need for-, .

prOviding'spe6qal instruction ,for the student who .is..;
4



achieving significantly below grade level. Nor do
the models deal with the need for bilingualinstruc-

--non-in-grades 4--12. This need Would be met by a
comprehensive bilingual program. Such a program
could include platooning, small -group or
tutorial services as well as attractive curricular
options tvght in the home language._ Fiirtherp_the._.

.

Moden do not deal with' the undeniable need for hOme-
school liaison personnel. .

For the purpose of Illustration we have assumed
that the instructional time for the early elementary
grades consists of approximately 2S hours per week.
(five hours pe'r clay). . The general distribution of
time for the dlifferent curricular areas is Language
Arts, 10 hrs/wk (including S hrs/wk of ESL for non-
English-dominant); Mathematics, S hrs/wk; Social
Studies, Art, Mus,ic,- hl-s/wk; SCience, Health, P.E.,
etc., S,hrs/wk.

The modelspresented on the following pages
represent different ways of distributing staff and
students according to the curricular area that must
be covered. The Models are:

1) The Kindergarten Model
2) Grades 1-3.... Two Teacher Model
3) GradeS 1-3: Shared Bilingual Teacher Model
4) Grades 1-3: , Bilingual Aide Model
Next, there is a table that permits ready

comparison of the models with respect to student
experiences, staffing needs and staff resporisibilities.

The last pages offer some general observations
about the iMPlementation of bilingual- bicultural
instruction in Michigan. These observations describe
the context which leads to the characteristics of
the models that we have presented.

#1: The Kindergarten Model

The regular teacher and the bilingual teacher
team teach in one classr4om.

Regular Teacher Bilingual Teacher

teaches in
1 1/2 English to the
hrs/,1...ay English dominant

children
(including (lisp.
culture)

1/2 teaches ESL to
hr/day the Spanish-dominant

children
-leads joint

1/2 activity with all
hr/day 'children

teaches in
Spanish- to the 1 1/2
Spanishdomiant hr-s/day
children
(including Hisp
culturc)

teaches Spanish 1/2
to the English- hr/day

dominant children

joint activity 1/2
hr/day



Situation: The ,regular teacher and the bilingual
teacher team-teach in the kindergarten classroom.
Grouping according to language doMiance is
essential.

Comments:
I. The fUll-time bilingual kindergarten teacher
is perhaps the most import4ht bilingual'staff
member of the school; iMperative that
the newly-entering non- English dominant children
have at least, two-thirdsof the total instruc-
tional time in their native. language.
2. By learning in their native language, the
non-English dominant childreh will, not be
retarded in their conceptual development and
their transition to English will he gradual.
3. Ample space must be available so as to not
have noise interference; between.the two lan-
guage group's during instruction.
4. This model is near Ty impossible to implement
with a regular teacher and only a bilingual
Para- professional. The amount of instruction
that the bilingual teacher must accomplish goes
beyond the responsibilities of the aide.
5. As the year progresses, the time devoted to
joint.actiwities can beincreased.

#2: Grades 1-3 The Two Teacher Model

Two regular teachers,-one of which is bilingual,
achieve 64% of instruction the non-English
language.

1 -fl = Eng-dom students, class 1
= Sp'dom students', class 1

2-E = Eng-dom.students,'class 2
2-5 = Sp-dom students,'class 2

Teacher 1
(English)

Teacher 2

'Students 1-E+ Students 1-S+
2-E 1 2-S

L.A. Teches;Language Arts Teaches Language Arts
5 hrs in Eng to Ling -dom in Spanish to Sp-dom
/wk students students

a

1-E + 2-E 1-S + 2 -.S

L.A.' Teaches Language Arts, Teaches ESL using
5 hrs continuation Sp.anish to Sp-dom
/wk students

Math 1-E +
5 hrs 2-E
/wk . Math

.1-E+
1-S
Math in

1-S + 2-E +
.2-S- 2-S
Math Math in
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in ling to in g to
Eng all stu-' Sp / 41 stu-

dents, of dents
class

1-E + 1-E + 1-S + 2-E +
Soc 2-E 1-S 2-S '2-S
Stu Soc. Soc. , Soc. Soc.
5 Stud. Stud.. in Stud. Stud. in

hrs in Eng English in Sp" English
/wk to whole to whole

class class

1-E + 1-E + 1-S+ 2-E
Sci 2-E 1-S 2-S 2-S
5 Sci. Sci. in Sci, Sci, in

hrs in Eng to in English'
. /wk Eng whole class Sp to whole,

class

Situation: There are two classes, each with a mini-
.

mum 1/3 non-English dominant children. Language
grouping can occur 64%.of time, when the Eng-
doWchildren (1-E + 2-E) meet with Teacher
and bilingual students (1-S + 2:S) meet with
Teacher 2. .The rest of the time Teachers 1' and'
2 meet with their regular classes, teaching th'e
low-verbal subjects, like art, science, music,
games, etc..

Comments:
1. This is the best model for maximum nativ*e-
language instruction, and an economical one,
since it involves no additional teachers than
arc normally present.
2. The number of noh-Eng-dom children must
equal at least a third of total; if not,
Teacher 2would be meeting with less than 20
(1-S + 2 -S) while 1acher 1 would have 40 or
more.
3. If te,acb-rs have aides, then indix/idualized
instructi,_ is maximized and teaching loads
are not excessive.'
4. This model provides for separate/ classrooms
for each teacher.
5. A great amount of curriculum cqordination
between the teachers is necessaryli
6. This model is ideal for grades/ 1-3 when
language grouping is most necess/ary:

#,3: Shared Bilingual Teacher Model,/Grades 1-3

A bilingual teacher has half t e'day to be,
present in two separate clasrooms.
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Regular
Teacher

Bilingual.
Half-Day,
Teacher

.L.A. Teaches Eng. Teaches ESL
5 reading and writing to Sp-dom
hrs/ to Eng-dom children children-.

wk
Teaches individualized Teaches Sp.

L.A. instruction in L.A. as Second
5 to Eng-Aom Students Language to

hrs/, . Sp-dom
wk - students

2 1/2 hrs/wk

Math Teaches Math in , Tutors Math
5 .English,to all students ,to Sp-dom

hrs/ students
wk 2 1/2 hrs/wk

Soc.
Stud.

in
soc. studies.

in English.to Eng-dem
5

hrs
7 students 2 1/2 hrs41k

to all students 2 L/2wk hrs/wk

Teaches,or
tutors in Sp
to Sp-dom
students

Sci.
,Teaches Science

5
to all students in

hrs/
English

wk
Situation: A'bilingual teacher is shared between

two separate classes, each with 1/3 non-Eng-dom
students: This means that'she will have about
12 1/2 hrs/wk per class. 1

Comments:
-1. This model tends to emphasize ESL at-the
expense of native-language instruction to non-
Eng-dom students.
2. The bilingual teacher could best utilize her
time in each class by devoting 5 hrs/wk to ESL,
2 1/2 hrs/wk'to Sp. LangUage Arts, 2 1/.2 hrs/wk

4 instructing or tutoring in:Math, and 2 1/2 hrs/
wk teaching Social Studies in Spanish.'
3.The model' necessitates flexible teachers with
skills in individualized instruction.
4..This model is popular with both the Eng-dom
and the Bilingual teachers since the student/
teacher ratio is substantially reduced.
5. Of the three models for grades 1-3 this one,
requires the greatest number of certified staff.
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ades 1-3 Bilin ual Aide, Model)

The regular teacher is aSsiste&-,by. a full-time
bilingual aide in the classroom.

/

Regular Bilingual . .

TeaCher Para-Professional

L.'. /eaches Language Practices conversa-

.
.

5 hrs/ /Arts i'n English tion, reading, writing
wk J. to Eilg-dom children in Sp. to Sp-domt, '.

children
,

L.A. Teaches'ESL
5 hts/ to Sp-dom

Wk children

/ I
Math Teaches Math
5 hrs/ to all students

wk in English

TutorsEng-dom
children in writing,
etc. -

l'hr/wk teaches Sp.,
as a Second Language
to Eng-dom

Tutors Eng-dom Tutors Sp-dom
students students

Social Teaches SoC: . 1 h - /wk leads Sp-dom
Stud. 'Studies, Art, students in activity
5 hrs/ Music, to all

wk 1 hr/wk teaches
Latino culture to
all

'Science Teaches Science
5 hrs/ to all in

wk English

TutorsEng-dom Tutors Sp-dom
students students,

Situation: The para-professional' aide is competent
and well-trained,/and the teacher bakes the best
use of her abilit/ies.

'Comments:
1. Native language instruction for non-En.p-Oqm
Children is almost entirely restricted to tutor -,

.:ing by the aide.
2. ESL can be taught to the non-Eng-dom,qh.ildren

by the regular teacher (or can be accomplished
by a pull-out program)..
3. This model assumes an 'extremely c4p6tent
aide, whose functions .sOmetimes.excede tutoring.
4. The'aide might be effective in Spanish,°Langu
age Art's without special training, if:,the.
,activities involve-simple conversation, vocabu-
lary and writing.



S. The teacher and the aide must have an
extremely good working relationship. A great
amount of coordination between the two is
essential.

This'model presupposes that there is available
a.bilingual curriculum guide with suggestions
for Songs, game's, language arts activities for
the aide to use.
7. Adequate .facilities are essential for class.
division into language groups without noise
interference.

Statistical Comparison of the Models

Models
2 .3 4

Student Experience
1, % of time non-Eng-dom students

learn in ,non-Eng language 603* 640* 50%* 44%
2. % of time non-Eng dom students

receive instruction from bilin- .

gual teachers , 60% 100% SO% 0%
' 64%

3. %of time non-Eng-dom students
receive,tutoring from bilin-
gual aide 0% 0% 0% 44%+

4. Number of non-Eng-dom students
. in non-Eng instructional group- 10% 20%*10%* 10%

S. % of fime,Eng-dom students
learn in English language 80% 100% 100% 96%

6. % of time Eng-dom students
receive instruction from %.

Eng-dom teacher 80% 100% 100% 80%
64% _

7. Number of Eng-dom students in
Eng-instructional group 20% 40%**20%**20%**

. 0

Staff Needs
8. Number of certified teachers

required per.30 students 2 1 1 1/2 1

9. Minimum number of aides
required for models 0 0

Staff Load -

10. % of time Eng-dom teacher,
teaches 'to average class size
(c. 30) 2D% 36% 50% 36%

11. % of time Eng-dom teacher
teaches to less, than average
sized class 80% 0% 50% 64%

12. %,of time Eng-dom teacher
tibaches to more than average
sized class 0% 64%*-* 0% 0%
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''I3. % of time bilingual'teachei
.teaches to average clas-1.° 'size. 20% 36% 0% NA

14. % of time bilingual teadher
teaches to less than average
sized class 80% 64%+100% NA

15. % of time bilingual teacher
teaches to more than average
sized class 0% 0% 0% NA

*minimum without aide
** maximum without aide
+maximum
NA: does not apply

.,,..Some-Ctseryations'aboutsImplementation of Bilingual-
Bicultuial rffStYuction-in. Michigan:

1, Bilingual-bicultural education is not an end in
itself. As recognized by the Lau decision, the

'- primary justification for bilingual education is
to provide equal'educational opportunity for all
children: Its major role in Michigan' is to help
non-E4plish-dominant children to be successful in
school by easing the transition into a predomin-
antly Anglo, English-dominant, middle-class
environment. The 'School, through bilingual-bicul-
tural instruction, can more successfully meet the
needs of these children by: 1) the instruction
of the children's first concepts in their dominant
language; 2) the promotion and reinforcement of a
positive identity of the minority children with
theisr home culture; and 3) the, promotion of English
communication skills.

2. Bilingual-bicultural education will only be success-
ful provided that it becomes an integral; well-
coordinated part of the total school.program,
involving district commitments in the hiring of
bilingual-bicultural personnel and the, acquisition
of bilingual materials. It will necessitate
modifications in class and school organization,
curricula., teaching styles, and testing.

3. .Bil-ingual-bicultural education means that the multi-
ethnic reality of our society alsO becomes a
reality in the classroom. In the area of curricu-

this'is accomplished by integrating the
bilingual learners' culture, language, beliefs, and
customs into daily activities. Multi-cultural
awareness also means that teachers and .other
sc QP1 personnel must have a greater sensitivity
to variations 4 learning styles and to cross-
cu tural differehces in social and family'values:
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4. Given that human, financial' and physical resources
for the implementation,cd bilingual- bicultural
edUcation are'limite4 prioritie governing the
utilization of bilingual personnel must be
established. We sugge-st the following order:

1. Non-English-dominant learners should
receive the greater part .of their
initial instruction in their home
language in grades

2. In.grades 4712, both English and
Spanish tutoring services should
be available.

3. In grades 4-12, continued studies
in the home language and culture
should be attractive alternatives

-5. Successful bilingual-bicultural education is
dependent upon the availability of trained
bilingual (hoprefully bicultural) teachers,
knowledgeable in the areas of child cognitive_
growth, language deVelopment, and ESL. They
should be experienced in team-teaching and
individualized instructional techniques. A
sensitivity to cross,-cultural differences and
an empathy fOi-all children, regardless'-of race-,
ethnic background or level of achievement, are
essential.

6. Bilingual- bicultural education°will be most prac-
...fical and therefore most effective, when a high

enough Concentration of the non-English-speaking
group is present in any, one class or school.
Optional busing as'a means: of achieving this dis-
:tribution is currently being used with success in
Pontiac and Grand Rapids. The minimum desireable
concentratio& ofILEnglish-dominant learners is
about 1/3 of the t 1 number in the class. This

' distribution perMits a bilingual student/teacher
ratiorwhidh.justifies employing a sufficient staff
to meet the needs of the students. ,

7. Within the K-3 bilingual classroom, language
dominance grouping is clearly essential., Grouping

. is perhaps the best way to make it possible for
the non-English-dominant children to. receive most '

of their instructionin'their native tongue;
grouping also facilitates the individualized
instrilIction necessary for helping students who
achieve at different leVels.

8. Language dominance grouping will necessitate the
presence of an instructional team which consists
Of, as a minimum, a teacher-pluS a para-profession-
.el aide, at 'least; one of Which is bilingual. The
,optimum model goes beyond that and provides for a
bilingual teacher to team-teach with the regular

1. 31 4



9
teacher, the first spending the majority'of the
time with ,the non-,English-domiant children, teach-
ing ESL and the normal curriculum using the non-
English learning center.

9.-Special grouping according to-langUage doninance
require- adequate classroom or building

facilities. Few claSsrooms have adequate space
for two directed instructional activities to occur
simultaneously without 'noise interference. The
preferable model is for the-bilingual teacher or
aide to function in a separate classroom or
learning center.

10. Language group instruction will necessitate\ade-
quate teaching materials in the ,non- English
language, including appropriate curriculuM and
activities guides for the teacher, as well as
textbooks for science, language; and math in the
non-English language for the students.

11.- The learning task of bilingual children is much
greater than that of the English-domiant children:
they haveto learn English in addition to the
regular subjects. This situation demands flexi-
bility and understanding on the part of all
teachers. The added burden also makes it more
difficult for the-non-English-dominant child to
achieve at grade level.

12. Bilingual-bicultural education can-only hope to
confront some of the nany problems of those bilin-
gual-bicultural students who are achieving below
grade level. For some of,,these students, it will
provide an increased opportunity to achieveat
grade level when tested in their home language.
For most, itwill create a more hospitable school
environment when their language and culture are
used and, valued in the classroom. For all
ual-bicultural students, it can provide greater

' IT possibilities for individualized instruction.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BILINGUALPROGRAM
FOR THE VIETNAMESE CHILDREN AT

PALMER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
GRAND-RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Tran Canh Xuan*

This presentation attempts to share my experience
With administrators and teachers who have been or who
are going to be involved in a bilingual program..

The Vietnamesebilingual program in Grand RapidS
came into being very recently and is still in the pro-
ces§ of adjusting and developing. However, the prograth
was born in a favorable situation in which the existing
bilingual program' for the Spanish-speaking people is
considered as an lder'brother. In such a situation,
the Vietnamese bilingual program has a chance to
develop With the experience and support of the exi= sting
structure.

Palmer Elementary School' was one of five Vietnamese
'bilingual centers -1.n rand Rapids chosen to aid Viet-
namese children. A r source room was set up, adding to
the existing school st cture and facilities. The
'resource room was expected.to house from 20-30 children.
Its staff consisted of one Anglo-American teacher, one
Anglo-American assistant teacher, one Vietnamese teacher,.
and three assistants. One more assistant teacher was
added When the number of students inc,reased to 42 by the
end of November. 1975.

All 'children'are bused to and from school. Sqme
live as.faf as twenty miles from school. As the bus
'must pick.up many children at di,fferent places, the
trip to school for some is 9D minutes or more. For the
moment this, time-consuming trip is deemed worthwhile by
those participating in the program.

Teachers are aware Of the children's, feelings and
anxiety about living in a society whose customs, manners,
and language are so, strange to them'. Consequently,
,teachers of the resource room and regular classes are
primarily concerned with helping the children accommo-
date themselves to the,new environment.

In Vietnam, children do not learn'a foreign lan-
guage until they enter high school at the age.of
eleven. Before coming to this country, some started

*Tran Canh Xuan is a teacher in the Vietnamese bilingual
/program, Palmer Elementary.Schoqt, Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. 2
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English as a second language at the sixth-grade level,
which is the first year of junior high.school in Viet-
nam. Others studied English for one or two months
when they were in the refugee camps prioi- to the period
of settlement and-admission to school. This amount7of----
time was too short for them to acquire the skills and
knowledge necessary to deal with a new school environ-
ment. They were at this point unable to carry on even
a simple conversation in English. Their lack of English
comprehension, coupled with their curiosity to discover
what is happening in\their surroundings, cause these
children to look to el4e Vietnamese teacher as a source
of.assistance at schoo\

The children spend 'most of their school time in
regular classes, in which' -they are supposed to learn
what is taught. However, in most subjects, they are
unable to follow instructions Or grasp what the subject
is about. In'that case, the Vietnamese teachers, who
are supposed to be bilingual, play active roles as
interpreters and tutors .at the same time. Most Viet-
namese assistant teachers are assigned to help the
children in their regular classes. They-: need to be
present at the moment when the regular teacher and the
children feel they need help. Communication and cooper-
ativeness between the resource teachers and the regular
teachers are of major importance, and above all in im-
portance is the principal's support of the whole pro-
gram. Another. Vietnamese teacher or an assistant
teacher should be present ,at the resource room all the
time to help the children who occa&ionally have prob-
lems or are reported'by the.reguldf class teacher. to
the resource room in the event they need help.

At times, the resource assistant.teacher is sent
for and his /her responsiveness is not only a source%f
comfort for the children but also a source'of satisfac-
tion for the regular class teacher who wishes to pro-
mote cooperativeness.

The role, of the Anglo-American teacher and 'of the
assistant in the resource room is primarily teaching
English as a second language. .None of the Affierican
teachers can 'speak the native language of the children;
The Vietnamese teachers play the role of interpreter
whenever it is needed.

An important issue arises concerning the amount
of time considered most profitable for the children to
work in the resource room while not losing other sub-
jects offered in their mainstream classroom. Of course,
it is impossible to be both places at once. Should
the'children participate only in those classes requiring

t,little verbalization, such as art, music, gym, .and
mathematics? Should they' attend classes such. -s reading
and social studies in the hope that their lam.,4.1ge
skills will be improved? These issues are y4- to be
resolved, as there is yet no research to support any of
the alternatives.
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Grouping has been based on the child's,
in other words; on grade level. For English'as a second l"

.language classes, grouping should also'be based on the
child's English language acqdisition. .The first and
the second graders are taught withqhe, Miami Linguistic
Readers series, actually written for,Spanish-speaking
children. 4he Endlish Around the. World series has b
used for the upper grades. However, the children
the lower grades seem more interestedin working'on
McGraw Hill Programmed Reading, a series most readers
are familiar with. Working on_this series, the child
can proceed at his/her own speed. The children'read
ih sm.all\groups of three to four at a time: As indi-

'vidualized instruction requires Closesupervision to
be fruitful, the native English- speaking sixth graders
offer themselves to help the Vietnamese children in
the resource room. In-spite of their youth and lack
of teaching experienv, the contributions of these
students under a teacher's supervision has been valu--
able.

So far, the bilingual prograM at:Talmer sch661-7-1s
foCusing its efforts primarily on teaching English.
The children have a strong "motivation to learn the
language spoken the world in hich they are now
living,. coping, and planning their futures.' They
heed ter',understand what the-people say to them. They
need-'to comprehend What is written on the school
bulletin board. They need to understand what the
principal announces on the PA system emery morping.
By ]earning the language, the children are adjusting
themselves to their new environment. The older the
child, the greater the-need to overcome the language
,end the culture barrier.

Those who are involved in the program often have
this question in mind.: how long will,the program sur-
vive? The survival of the bilingual program depends
entirely on the parehts and the learners themselves.
It-is too early and too much a matter of.subjectivity
to decide whether their choice is wrong or right;
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STRATEGIES. FORIMPLEMENTATIONOF BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

Jesse Thomas*

In vieft. oi the Heed exwtes.sed.cpy many educa-
tos bon pkact.icaZ guides to estabishing

education tvtogam, the 6ottowing
modui.e.'wa6 devetored i.o/L the Ptog)tam tio,t
Educc,ionaiOppotuni.ty and pACsented at
the.PEO, cone.tence.. on 6i.einguaZ-bicuZtu7at
educat(:61.17, -It C5 ?tn.cuded in these
'ct!eding.s with the id. ea that a step-6 ''041)
approach w,itt prove he.-epu.e. to educj n6
who cvz.e. P.eanning got bilingual educ tion
ptogtams in the'i.t school dLstnicts:

Introduction ,

This module is designed for school
,tors and other community membersvinterested in
implementing a bilingual education program. The
module presents a suggested-format for the steps
which can be taken in planning;' organizing,. and
operating a bilingual program.

Bilingual education, like and, other education
program, will be as effective-as the commitment
school admini!"stratorA-are willing to make. If the
program is geared'for failure, it will fail. The
first step in implementing any program is, commit=
ment. Thq,dministrator (principal, program
director, coordinator)-should be involved in eve,ry
step of program implementation. In some ,school
districts, the staff is hired withciUt'lit_st getting
participation from the administrator Ur-kderlwhom
that particular staff member will be employed. Also,
careful consideration spould be given to the involve-
ment of the teachersTeachers should feel that they
are an important part of the program,: ,Educational
theory indicates that the staff will work harder
toward the success of a program if they know that
they had some part in its impleme-ntation.

Need

Due to the rapid expansion of bilingual
prpgrams throughout the country, as well as the

*Jesse Thomas was/a doctoral candidate in44dUca-
tional administAtion:at the University of
Michigan at the time of his presentation.
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increasing number of states that have laws mandating'
bilingual education, bilingual education is now more
than at any other time in the public's.view. This
leads to the need for greater knowledge among local
administrators about how to implement a bilingUal
programthat will be geared for success. Michigan
educators are now recognizing that non-English
speaking students have a serious need for bilingual
education. This module, as stated in the introdUc-
tion, is devoted to assisting the administrator in
the implementation of a bilingual program.

Purpose/Goal

The purpose of this moqule is to present a
step by step format that can be used in implementing
a bilingual program. At the termination Of this
module there ahould be an awareness of the followiUg
specific concerns:

1) How does one identify the needs of a
bilingual program?

2) How does one plan to meet these needs
once identified? ,

3) How does one design a bilingual program ,
to meet the needs?

4) How does one select the staff for a
bilingual program?

5) How does one fund a bilingualogram?

Objectives'

Upon completion of this module, the partiCi-
pants will be able to:

1. Identify and discuss the different steps
in the'seleCtion of personnel for a
bilingual rogram.

2. Demonstrat their knowledge about the
development and design of a bilingual
program.

3. Recognize the'resources that are avail -
able for funding, funishing materials,
and maintaining a bilingual program.

4. Be aware of the decisions that.need to
, be made before and during the program's
first year.

) 1.0 -g-0-14ction of a study committee

I Step One- Personnel Selection

//(/
already decided to implement a bilingual program.
One way of proceeding is to select a,study committee

Let us assume that your school district has
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which should be composed of teachers;, laymen, and
members of the ethnic groups within the community,
thus ensuring the support of the community and the
teacher group. Care should be taken to insure a
serious non-partisan study and to avoid a politicat
struggle. -

The study committee will undertake a survey to
assess the needs of the local non-English speaking
population. Specific results should provide the
district with information as to:

1. the number of speakers of the language
under study,

2. socioeconomic distribution, and
3. educational achievement. -

This committee should include in its final
- report an indication of the cost of a program,
sources of financial support, and the availability of
adequate instructional resources. This information
can provide the administrator=with an idea as to the
decisions and probleMs that will need to be faced%

1.1 Selection of a planning committee

The planning committee, sometimes referred to
as the advisory board, can be composed of the same
members as the study, committee or other interested
citizens could be included. If the program is
funded with federal funds, the committee should be.
selected under federal guidelines.

This committee should begin where the study
committee left off.- It should assist in defining
the goals of the program, int rpreting the program
to the community and support g the program against
the community opposition that sometimes arises
because 'bf"-a lack pf involvem t and/or information.

1.2 Selection of staff-program diretor, teachers,
aides,

Appointment of a program director should take
place as early as possible, so that he/she can
participate in every stage of the implementation.
The director should be bilingual and have a good
command of both 'languages. Other qualifications
could be that he/she;

1. be trained in linguistics,
2. be able to conduct teacher training,
3. be a certified, in administration or

supervision.
The director's major duties might consist of;
1. assuming the overall administrative

responsibility of the program;
2. preparing periddic reports to the school

board;
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3. organizing and rendering leadership to the
advisory committee;

4. interviewing and recommendihg foi employment
all bilingual education project staff who
will be under his/her supervision;

5. supervising the development and-implementa-
tion of the educational program evaluation
design.

.

The director must find ways and means pf.
,legitimitizing his program. Re4ardless- of excellence
of rationale, the community may not support it
enthusiastically. The director must remain alert to ..-
effective methods for enlisting community particrpa7
.tion'as he/she moves the program'into more effettive
educational experfAce-s.

,

Teachers, and aides should first be sought from
the 4.ocal school and community. It bilingual'
teachers are not available at the.de?cal ,level, the
could be sought from:

mil. state personnel offices,
2. local universities,
3. otter recruitment methods,, such as.adver-

tising job 'openings at southwestern
universities, may be necessary in some
instances.'

Some schbol districts may need to cOhsider
training monolingual teachers. In Othei. Instances
teachers can learn the language along with thd
trident. A bilingual aide or a bilingual bemmunity
helper can be of great assistance to themonblingual
teacher.

Step Two Program Development

!Under this Qstep, progia,m4,ddvelopment, sometimes
called, program design, we.4h411 consider- more caret:
fully'the needs assessment: Ive will also look at
various program designs and some of the variables
that help fto determine these designs.

2.0 Conducting a needs assessivnt

As mentioned previously, the needs assessment.
is-'one Of the responsibilities of the planning
committee. it should determine both the problems "-
and the educational needs of the students, the'. .

teachers, and te4parents% Thy, study should also
determine:

1. the. numbef of students needing bilingual.
education;

-2. their academic achievement,
3. their socioeconomic backgrbUnd.
If applying for funding under ESEA Title VII,
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school districts mu t demonstrate that they have a
high concentration f children fromlow income °

families, Under T. le VII guidelines; an assessment
.of needs should in Jude these four areas of i esti-
gation:

. 1. number an location of children fr
, environme'ts in which the domina

language isnot English,
2. evidence concernini the linguistic

competence of the -children,
3. evidence that the educational needs of

the children are not currently being met,
4: evidence concerning, the socioeconomic

level of their tamflies.
Data should demonstrate that a,bilingual educaL

t'ion,program is the inevitable" path' for meeting
those-educational needs which are 'currently ladking:\

Once the commitment to bilingual education has
-been-made, the committee should now determine what
kindsof program they want, SoMe of the questions
to be asked are:

1. What type of,,program do, we need?
2. How will the two languages be,taught and

used?
3. What are some of the goals we should

strive .for?

2.1 Developing goals and objectives
. ' (

Some of the important points in writing
behavioral objectives and goals are as follows. The
stated goals should be the long-range expectations
of achievement for all students in the program,
while the objectives are the short-range expectations
of achievement by students and staff. The goals
Should relate directly, to the assessed needs, while
the objectives, inturn, should flow from the goals.

Most'of the programs include the following .
features or.components,'

1. Expe,Fted.outcomes for the non-English-
j . speaking student in, his/her primaZy

language, in English, and in his/her
attitudes toward both cultures.

2. Expected outcomes for the English-speaking
child in English, in the non-Engll
language,and his/her attitudes t 9Vard
both cultures.

These goals can be written in the folloWing
manner:

-1. to enable students to develop eqnal
proficiency in underseanding, speaking,
reading, and writing. both English and st.

the' Xjanguage;
2, to enable students who have limited skill
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in English to progress normally in vario s
subject areas by providing them with
such instruction the X language;

3. to enable students to develop a positi
self-image and,pride in their.cultura
heritage.

These goals and objectives make it poss ble to
esign siffiilar programs in various places t nough-
t the country; however, each community ii I

present different needs.
The next problem in program developme/it will

be that of selecting and grouping

2.2 Developing criteria fdr,,selecting and grouping
students

Theodore Andersson has grouped students- into
four categories:

X dominant bicultural English-dominant,
bicultural

X dominant, mone- EnglisALdominant,
cultural , monocultural

The number of groups will depend on the number
of students that fall into the four categories.
Also, the proportion of X-dominant to English-
dominant students will depend on your particular
situation and program design. Diagnostic tests
such as the:Peabody Vocabulary Test .(Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich) can be used to determine the
student's language dominance. .

2.3 Selection of .Alternative Program Designs

It is difficult to prescribe any spdoific
design because there,are.so many variables, some of
whigh we have alreadli.discussed:

1. the number of non-English speaking 0 students,
t2. the classification by language dominance,

3. their age and grade levels,
4. the resources available.
Some of the alternative program designs that

have been utilized already with, success areas
follows: 4

(1) Bilingual School - an organization pattern
in which all -students in a school are participating
in bilingual, education programs. This pattern is
especially useful-where there are large numbers of
students requiring bilingual edubation and there
are sufficient teache4s available.

(2) A mini-school - an organizational pattern
in which several classes on. different grade levels
are clustered as a d}rstinct administrative unit for
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the purpose of receiving a bilingual education within
the framework of a larger school settitag and program
offering..., this patted is useful .where there are
not enauglp, students for a complete bilingual school
but thpre e enough to warrant relevant supportive.
services.' -

;'-(3) Graded classes -.an-organizational pattern
in which students in one or more classes on each
grade'level parNicipate in thg bilingual prb4raq.
This pattern is suitable in those situations where:
the number of students is sufficient to establih
at least ,a classrin, every grade but not enough to
warrant the icreation of a mini-school.

(4) Non-graded classes anorganizaional
pattern Which provides that students froth different
grade levels will be assigned to the same class in
order to participate in a bilingual program. This
design is appropriate when there are very limited
numbers of students and complete classes in every
grade cannot, be organized.

Jbshua FishMan, looking at the problem of
designing a program, considers more the linguistic
approach. His four' classifications include:

_Type I Transitional Bilingualism '

Uses non-English language in'early
grades only to the extent necessary:
to permit children. to Adjust to
school and until their English is
developed to the point it can be
used as-the medium of instruction.

Type,II'Monoliterate Bilingualism
The goal of this approach is to
develop both 1anguages)in the
aural-oral skills and not attempt-
ing to develop literacy skills in
the mother tongUe.

Type III Partial Bilingualism
This approach seeks fluency and-;
literacy in both languages'but,
,literacy in the mother tongue is

.restricted to certain subject
matter.

Txpe ye' FuIl Bilingualism
This design is the kind of approach
in which students are to develop
all skills in both languages.

Type'I
.X-language as
bridge into English

-Type III
fluency & teracyi.-n
both language a
mother tongue lim ted
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Type II" Type IV.
develop both in aural- a111ski11s developed.
oral in both, languages
no literacy in X-lang. (

Saville and Troi4ce, aut of A Handbook of
Bilingual Education, (Teach f English to-Speak-
ers of OtherLanguages, 1971, ffer three'alter-
natives in program design:

1. The Balanced Bilingual 'Program
This type of a design is being ,used where
there is no probleM'acguiring bilingual
teachers a

1st lang.I

2nd lang. 2nd langl
K-2 6-8

2. If the purpose of the program is'only to
make non-Englith Speaking childrenilin-.
gual, more time can be devotedto the in--
struction in English and the native lan-
gauge maintained in some subject areas.
The program design would be as.follows:
(This design is to be used when,,the:dis-
trict.lacks bilingual personnel or re-
sources)

K-2

English
. 3 =5

lst'lang.

English

Pf you deCide that your objective is to
move toward rapid acculturation using the
students' primary language only as a means
of assisting with theintroduction of Eng-
lish. This-type of program, is the least
desirableof the three,'but.might be di -
tatpd by local conditions and.lack of
sources.

3 -5

Step Three Resources

English
6-8

3.0 Deciding Hqw to Finan e Program

is sometimes stated that the evidence of

n.
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real commitment to bilingual education is whether or,
not adequate levels of funding are provided. Most
of the financial support for bilingual education now
comes from the federal governm6nt throtigh Title VII
of the,Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Title VII = the purpose of Title VII was
to initiate demonstration projects.which
would serve As the testing ground for the
-development of more enduring efforts in
any given 'school diptrict. In some

, instances, when the school district has
reructantly.established a program, very
little effort is made to comply with the
guidelines which require that the dis-
trict eventually absorb the cost of the
program. Consequently, when the gr
expires the program is terminated
greatly reduced.

Other types of funding besides Title VII. are:
Titles I .-under this source; money is
granted directly to'.the schoodistricts

. or to the State agency. The only
restrictioniis that funds are earmarked
for disadvantaged students. !This fuhd
can be allocated for the following purposes:
1. teacher training,
2. materials,
3. to employ additional personnel in other

areas.
Title III ESEA is directed to state
eduoationalagehcies for the purpose of
supporting innovative and demonstration
centers which have an opportunity to
develop, new apprOaches'to meeting the
educational challenges of bilingual
education. . .

Title VIII-ESEA (the dropout act) is
directed at local education agencies,
for the purpose of developing some aspects
of bi ngual education. Limited funds are
ava able under this source.

3.1 Developing a'Budget
ti

The Appendix, Budget Informalion, isthe 1975
bilingual program budget of the sctoOl district that
I worked with, before staring graduate studies at
The University of Michigan.

3.2 Finding appropriate facilities.

The kind of bilingual program chosen Sfu 17day
or half-day) and staff organization w 1 inf ence
the physical fadilities needed. With e fu 1-day
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program the facilities should either be a-regular
classroom'or a mobile unit. on the other hand, a
half-day program would either require a bilingual
teacher to work within the regular classrooms as a
member of a _team or to draw students from one or
more classrooms.

An ERIC case study, (ED 084 685), shows some of
the decisions that must be made in allocating the
appropriate facilities. In the case study, 30
minutes were designated for instruction. in Spanish
the first year, allowing the teacher and teacher
aide to go into the regular classroom to present
the lesson. This patttrn proved ineffective
because:

1. entire class instruction did not,allow
enough time for attending to the individual,
needs of each child;

2. instruction had to be planned so ighat all
children were able to'participate regard-
less of their differing abilities in
SPanish;

3. the regular classroom teacher was not
utilized effectively during this time.

In order to remedy this situation, a- large
room was selected for the\bilingual learning center
during the second year. The third year of the
program saw teacher and aide moving back into the
classroom since the disadvantages of a separate
room seemed to outweigh the advantages. Specific .
disadVantages of the special room arrangement. were:

/ 1. coordination between the activities in the
regular classroom and the special room was

/' hampered because daily interaction between
the teachers was lacking;

2. an artificial separation between the Spanish
and English activites develped especially in
the area of cultural enlichment;

3. with additional classes, the space in the
special room was inadequate;,'

-4"."-eXadSsive displacement of children occured,
resulting in loss of instruction time.

.3.3 Selecting and ordering materials and equipment

Materials can be develped b9\ the local staff
or.cambe bought froM the many companies that now
handle bilingual materials. In selecting materials
yOu should' be very careful that they are geared to
the experiences and vocabulary of the student.
`Materials for Chicanos, for examples, should show
'pictures with which the students can relate.

The final step of,the module presents some of
the problems that a school district might encounter
'when implementing a bilingual program. This step
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is a summary of the module starting with personnel
seleation and including the problems-of evaluating
a program.

Step Four - Program's First Year
0

After going through these necessary steps,
1. selecting the personnel,
2. set ing up goals and objectiveg,
,3. de nj.ng the, program (which include goals.

and'-Objectives)
-the program director is ready to identify the
student's language dominance. V .

4.0 Pretest, Group, and Schedule Students

As yot recall, the students were tested to
determine their language domianceand classified
into four categories: X dominant, bicultural;
X dominant, monoculitural; English-dominant, bicul
tural; and English=dominant moncultural.

-4.1 Conduct Staff In-service

Staff training should begin as soon.as possible.
The staff should be, aware of the philosophy and
currept practices of bilingual education,-goals and
objectives of the program, and have a strong
commitment toward bilingual education.

4.2 Set up-a Public Relations Program

An important component of any bi ingual program
is the part of the parents have in thle total direction
of the program. Parents and community members need
to be informed about what is happening in the class-
room. ParenES-6ah-lid-informed through newsletters,
the mass media, home visitations by school personnel,
and happenings in the classroom.

4.3 Evalilate

Evaluation should bean on-going part of the
program. It is one of the most important and one
of e most Often ignored components in any educe-
.tiogl program. It is even of greater importance
to the bilingual program because of its innovative

,Although there are sound bases in
existing educational and psychological research
reports to assure us that bilingualism is advantageous,
there are still many questions to be answered about
the use of two languages in the school.

The school district would,he wise to obtain
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the services ok a .professional program'evaluator.
The evaluator should be responsible for selecting
and developing,administering, and analyzing tests.

The evaluator should be aware that the use of
standardized achievement tests is not appropriate
when testing minority students, since they Are
based on norms, for agroup significantly different.

Appendix: Budget Information

6e. ,Salaries and Wages

Director
Evaluator/Planner
Teacher Trainer/Curriculum

Specialists for 10 1/2 mo.
-5 @ $11,600'

$16,108.00
13.265.00

58,000.00
Community Agent
.$475/mo. x 10 1/2 mo. 5,000.00

Secretary (1)
2.60 da. x 8 hrs/da.'x $2.75/hr. 5,720.00

Clerk Typist (1)
200 da. x 8 hr/da. x $2.50 /hr. 4,000.00

Clerks (Evaluation/nstruction) (3)
3 x 190 da. x 8 firs/da. x $2.50/hr. 11,400eq

Instructional Aides (35)
10 mo. x $425 @ mo. x 35' 148,750.00

$262,243.00.

6b. Fringe Benefits

F.I.C.A. $174,870.00 x 5.85 1'0,230.00

Workmen's Compensation
$262,243 x .304$100.00 salary 78'7.00

Total Fringe Benefits $11,017.00

6c. Out of Town Travel

$200/person for 6 key personnel
Director's Travel
Expenses and per diem for above
f days @-$50/diem x 7 persons
on out of state trips)

1,200.00yo
500.00

2,100.00
Total Out of Town Travel $3,800.00

6d. Equipment

'13inding Machine .@ $450.00 450.00
Hole Puncher Model 4MILHP-2001-AA6 @

$330.00 330.00
Total Equipment $780.00
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6e. Supplies

Office Supplies
(Postage, stationery, Xeroxing) ; 600.00 ,

Supplies,for Instruction.
'170 classrooms x $50/classroom 8,500.00

Supplies for Community Liasion
(for parent meetings, neighborhood

/projects, and film documentation
of community involvement activities) 4016.00

*Supplies for Materials Deyelopment
(Mimeograph Raper, stencils,
binders, ink, note pads, etc:)
6 specialists at $200 @ r 1,200.00

Total Supplies $10,700.00

1

Materials for Instruction:

Textbooks, filmstrips, audio tapes,
records, library books, periodicals,
etc. 170 classrooms @$100 17,000.00

4' Materials for Evaluation:

Tests In truments,,and record
keeping, and repOrts

Total. Materials

a

Other Tangible. Property (Under $300/unit)

Cabinet, filing 2 @ 85.00 170.00
Cabinet, stencil storage 2 @ 150.00 30'0.00
Record players'6 @ $100.00 600.00
Cassette Recorder 5 @ $75.00 375.00
(Both of the above are for
oral language development use
in content areas)
FilMstrip Projector with slide

attachments 1 (for comm. liaison) 200.00
Camera. 1 @ $50.00 50.00
(for use in community
involvement activites)-

Total Othtl'r Tangiblg'PreiPerty 1,695.00
Total 6e (as listed above) $29,995.00.

6f. Contractual -0-

600.00
$17,600.00

6g. Remodeling -0-

6h.-Other.

1) Local 'Travel:
!Staff: 200mi/mo. x 11 mo. x

x 7 persons
Dirgctor, 2000 mi. x .16/mi
Total Local Travel,.1,

$ 2,464.00
320.00

$ -2,784;00
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2) 'Field trips for students. in program
20 trips @ $100.00/trip
(covers transportation costs and
pupil adMission fees, if any

.

3) Space'rental $400.00 x-12: _
4,800.00

4) Upkeep and repai r of:eqpipmdht 400.00
..

.

...

.*5) DisseminationCots
. '.-

.(duplication,,Xeraixing,',stencils,

.ifintir,i4.

ri 2'0'0.00 :
ijilpaper, b$nders, etb.: 1,

. t

2,000.00

*6) Staff Traihing.
i) Joint LEA/IHE "capacity building"

efforts for
- 50 t9Achers to %40ork towards oa
graduate degree and/or
credential

-'50 aides to work towards a
bachelors degree,; '

- average oostiper participant
- $300.eflyfor reimbursement of
expense's for'tuition, fees;
books, ,etc:
100 partj.cipdats.x $30):).00/
participant 30,000.00

180.00

2,000.00

4,000.00

1,000.00
$43,180.00
$54064.00

$362,199.00

-ii) Local prorated-share of consortium
costs (details attached) 6,000.00

iii) Seminars, worjcShops, conferences,
etc

substitute teacher pay for
release time for Personnel: 10
days @ $18/day ave.
supplies for workshops 200
participants (170 teachers;
30 aides) x $10/participant
consultant costs
40 consultant days x $100/day
travel and45er diem for

. r 'consultants
Total Cost Staff Training

.Total Other (6h)

6i. Total Direct charges

2

Indirect Charges

6k. Grand Total

*IteMs so
"special

7,250.00

$369 449.00.

marked in the budget are those that require
identification" as per the request in
Memorandum dated March 14, 1975.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 72-6520

Kinney Kinmori4au, a Minor
by and Through Mrs. Kam

Wai Lau, His Guardian
ad litem, et al.,

Petitioners,
v.

Alan H. Nichols et al.

[January 21, 1974]

MR. JusricE DOUGLAS deliveied the opinion of the
Court.

The San Francisco California school system was in-
tegrated in 1971 as a result of a federal court deerce,
339 F. Supp. 1315. See Lee v. Johnson, 404 U. S. 1215.
The District Court found that there are 2.856 student:
of Chinese_ ancestry in the school system who do not
speak English. Of those who have that language de-
ficiency, about 1,000 are given supplemental courses in
the English language.' About 1,800 however do not
receive that instruction.

On Writ of Certiorari -

to the United States
Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit.

A reported adopted by the Human Rights Commission of San
Francisco and inbruitted to the Court by respondent after oral
argument showthat, as of April 1973, there were 3,457 Chinese
students in the school system who spoke little or no English. The
document further showcd 2,13G students enrolled in Chinese special
instniction clas.ses,but at least 429 of the enrollees were not Chinese
but were included for ethnic balance. Thus, ai of April 1973, no
snore than 1,707 of the 3,457 Chinese students needing special English
instruction were receiving it.



J.:117 v:

"rhiq (11,:s suit- brought by non-English.speaking
students against officials responsible for the

ointatimi of the San Francisco Unified Sehool District
.seeks relief :igeiisi the unequal educational oppOrtuni-
ties which are alleged to .v9late the Fourteenth
Amendment. No specific.' remedy is urged upon us.

,Tvaehing Engli,11 to The- Students of Chinese ancestry
''who do not speak the language is one choice. Ci ing.
instructions to this group in Chine. is another. There
inay ht. others. Petitioner ';tsks Tidy ..that the Board
or .Education be directed to apply its expertise to the 1

iwoi,lein and rectify- the, situation.
The District. Court denied relief. The Court of

Appeal s affirmed, holding that there'was. no violation of
the EqOal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment nor of §, 601 of the Civil Rights Act off' 1964, which
excludes from participation in federal financial assistance, --
recipient's of aid which discriminatcagainst racial groups,
483 F. 2d 791. One judge dissented. A hearing en bane ,

was denied. two judgesAissenting. Id.; at 805.
We granted the petition. for certiorari because of th

public importance of .the question presented, 412 U. S.
938.

The Court of Appeals reasoned ttat "every student
brings to the starting line of his educational career dif-
ferent advantages and' disadvantages caused in part by

economic and cultural-background, crcated and-
continued completely apart from any contribution by
the school. system," 483 F. 2d, At 497. Yet in our view
the case may not be so easily decided. This is a public
school system of California and §.571 of th'e California
Education Code states that "English shall be the basic
lango: ge of instrue,tion in all schools." That section per-
mits.a school district to determine "when and under what
circuit stances instruction may be given bilingually."
That >cedar) also states as "the policy of the state" to

O.
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insure "the mastery of English by all papils in the
schools." And bilingual instruction is authorized to
the extent that it. does not int;lere with the sys-
tematic,. sequential, and regular instruction of all pupils
in the English-language."

Moreover § 8573 of the Education Code provides that
no pupil shall receive a diploma of graduation from grade
.12 who has not met the standards of proficiency in "Eng-
lish," as well.a.s other prescribed subjects.. Moreover by
§ 12101 of the Education Code children between the. flees
of six and 16 yeals are (With exceptions not material here)
"subject to compulsory full-time education."

Under these state-imposed standards there is no equal-
ity of treatment merely by providing students with the
same facilities, text books, teachers, andsurriculum; for
students nifb do not understand English are effectively
foreclosed from any meaningful education.

Basic English skills are at the very core of what these
public schools teach.. ImpoSition of a requirement .that,
before a child can...effectivelY participate in the educa-
tional program, lie/must already have acquired those basic
skills is to make a 'mockery of public education.:
We know that those who: do not understand English
are certain to find their classrooirrexperientes wholly irn
comprehensible and in no. way meaningful.

We do not reach the Equal Protection Clause argu,
ment which has-been advanced but rely solely on § 601
()Nile Civil Rights Act of 1904, 42 U. S. C. § 2000 (d)
to reverse the Court of Appeals.

That section bails discrimination based "oil the ground
of race, color, or national origin," ny"any program or ac-
tivity receiving federal financial assistance." The school
district involved in this litigation receives large amounts
of federal financial assistance. HEW, which has author-
ity to promulgate regulations prohibiting discrimination
in federally assisted school sYstcrns, 42 U. S. C. I 2060 (d),
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in 19(iS issucd one guideline 'that. "school systems are
respi.nsilde for w:surilig that students of v. particular race,
color, or rational origin are not denied the opportunity
to obtain the education generally obtained by other stu-
dents in the system." 33 MI §'40.55. In 1970 HEW
ninth. the guidelines more specific, requiring school dis-
tricts that; were federally funded "-to rectify the language
deficiency in order to open" the instruction to students
who 111111 "1ingoistie deficiencies," 35 Fed, neg. 11595.

By 54l(12 of the Ant HEW is authorized to issue rules,
regulations, and orders' to make sure that recipients of
federal aid 'under its jurisdiction conduct any federal
financed projects consistently with § 601. ..HEW's regu-
lations specify, 45 CFR; § 80.3 (b)(1), that the recipients
may not:

"Provide any service, financial aid, or other benefit
to an individual which is. different, or is proVided

. in ,a different manner, from that provided to- others
under the program;

ti

"Restrict an individual in any y in the enjoy-.
limit of any advantage or privil e enjoyed by ,

others receiving any service, financi I aid, or other..
..benefit 'under, the program ";

Disertnimation among itudentslon accognt'of race or
national origin that is prohibited includes '.`cliseliniination

3 Herl inn (102 pravirleH: .

^

, 4
"1?itch Federal deparlment.an.d aptlet ,winds jJ w e r .

extend Fedreal asSistitrice tonny program or. activity; by
way oe:grant, loan, or contract other than a contritet.ef insurance
or giiaranty, is authoriied and directed to effectuatc'thc piovisidne
of section 2000d of this title with respect to such program'or activity
by issuing rules, repilations, or orders of general applicability which
ahall be consistent with achievement of the objectived of the etatutel
authorizing the financial assistance in connection with which thO
1:ction is taken...."

1. 2 8.
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in the availability nr use of any neadeibie . . . r Other
facilities of the grantee or:other recipientP. Id.1.0..5-11)).

I)iscriminativn is barred) which ha's that
pi

c/ even
though no puril)usefuldesign is present: iti recipi lit "may
not,-... utilize criteria )r iniqlitids of admiiiistrati ii which
have the effect of sid 'ecting individinilSito di crimina-
tion" or has "the efft,et of defeating ..,'k.r sub tantially
iinpairing accomplishndoit of the ,objcelives- of the pro!
gram an respect individuals of a 'partiei Inr r re, color,

S

or national origin," /d. 80,Ub(2):"
It seems obvious-that the Chinese-sp pkin minority

receives less benefits thnn the English-spenkin majority
from respondents' school system which deni s them a
meaningful opportunity t partioipate in the ducational
programall earmarks of he discrimination mimed by
the Regulations,' Ill 1, 70 HEW issued clarifying
guidelines (35 Fed. Reg. 11595) which it elude the
following:

"Where inability to speak nd understand tic English
langutge excludes national ori in- minority groin p children
from effective...participation i the educations program
offered by a school district, the district must in e affirma-
tive 'steps to rectify the language ,,leficiency in order to
open its instructional program t6, these students. ' (Pet.
Br. App. la).

"Any ability,.grouping or trac ing system cm loved
by the school system-to -deal wit the special Inn :.!rage
skill needs of national origin-min rity !group chi mu
must be designed to niece such language skill need as

soon tts possible and Ms!. not ()per* as an educatiot al .

Respondent school district sontr tually agreed
dcadend or permanent track." (Pet. Br. p. 2a).

"comply with title VI of the Civil Righi3 Act of 1964 ...

3 And see Report of the Human Rights ComiLsion of San Fran-
cisco,4Bilingual Education in the Ban Franc's Public Schools,
Aug. 9, 1973.
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and all requirements imposeeby or 'pursitant. to the
Regulations" of 11EW (45 CPR Pt. 80) which are
"issued. pursuant to that title ..'." and also immeatately
to "take 'any measures necessary to effectuate this asftec-
ment." The Federal Government 'has povite.( to fix Vie
terms on which its money allotments to the Staies shall
be disbursed. Oklahoma v. Civil Service Commission, 330
U. S. 127, 142 -143. -Whatever may be the limits of that
power, Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U. S. 548, 500
t seq., they have not been reached here. Senator

Humphrey, during, the flobr,flebates on the Civil Rights
Act of 1904, said:

"Simple justice requires that public funds, to which
all taxpayers of all races contribute, not be spent in any
fashion which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes, or

Jesuits in racial discrimination."
We actordingly reverse the judgme t of the Court of

Appeals and remand e case for the fashioning of ap-,
propriate relief.

Reversed.

MR. JUBTIC(WHtTF. cows in the result.

ci

110 Cong. Hee, 6543 (Senator Humphrey quoting from Presi-
dent K "zly's message to Congress, Juno 19, 1963.)

oalP
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I

CONCURRING OPINIONS

MR. JUSTICE STEWART, with whom THE. CHIEF JUSTICE

and Mn. JUSTICE BLACKMUN join, concurring in the
result.

It is uncontested that more than 2,800 school children
of Chinese ancestry, attend school in the San Francisco
Unified School District system even thotigh they do not

.speak,.. understand, read,' or write the 'English language,
and that as to solne.1,800 of these pupils the respondent
school authorities have taken no significant steps to deal
%With this language deficiency. The petitioners do not
contend, however, thatIlie respondents have affirmatively,
or intentionally contributed to this inadequacy. but only
that they have failed to 64.1c in the face of changing
social and linguistic patterns. Because of this laissez
faire attitude on the part of the school administrators,
it is not entirely cl iat § 001 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1004,42 U. S. C. §' 0 d, standing alone, would render
Mega the expenditure of federal.funds on these schools.
For thh ,ction provides that "[n)o person in the United
Stated shall, on- the ground of race, color, or national
origin be excluded from participation in,.be denied the
benefits of, or lie subjected to diserimination under
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Any program or activity receiving Federal financial
as:istah1e."

On the other hand, the interpretive guidelines pub-
lished by the Office for Civil Rights of the Department
of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare in 1970, 35 Fed. Reg.
11595, clearly indicate that' affirmative a eels to give
special training for non-English' gPeaking pupils are re-
quired by Tit.: VI as a condition to receipt of federal aid
to public

"Where inability, to speak and understand the Eng-
lish language excludes national origin minority group
children front effective participation in the educa-
tional program offered by a school district; th9. dis-
trict. must take affirmative steps to rectify the
language deficiency in order to open its instrudiral
program to these students."

The critical question is, therefore, whether the regu-
lations and guidelines proinulgated by HEW go beyond
the authority of § 601.' Last Term, in Mourning v.
litamity l'ublications Service, Inc., 411 e. S. .358; 369,
we held that the validity of a regulation promulgated

These guidelines were issued in further clarification of the
Department's position as stated its regulations issued to implement
Tit.. VI, -15 CFR pt. SO. The regulatioris,Provide in pdrt that
no recipient of federal financial awistance administered by HEW may

"Provide any service, financial aid, nr other benefit to an individual
which is different, or. is provided in a different manner, from that ..

proviiIM to others under the, program; [or] I
"Restrict an individual any. way. in. the enjoyment of an

advantage or privilege enjoyed by othe1I's 'receiving any service,
--sfinanci.c.1 aid, or other benefit under the program."
45 CFR §50.3 (6)(1)(4, (iv).

Inc respondents do. not contest the standing of the petitioners
to suo as beneficiaries of the federal funding contract between the
Depaiiment of Health, Education, and Welfare and the San Fran-
cisco Lnified School District.

/132
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under a general authorization provision such as § 6U2
of Tit. VI "will be sustained so long as it is !rason-
ably related to the purposes of the enabling legislation.'
Thorpe v. Housing Authority' of thc City of Durham,
393 U. 268, 280-281 ,(1969)." I think the guidelines
here fairly meet that test. Moreover, in assessing the
purposes of remedial legislation we have found Illat de-

:partmental regulations and "consistent litlininistrative
construction" are "entitled.to\great weight.". Traflin.oe
v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 40f) U. S. 205, 210;
Griggs v. Duke Power_Co., 401 U. S. 424, 433 -434; Udall
V. Tallman, 380 U. S. 1. The Department has reason-
ably and .Consistenly ,interpreted § 601'to require affirma-
tive remedial efforts to give special attention to linguis-
tically deprived children.

For these reasons I concur in the judgment of the
Court.

42 U. S. C. §2000d-1provides in per:input p,irt:
Each Fe ral departn mt and) agency. which is emptmered...to

extend F oral assistance toany program or activity, by ':'y of
grant., Joan, or contrack' other tttit a contract or iro:itroure or
guaranty; is authorized and directed to effeCtuate the provi..itina of
section 2000x1 of this title, with respect to pelt program ur activity
by issuing rules, rciulatiolfs, or orders of general applicability which
shajl be consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statute{
authorizing the financial assistance in connection- with which the
action is taken ...."
The United States as amicus curiae asserts in its brief, and the
respondents appear to concede, that the guidelines were isqued pur-
suant to *602.
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Mn. JUSTICE BI.ACKM'UN, with whom' THE CHIEF
JUSTICE joins, concurring in .the result.

I join ,Ma. JUSTICE STEWART'S opinion and thus I, too,
concur in the result. Against the possibility that the
Court's judgment may be interpreted too broadly, I
stress the fact that the children with whom we are con-
cerned here number about 1800.. This is a very sub-
stantial group that is being deprived of any meaningful
schooling because they eannot understand the language
of the classroom. We may only guess as to why they
have had no exposure to English in their Presehoetyears.
Earlier generations of American ethnic groups haVe over-
coe the language barrier by 'earnest parental endeavor
or by the hard fact of being pushed out of thelumily or
community nest and into the realities of broader
expericinia.

I merely wish to make plain that when, in another
case, we are concerned with a very few youngsters, or
with just a single child who speaks only German or
Polish or Spanish or any language other than .English,
I would not regard today's decision, or the separate con-
currence, as conclusive upon the issue whether the statute
and the .guideline: require the funded school district to
provla special instrugtion. For me, nurnber;are at the
heart of this ease and my coneurrenctii to beNEdeistood
accordingly.
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Act No. 294
Public Acta of 1974

Approved by Governor
October 17. 1974

STATE OF MICHIGAN
77TH LEGISLATURE

REGULAR SESSION OF 1974

Introduced by Rep. Elliott
Rep. Scott named as co-sponsor

ENROLLED HOUSE BILL. No. 4750
AN ACT to amend section 360 of Act No. 260 of the Public &as of 1955, ...raffled a. a,..ei,l,d "A An act to

provide a system of public instruction and primary schools; to ;no, ide for the (...i. 1. 1.il)1, Olg.11:tatiim.
regulation and maintenance of schools and school districts, to piesert'se Ii I. 4.; tk,innvi rs, (110,11 arid
privileges; to provide for registration of school districts. and til, proscribe powers nd (Intros watt, rewent
thereto; to provide for the levy and collection of taxes for horroWnv, i,': o.,,1111. 1111,11i'. :0:,.r of bonds and
other evidences of indebtedness; to provide for and p u : s t i ' , . ' . , , . . -r. , ,0 ' . , i .,,n, b.,,,ils ,,itil
officials; and to prescribe penalties," being sectiati :'40.3C,C1 i.f a. f 'owl 1..1 1., .. f t'f.d..1,1 t., add
sections 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395 and 396.

The People of thetate of Michigan enact. .

Section 1. Section 360 of Act No. 289 of the Public Acts of 1955, being section 310.380 of the Compiled
Laws of 1970, is amended and sections 390,391, 392, 393, 394, 395 and 396 are added to read as follows:

. .

Sec. 380.,(1) English shall be the baiic language of instruction in all the schools of this state, public,
private,)parochial:. or In an state institution.

.11. *
(4) Subsection (1) shall not be conarue,d'asapplying tb:
(a) Religious Instruction in private or parochial schools given in any language in addition to the regular

course of sin y.
(b) A rse of instruction in a foreign language in which the students have acquired sufficient

profici to be conversant in the foreign language. .

(c) Bilingual instruction, as defined in section 390, which will assist children of hinted F:nglish speaking
ability to achieve reasonable efficiency in the English language.

.
,

Se:c. 390. As used in sections 390 to 396:
(a) "Bilingual instruction" means the use of 2 languages, 1 of which isEnglish, as media of instruction

for speaking, reading, writing, or comprehension. :Bilingual instruction" may incliffle instruCtion in the
history and culture of the country, territory, or geographic arcs associated with the language spoken by
children of limited English-speaking ability who are enrolled in the program and in the history and culture
of the United States.
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(b) . "Children of lirpited Englishspeaking ability- means rhildrcii who have 11r reasonably may be
1.`N ell to have dgcnIty performing ordinary class work in English because their native tongue is 2language other th English or because they come from a home or environment where the primary
language used is a language other than English.

(c) "Constituent school district- swans a local school district located withstand functioning as a part of
an intermediate school district,

(d) "In-scrvice training"means short-term or part i re training fur administrators, teachers,, teacher
aides, paraprofessionals, or' other education personn bilingual instruction programs for .-.children of hunted English-speaking ability.

,/
Sec. 391. Beginning with the 1975-78 school ar, the board of a school district having an

enrollment of 20 or more children of Inured English-speaking ability, in a language classification in grades
.3C-12, shall establish.and,,,oPerate a bilingual instruction program for those children.

(2) The board may establish and operate a bilingual instruction program with respect to a language
classification if the school district has fewer than 20 childYen oilimitad English-speaking ability.

(3) Children enrolled in a bilingual instructiiihrprogram olierated under this section may be placed in
classes With other children of approximately the same age and grade level. If children of different age
groups or grade levels are combined, the board of the school district shall insure that the instruction given
each child is appropriate to his level of educational attainment.

(4) A child of limited English-speaking ability residing in a district which does not have an Appropriate
bilingual instruction program or which is net required to have a bilingual instruction program may enroll
in a program in another school district. Tuition, for the'child shall be paid, and transportation shall be
provided. by the school district in which the child resides.

(5) Where fewer .than 20 children of limited English-speaking ability in a language classification are
enrolled in a school distrikt, the board of the intermediate school district shall determine whether the totalnumber of such children residing in its constituent school districts which do not operate a bilingual
instruction program warrants the establishment of an intermediate bilingual instruaiori-support program.
An intermediate district operating or contratiag for the operation of a bilingual program or service may
carry children in membership in the same manner as local ichool districts and shall be entitled to its
proportionate share of state funds available fur the program. Membership shall be calculated pursuant to
rules promulgated by the state board of ed.:anon. The board of the intermediate school district shall
consider:

(a) Whether the cost of operating an intermediate bilingual insiructionsupport program is justified-by
the number of children at each gradt, level v-hti would benefit from its establishment...,

(h) %%hether alternative methods of providing a bilingual instructioresupport .program, such as visiting'
teachers or part-time instruction.' can be provided.

.

Sec. 392. (I).he bilingual Insfruction program operated by a school district shall be a full-time
program of bilingual instruction in:

(a) courses and subjects required by this act.
(b) The courses and subjects required by the boarG for completion of the grade level in which the child

is enrolled.

Sec. 393. (II Prior to the idacernent of a child of limited English- speaking ability, in A bilingual
instruction program, the school district in Which the child resides shall notify, by registered mail, the
child's parents...or legal guardian that- the child is beingenrlolled in a bilingual instruction program. The
rubes shall ,riontechhisal.descri lit511,9(4he. PurPoSes method. .ancl-conte°t
program and shalKtiform the parents that they have e right to visit bilingual instruction classes in which
their child is enrolled.

(2) The noticb shall be written in English and in the native language of the child of limited English-.

speaking abilit).

(3) The notice shall inform the parents that they have the absolute right to refuse the placement or to
withdraw their child from the program by giving written notice to the school board of the focal districtin
which the child resides.

(4) A child of limited Englishspeaking ability residing in a 'school district operating or participating in a
bilingual instruction program pursuant to section 391 shall be enrolled in the bilingual instructionvograrn
for .3 lcars or until he achieves a level of proficiency ill English language skills sufficient to receive an
equal educational opportunity inthe regular school program. whichever occurs first. A school district shall
not transfer a child of bunted English- speaking ability out of a bilingual instruction program .prior to the
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child's third year of enrollment unless the parents or guardian of the'shild approve the transfer in writing
or rinks, the child c..ccessfully completes an'examination which. in the determination of the state hoard of
Mite-Aims. reflects a les'el of proficiency in English language skills appropriate to the child's grade level.

See. 354. A school district operating a bilingual instruction program putsuam to section 391 shall
establish an advisory committee to assist the board in evaluating and planning the bilingual instruction
program. The advisnry committee shall be comprised of representatives of parents of ch.' len enrolled in
the program. bilingual instruction teachers and counselors. and members of the community ,s inajnrity of
the member of.the advisory committee shall be parents of children mulled in the bilingual instruction
program.

Sec. 395. (1) The site board of education, in cooperation with intermediate an:1 local solm..
shall develop and administer a program of in-service training for bilingeal instruction orugra ins. "1 tit e
board of education shall promulgate rules governing the conduct of and leirticip.inco in the in- service
training programs.

-(2) Exercising its 'authority under section 10 of Act No. 287 of the Public Acts of 148.1. being section"
3813.1010 of the !Michigan Compiled Laws, the state board of education 51)1111 promulgate odes gnserning
the indorsement of teachers as qualified bilingual instructors in the publi. schools of this state. The teacher
shall meet the require:nen!s of sections 851 and 852 of this act and shall he proficient in both the oral and
written skills of the language for which he is indorsed.

(3) The state board of education shall approve an examination. or testing mechanism suitable for
evaluating the proficiency in English language skills of a child of limited Englishspeaking ability.

Sec. 398. The state department bf 'education shall:
(a) Advise and assist school diStricts in complying with and implementing Sect ems 39() to 396.
(h) Study, review, and evaluate textbooks and instructional mateeials. resources, an3 nu-du for use in

bilingual instructional programs. ls

(c) Confile data reldtive In the theory and practice of bdingual aittsn'titin and peclagpgy.
. (d) Encdurage experimentation andnnovation M bilingual-education

(e) Recnminend in- service training inugraiiii,urriculim: loi i'laiiiiarts to the-state board of education
(f) Make an annitalreport relative to bilingual instruction picgrAins lo the rt.- governor

This act is ordered to take imihediate effect.

. Approved

Governor.

/''Aa 7e--4e/
Clr,4 of the II ,. of 11,0i:1..1-dative%
9
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Se0elan. of the Senate.
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